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Gadgets and Widgets

SUT Meeting: Gadgets an

Last August, the SUT presented a ‘Gadgets and Widgets’ exposition in which companies were invited to talk about idea
Chaired by Neil Gordon, Subsea UK’s the chief executive officer, it looked at a range of technologies
Is there a big future for 3D HD underwater?
by Colin Jaffray, Kongsberg
Kongsberg Maritime’s system
division has developed a 3D high
definition (HD) camera, which has
attracted great interest from around
the world. This camera was the
subject of a recent presentation to
the SUT by the company’s imaging
products sales manager, Colin
Jaffray.
Accompanying his talk was a live
feed from the camera, along with
pre-recorded footage showing
fish activity recorded in 3D high
definition at the Marine Aquarium in
Macduff.
This was also of particular interest
to marine scientists at the Marine
Biodiversity event which was
recently held at the Aberdeen
Exhibition and Conference Centre
in September 2011.

systems and submersibles.
“Standard video multiplexers used
on ROVs are unsuitable as the
cameras produce a much higher
data rate of 1.5Gb per second.
This high data rate requires single
mode fibre for very long distance
transmission and consideration
given for specialist data overlay and
recording on the surface.
There are still challenges, although
these are now much less daunting
due to ongoing advances in
technology, results are well worth the
additional effort required to integrate
HDTV on underwater vehicles.

3D HDTV is an exciting technology
that we would expect to assist ROV
pilots operating manipulator arms
on their vehicles, not only allowing
pilots to carry out tasks more
quickly, but being more spatially
aware while using the manipulator
should minimise possible damage to
the arm, or even more importantly,
damage to the asset that the arm is
working with, effectively saving extra
costs for the operators.
The technology is at an early stage,
but using 3D HD involves more than
simply adding a camera to a vehicle.
We design the cameras with the

3D HDTV represents the latest in a
long line of advanced high definition
underwater cameras since their
introduction four years ago.
Underwater 3D HD is the next
technological step – essentially
consisting of two full HD
underwater cameras in a single
underwater housing and using
sophisticated stereo processing
techniques.
“We estimate that approximately
250–300 2D underwater HD
cameras are currently in use
worldwide,” said Colin Jaffray. “The
technology originally met with some
resistance from the market due to
various technical challenges and
costs of integration on existing ROV
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as that they were currently working on.
Chemical Injection Metering Valve
by Ed Pepper, Cameron
appropriate output to match the
ROV interface. Kongsberg can
advise best methods for long
distance transmission but HDSDI over fibre is a must.
Different wavelengths can
be provided allowing several
camera signals to be carried
on a single fibre using Coarse
wave division multiplexing
(CWDM )
The fibre can be single mode or
multi-mode output, depending
on the type of fibre in the ROV’s
umbilical, with transmission
distances typically of up to 10km
using single mode.
3D HDTV display technology
has advanced greatly, recently
to the point where it is now a
commercially available and
a cost-effective solution for
use with underwater 3D HD
cameras.
To view the display, glasses
are used to separate the left
and right images and can be
of the passive or active type
with pros and cons using both
types. There are also a number
of glasses, free 3D displays
becoming available in the
marketplace now.
Kongsberg reports that
feedback from clients
received so far has been very
encouraging with offshore trials
pending.

Chemical injection has become an
important feature in the production of
many large fields. This is especially
true for gas developments where
mono-ethylene glycol (MEG) and
methanol is injected as an antifreeze to prevent hydrate formation.
Subsea chemical injection typically
is carried out by bulk injecting
chemicals through a gate valve
on the subsea tree, fed by either a
single shared umbilical line or one
line per tree.
In the case of a shared line, this can
result in different dosages being
applied to each tree. Providing
individual umbilicals to each tree,
however, can be expensive.
Providing too small a dose would
be a flow assurance risk. In order
to ensure that at least the minimum
amount of chemical arrives at
each tree, it is normal to use large
amounts of chemicals.
On large gas fields, this could
amount to injection rates of more
than 20 000 litres/hour. These large
volumes require storage space on
the platform/floating production,
storage and offloading (FPSO) and
facilties at the recovery terminal to
remove them.
Cameron has introduced a chemical
injection metering valve (CIMV) to
provide accurate and adjustable
dosing of only the right amount of
chemical.
Chemical injection valves are



not new, but normally
have been aimed at low
volumes. This latest highflow device, however, lets
the operator accurately
control much higher
volumes of MEG and
methanol.
Cameron’s CIMV
uses patented nonintrusive ultrasonic flow
measurement technology,
which is ideally suited
to the recycled MEG,
providing accurate and
reliable flow control
without the need for
filtration.
It can work in the flow
range of 160–26 000
litres/hour with an
accuracy of up to +1.5%
of reading. It works
on pressures up to 10
000psi and operating
temperatures between
-5°C and 70°C. Onboard
closed-loop control using
real-time feedback from
the flowmeter allows
the throttling valve to be
adjusted to maintain the
desired injection rate.
It is actuated electrically
(12W maximum),
therefore removing
hydraulic functions from
the control module.
Chemical injection
metering valve (CIMV
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OceanSENSE
by Kevin Parker, Ocean Tools
If oil escapes from a failed seal or
gasket, or from a corroded pipe, it
may be very difficult to detect the
exact point of the leakage. If it is not
found, however, the problem may
exacerbate.
OceanTools has provided a solution
by supplying the OceanSENSE
range of subsea leak detection
systems. These are used in tracing
leaks in subsea infrastructure such
as control systems, X-mas trees,
manifolds, BOPs and pipelines.
These have obvious financial and
environmental benefits.
While leak detection systems are not
a new technology, the OceanSENSE
units are significantly smaller and
more powerful than competitive
systems and are, therefore, suitable
for hand-held operations by divers
as well as weight-sensitive microROV and autonomous underwater
vehicle (AUV) versions.

A leak detected by
its fluorescence

Oils and dyes fluoresce in certain
wavelengths of light. Conventional
systems, therefore, are based on
“black light” detectors. A problem
with these are that the ROV’s lights
have to be turned off when the

The OceanSENSE range of
detection equipment

UT2 December 2011
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The OceanSENSE range of
detection equipment

system is in operation, thus making for
potentially hazardous ROV operations.
OceanSENSE units work by
transmitting light at a specific
wavelength using specially built high
intensity LEDs. A dye is added to the
wellstream and the lights cause the
stream to fluoresce.

associated with high-intensity LEDs.
“Another application of OceanSENSE
is the detection of cement during

casing cementing operations,” said
Parker. “It has the potential to save
several hours of rig-time.”

Easily detectable dyes include Niche
Product’s OceanDYE (specially
developed for use with OceanSENSE),
Fluoresceins, Rhodamines, Fluorodye,
Pelagic 100 and oil/hydrocarbon (still
detectable but slightly trickier).
The received signal is digitised and
transmitted to the surface where
OceanSENSE software displays the
data on a laptop or PC. The overall
system is 50 times as powerful as the
human eye.
“The subsea leak may also be viewed
on an ROV camera, enabling a doubleedged approach to detection,” said
Kevin Parker, managing director of
Ocean Tools.
“Unlike older, less compact, laser based
systems, there are no safety issues

A diver examining a leak
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Tow chain
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chain
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Interface beam
Structure

Subsea Deployment Systems
David Paul and Arnbjorn
Joensen
If projected field development
trends continue, the industry will see
increasingly larger seabed-based
structures requiring installation in
deeper waters, possibly in areas
also subject to particularly hostile
environmental conditions. For this
to happen, a number of issues will
have to be satisfied.

80% on single structure installations.
“This system can deploy subsea
structures weighing from 100t to
several thousand tons in water
depths of 100m–3000m largely
independently of weather,” said codeveloper David Paul.
The so-called subsea deployment

Crane vessels with the necessary
capacity to install these structures
will have to be available. Weather
conditions might favour the more
stable larger crane vessels with
their larger weather windows,
however, the costs of using these
are likely to have an impact in
overall project costs and possibly,
viability.
This prompted Aberdeen-based
Subsea Deployment Systems to
develop a novel low-tech method of
installing or recovering large subsea
structures without the aid of a heavy
lift vessel.
The towing and installation are
carried out underwater. This offers
potential cost savings of up to 60%
on multi-structure installations and
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vessel (SDV) system consists of
a pair of longitudinal steel frame
hulls connected at either end by an
interface beam to form a square
ring structure. The frame of the
subsea structure is connected to the
interface beam by retractable pins.
The longitudinal pontoons can
be ballasted to allow the entire
assembly to operate at shallow
draught. As the towing moves into
deeper waters, they can be flooded,
allowing the vessel to be submerged.
The pontoons also incorporate a
number of solid buoyancy modules
consisting of syntactic foam. The
number of buoyancy modules can
be added or removed to match the
weight of the subsea structure being
supported.
To maximise stability when the
structure is submerged, these are
located as high as practicable. This
separates the centre of gravity and
the centre of buoyancy.

Subsea Deployment System
Installation



Protruding above the level of the
buoyancy modules are raised
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Control

Castles

Chain towers

Longditudinal
pontoons

buoyancy columns called castles.
When in deep draught tow, these
facilitate fine tuning of the trim.
At each corner of the frame are
ballast lockers. These are used to
trim the deployment vehicle prior
to its tow, according to the desired
weight and centre of gravity of
the structure. They are also used
to hold the ballast necessary to
keep the structure steady after
installation.
Halfway along the longest sides
are a pair of control towers that
accommodate the control chains.
The amount of weight provided
by the chains as they are lowered
into this funnel alters the ballast
and thus controls the height. It
also provides lateral and rotational
control of the SDV.
At the front is a towing chain. Part of
the chain contains a clump weight
which can act as an anchor when
the assembly is parked on the
seabed. It also allows control of the
wire when the assembly moves from
deep draught to sumberged tow.

Tow Out
The structure is towed away from
the fabrication yard in shallow
draught mode, but as water depth
increases on the way to the site,
the ballast changes by emptying
the tanks, making the structure
gradually progress, first to deep
draught mode, and then to fully
submerged where it avoids the
effects of the surface environment.
At this point, the entire structure is
approaching neutral buoyancy.
Once the assembly is towed to site,
it is prepared for final positioning.
As the frame is already underwater,
it avoids the often critical phases of
offshore overboarding and lowering
through the splash zone that a
conventional crane vessel would
have to go through.
Ballast chains are lowered down from
an installation vessel that can be
considerably smaller than the crane
vessel that would otherwise have to
be used. These ballast chains are
guided into the SDV’s chain towers
by remotely operated vehicles.



Simply, the more chain inserted into
the chain towers, the greater the
weight and the more the structure
will be lowered. The structure can
be manoeuvred to the required
location by moving the surface
vessel and thus, the chains.
At no time are these ballast chains
physically attached to the SDV. By
carefully adding the chains, they
behave as soft springs, minimising
dynamic loading. By pulling on
either or both of the chains, the
vessel can also be steered very
accurately – at least as good as a
crane vessel from the surface for
final set down.
This system has a distinct
advantage in emergency response
scenarios. The low dynamic loading
and avoiding the need to recover
structures to deck offshore makes
the system particularly attractive for
salvaging redundant structures.
Subsea Deployment Systems is
looking to align with an innovative
partner to bring this concept to
market.
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The FLX360 Flying Lead, Multi-Function Subsea Connection System by Anthony Vangasse GE Oil and Gas
Subsea systems are powered,
supplied or controlled by
distribution lines called flying leads.
These provide chemical/hydraulic
and electrical communication
between the various umbilical
termination assemblies (UTAs),
subsea distribution units (SDUs),
trees and manifolds, etc.
The connector interfaces are called
stab plates. Typically, the female
stab plate would be housed within
the stationary structure whereas
the moveable flying lead would
contain the male stab plate.
“These stab plates are critical
components,” said Anthony
Vangasse, senior product manager
– Subsea Control, Distribution
and Sensing, at GE Oil & Gas. “It
is essential that the two plates be
correctly aligned before the multiple
connections can be engaged.”
Once engaged, they are held
together by a force up to 300kN
but when pulled apart, they
must overcome the hydrostatic
head of seawater (up to 250kN).
They should remain in position
regardless of external conditions

but if the operator returns after 25
years, they should be able to be demated on demand.”
The traditional attachment
mechanism is based on a threaded
screw. As it is rotated, it pulls the
stab-plates together into position.
“In practice, however, over time,
exposure to harsh subsea conditions,
corrosion and debris build-up can
render them unworkable when the
remotely operated vehicle (ROV) is
dispatched to disconnect the plates.
This uncertainty prompted GE Oil
& Gas to revisit the design and
develop a new stab system called
the FLX360.
“In the new design, we wanted to
make a step change in the latching
mechanism. By entirely removing
threads from mechanism, we could
eliminate risk of cross threading,
galling or seizing of subsea screw
threads.”
The design they adopted was a
mechanism in which the flying lead
from the ROV is introduced into a
receptacle port and rotated in a way
broadly analogous to a bayonet
fitting on a light bulb. Coarse and fine
guidance features on the tool and
both stab-plate halves provide for a
good range of angular, rotational and
lateral misalignment possibilities.

Connector interfaces
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“We have included guidance features
on the outside, that show when it is
latched. It is a very visible system,
that makes it clear what is going on
inside,” said Vangasse.
“The bayonet also improves
corrosion resistance and connection
reliability over multiple make/break
cycles – while speeding up the actual
connection time. Experience has
taught us that a faster make-up time
reduces likelihood of seals blowing
out for hydraulic lines.
“We also wanted to make the
couplings that are populated on the
plate more modular, so the designer
can better configure the stab plate to
suit the intended application,” said
Vangasse.
“In the design, we have eliminated
the more exotic or hard materials
such as stainless steel super duplex
in favour of a uniform high carbon
steel content throughout wherever
possible.
This was not so much for cost
reduction as for quality control
purposes and ensuring that cathodic
protection works in a uniform way.”

11
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Subsea UK Unveil Board Members
Subsea UK has unveiled its new
Board after the industry body held
its biennial election following an
unprecedented number of member
nominations.
The members’ ballot, which was
held at Subsea UK’s annual
general meeting (AGM), resulted
in one new Board member being
appointed and nine re-elected
members.
Neil Gordon, chief executive of
Subsea UK, said: “The UK subsea
industry has had an exceptional
year with unprecedented growth
which puts it in a strong position
as we look forward to a new year.
The fact that Subsea UK had
a significant number of Board
candidates underpins this. It serves
to highlight the importance of the
subsea sector and our members’
drive to engage with each other
to ensure the sector’s future
expansion.
“Activity is continuing to evolve
and with an increase projected into
2012, Subsea UK wants to help
members exploit new opportunities
particularly in emerging overseas
markets. I welcome all members
of the new Board who I am
sure will each play a key role in
helping companies meet the wider
challenges as we enter this period
of significant growth.”

Frank Bee: Shell

Dr Patrick O’Brien: Wood Group

Ian Mitchell: BP

John Mair: Subsea 7

Tim Sheehan: Rotech

Alan Nicol: Nautronix

The Subsea UK members’ ballot
was held after Board nominees
were given the chance to highlight
their key issues and industry
initiatives in the run up to the
AGM. They identified common
themes including skills shortages,
international markets and joined up
working within the subsea sector.
Newly elected member Denise
Smiles of Optical Metrology
Services said continued investment
in technology and innovation was
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Denise Smiles: OMS

Geoff Lyons: BPP Tech

William Edgar : Chairman

key to tackling the main challenges
facing the global subsea industry
over the next three years: “The
current market share in the oil
and gas industry of UK-based
companies stands at approximately
one third. Up until now, subsea
innovation and strategic investment
in technical research and
development have proved critical in
growing that share over the years.

Geoff Fisher: Technip

Fraser Moonie: Bibby Offshore

“Our challenge, as companies, is to
grow market share and secure our
place in the industry as innovators
that the market follows. The
industry is continually building on,
and improving existing practise to
enhance safety. That requires ongoing assessment, communication,
co-operation and improvements
across companies and countries.
This needs to continue and must be
at the forefront of everything we do.

Brian Green of First Subsea and
Andrew Hodgson of SMD are
seconded to the Board to represent
regional branches in the North West
and North East.
Bill Cattanach of DECC, Jim Davis of
Scottish Enterprise and Neil Poxon
of ITF represent their respective
organisations on the board.

13

Neil Gordon: CEO

Trish Banks: Company Secretary
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BP UK Plans
In October, BP announced the development of four
new oil and gas projects that together will involve
a total investment of almost £10 billion in the UK’s
oil industry over the next five years and help to
maintain BP’s production from the North Sea for
decades to come.
These are part of a wave of new major oil and gas
projects around the world that BP expects to come
on stream over the next five years.
The announcement followed the UK Government
granting approval to the £4.5 billion Clair Ridge
project.
The Clair Field, located west of Shetland, was
discovered in 1977 and extends over an area of 220
km2 in water depths of approximately 140m. The
complexity of the field and the difficulty of working
in such a harsh environment has meant that this
valuable resource was not developed for many
years.
Clair Phase 1 development was sanctioned in 2001
and consists of a steel jacket supporting drilling
and processing facilities. First oil was achieved
in February 2005 and production has steadily
increased to capacity, 60,000 barrels per day, as
new wells have been drilled from the platform.
The second phase of the development, Clair Ridge,
is targeting the part of the Clair field north of Clair
Phase 1.
The Clair Ridge project, which will install two
new bridge-linked platforms with the capability to
produce an estimated 640 million barrels of oil, is
planned to come on stream in 2016 and to extend
production from the greater Clair area to 2050. In
addition to the 600 people already working on the
project, it will provide hundreds of UK engineering,
drilling and oilfield services jobs over the field’s life.
In the central North Sea, with partner RWE, BP’s
£550 million development of the Devenick gas field
recently passed a significant milestone when its 600
tonne module was successfully lifted onto Marathon
Oil’s East Brae platform.
Earlier this year, BP and its partners also
announced plans for the £3 billion redevelopment of
the Schiehallion and Loyal fields, west of Shetland,
and the £700 million development of the Kinnoull
field in the central North Sea.
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The £4.5 billion Clair Ridge project.
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Belnaves
Apache Julimar will proceed with
development of the Balnaves oil
field in Production License WA-49L offshore Western Australia.
The field was discovered by
Apache in 2009 during exploration
and appraisal drilling in the JulimarBrunello complex. Balnaves is a
light, sweet oil accumulation in a
separate reservoir in the Triassic
Mungaroo formation, located
adjacent to the large gas reservoirs
of the Brunello gas field.
First production from the
$438million development is
scheduled in 2014, with gross
peak production of approximately
30 000b/d oil and estimated gross
recoverable resource of 17 million
barrels of oil and 30 billion ft3 of
gas.
Two horizontal production wells
will be connected to a floating
production, storage and offloading
(FPSO) vessel via subsea
tiebacks. One water injection
well will be used to maintain
reservoir pressure. Gas will be
reinjected into another reservoir
for later production as part of the
Wheatstone liquefied natural gas
(LNG) Project.
Apache has agreed to lease the
Armada Claire, an FPSO owned
by Bumi Armada with production
capability of 80 000 barrels of oil
and 50 million ft3 of natural gas per
day and storage capacity for 750
000 barrels.
“We are pleased to sanction our
third operated oil development in
Australia since 2007,” said Thomas
M. Maher, Apache’s region vice
president and managing director in
Australia.
“With the Van Gogh field on
production and first output from
Coniston expected in 2013,
Balnaves will add to our position.”
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The Balnaves oil field

Staffa
Iona Energy has agreed to
purchase a 100% interest in Block
3/8d containing the Staffa oil field
from Fairfield Cedrus.
Staffa is located in Block 3/8d
in the UK North Sea and lies
approximately 14km south-east
of the producing Ninian Central
platform.
The Staffa Field also lies due south
of the Orlando Oil discovery within
Block 3/3b in which a 35% working
interest is held by Iona.
The Staffa Field is a three-way fault
closed structure approximately 4 km
long by 2km wide and has a 489ft
(true vertical thickness) oil column
in the Upper Brent sandstone
reservoirs.
The Staffa field produced at rates
of between 10,000 and 5800
b/d oil between the years 1992

16

and 1994 and ceased production
when the Brent crude oil price was
approximately $13 to $15 per barrel.
Through the purchase of Staffa
from Fairfield, Iona will acquire full
rights to an advanced development
plan and associated equipment,
including the engineering design,
critical engineering facilities such as
a subsea production tree, and an
established pipeline survey route.
This draft plan incorporates a subsea
buried ‘pipe in pipe’ insulated flowline
and will allow for chemical injection,
as currently envisaged for the
Orlando development.
The semi-submersible rig WilHunter
has been contracted and will
conduct an extensive downhole fluid
sampling program, to evaluate the
well bore, and to suspend the well
for later re-entry and completion as a
development production well.

Field News

Golden Eagle
Nexen has received approval from
the UK Department of Energy
and Climate Change (DECC) to
proceed with the Golden Eagle area
development – a £2 billion (C$3.3
billion) investment that is expected
to produce an estimated 140 million
barrels of oil equivalent (gross) of
proved and probable reserves over
an 18-year period.
The Golden Eagle development
encompasses both the Golden Eagle
and Peregrine reservoirs located in
central North Sea blocks 20/1N, 20/1
and 14/26a, approximately 43 miles
from Aberdeen.
The development plan for
Golden Eagle incorporates a
combined production, utilities and

BP EMAS

Tubular Bells
accommodation platform linked to a
separate wellhead platform. Plans
call for 20 development wells (16
platform-based and four subsea)
to be drilled. The development will
also include associated in-field and
export pipeline infrastructure.
Detailed design engineering has
commenced and fabrication is
scheduled to start in late 2011.
Pipeline and subsea installation is
expected to begin in early 2013, to
be followed by drilling later that same
year.
First oil production is forecast for
late 2014 and the development is
expected to have an initial gross
production rate of up to 70,000 boe/
d), about 26,000 boe/d net to Nexen.

BP has awarded EMAS a contract
to perform subsea work in the
Atlantis field.

This is the second contract awarded
by BP to EMAS AMC for work on the
Atlantis field.

The project scope consists of the
installation and replacement of
subsea equipment comprised of
manifolds, pipeline end manifolds,
jumpers and associated hardware in
6800ft of water, as well as assisting
BP with complete commissioning
and start-up activities.

The first project was completed in
2010 along with the installation of
subsea hardware for BP’s Thunder
Horse project. EMAS AMC’s regional
headquarters in Houston will execute
the planning and installation activities
for the BP project during the first half
of 2012.

Greater Stella
The Offshore business stream of the
Penspen Group, Andrew Palmer &
Associates, has been contracted to
provide the Front End Engineering
Design (FEED) for EPC Offshore
Limited (EPC) in support of Ithaca
Energy’s Greater Stella Area (GSA)
Development.
Under the terms of agreement,
Penspen will provide subsea FEED
services to EPC for pipelines and

infrastructure to maximise the oil
and gas production of the Stella,
Harrier and Hurricane fields in the
Central North Sea. The Stella and
Harrier fields are located in the
Central North Sea within UKCS
Block 30/6a, 280 kilometres eastsoutheast of Aberdeen in a water
depth of approximately 8 m. The
Hurricane field lies in UKCS Block
29/10b, approximately 10 km west
of the Stella field.
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Hess is reported to proceed
with the $2.3 billion Tubular Bells
deepwater oil and gas project in
the Gulf of Mexico. Discovered
in 2003, Tubular Bells lies in
4300-4600 ft of water, about 135
miles southeast of New Orleans
on Mississippi Canyon Block
726.
The company’s plan initially
calls for three subsea production
wells and two water injection
wells from two subsea drill
centres tied back to Williams
Partners owned Gulfstar floating
production spar (FPS).
Hess expects drilling to begin
in 2012 and initial production to
start in 2014, subject to receiving
government permits.
Hess estimates that the field
will have a peak production of
40,000-45,000 boe/day. The field
holds more than 120 million boe
of reserves, according to Hess.
Williams Partners has signed
multiple agreements with
Hess and Chevron to provide
production handling, export
pipeline, oil and gas gathering,
and gas processing services.
Williams Partners expects the
Gulfstar FPS also to serve as
a central host facility for other
deepwater prospects in the
area. It will design, construct,
and install the FPS, which
will have a capacity to handle
60,000 bo/d and 200 MMcfd
of gas as well as to provide
seawater injection services. The
FPS has a traditional three-level
topsides mated to a classic
spar hull. The company said the
FPS will be the first spar-based
floating production system with
major components to be built
entirely on the Gulf Coast. It
will fabricate the hull at Aransas
Pass, Tex. and the topsides in
Houma, La.
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Vigdis North East
The Ministry of Petroleum and
Energy has given consent for the
development and operation (PDO)
of the Stjerne and Vigdis North-East
fields means that all four of Statoil’s
first fast-track projects have secured
the go-ahead.
This follows Hyme and Visund
South PDOs in June. All four were
launched in January 2010.
“Getting a green light for the first
part of the portfolio represents an
important milestone for us,” said
Halfdan Knudsen, who heads
Statoil’s fast-track developments off
Norway.
“The concept is well established, and
new candidates are being added to
the list continuously. We’re keeping
up the pace.”
Three out of four discoveries on the
Norwegian continental shelf (NCS)
have been classified as small since
2007. Most are eligible for the fasttrack portfolio if they can be tied
back to existing production facilities
Template
Vigdis North-East is to be developed
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with a four-slot seabed template
tied back to Snorre A, which
stands about seven kilometres
away.
The Snorre area of the North
Sea possesses established
infrastructure as well as spare
processing capacity on the
installations.
Oil and gas flowing from Vigdis
North-East will be carried in a new
pipeline to an existing template on
Vigdis B and then on to Snorre A.
Originally called Katla, Stjerne will
also be developed with a four-slot
subsea template. Two wells will
produce, while the others are for
water injection to help maintain
reservoir pressure.
Oil from the field will be piped to
Oseberg South, with the gas used
as pressure support in Oseberg
Omega North to boost output from
that reservoir.
“The first four fields with approved
PDOs will give us experience and
allow us to stake out a continued
commitment to fast-track
developments,” says Knudsen.
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Hild

Aker Solutions has won a contract to conduct
the basic engineering for the development of
Total’s Hild field in the Norwegian North Sea. The
contract value is about NOK 215 million.
Hild is an oil and gas field located in the North
Sea, about 160km offshore and 42km west of the
Oseberg field. The water depth is 100-120m.
Aker Solutions’ scope of work includes
engineering for several building blocks, including
topside; jacket; a floating storage and offloading
(FSO), turret and mooring; subsea umbilicals;
risers, pipelines and flowlines (SURF) and
transportation and installation.
The work will be completed in the summer
of 2012. Basic engineering work covers a
greater level of detail than a normal front-end,
engineering and design (FEED) study for field
developments.

TPG
Saipem has agreed the acquisition of TPG (Terminal
Portuário de Guarujá), a company which fully owns,
as a perpetual concession, an area of 35 hectares
in Guarujá. This lies in the industrial hub of Santos,
the largest port of South America, in the state of São
Paulo.
The area is strategically located, approximately
350km from the Santos Basin, the offshore Brazilian
region where ultra deep-water pre salt fields are being
discovered, and approximately 650km from Campos
Basin, the other most important Brazilian offshore
basin.
Saipem will develop the area through the construction
of a fabrication yard, for subsea and floating
structures, and of a logistics base. In the new
yard, Saipem will carry out activities, which are
complementary to the services provided by the highly
specialised ultra deep-water fleet recently built by the
company.

Brynhild
Aker Solutions has signed a contract
with Lundin for the engineering,
procurement and construction of a
subsea production system for the
Brynhild project on the Norwegian
continental shelf. The contract value
is approximately NOK 700 million.

Typical activities on Brynhild

The scope of work includes one
template-manifold structure, one
riser base, three subsea trees, three
wellhead systems, control system,
a tie-in system, 38km of umbilicals,
HP riser and rental tooling. The
contract contains several options for
additional equipment, including other
field developments.
The Brynhild field is located
north-west of the Ula field and 38
kilometres east of the Pierce field.
The water depth is approximately 80
meters. Brynhild will be developed
as a fast track subsea tie-back to the
Pierce FPSO.
“We are very pleased to be awarded
this first subsea production system
contract with Lundin. This contract
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The Alta field development

allows us to utilise the total strength
of our subsea offering and work
closely with this important customer”,
said Alan Brunnen, EVP Subsea
within Aker Solutions.
Management, engineering and
procurement of the subsea
production system will be primarily
performed at Aker Solutions’
headquarters in Oslo, Norway.
Fabrication of the subsea trees will
be completed at Aker Solutions’
manufacturing centre in Tranby,
Norway and production of the
template-manifolds will be carried
out at the company’s fabrication yard
in Egersund, Norway. The umbilical
will be manufactured in Moss and
the control and wellhead systems
will be delivered out of Aberdeen.
Installation and commissioning will
be handled by Aker Solution’s service
base in Aagotnes, Norway. Final
deliveries will be made in Q2 2013.
The contract has been signed and
booked as order intake in Q3 2011.
The contract party is Aker Subsea.

The plan for development and
operation (PDO) for the Totaloperated Atla field has been
approved by the Ministry of
Petroleum and Energy. This will
mark the first field development that
shareholder Det norske
will have participated in although
the PDO for Jette, which is operated
by Det norske, is currently being
evaluated by the Ministry.
The first gas from Atla will coome
onstream in September 2012..

The Alta discovery was made in
October 2010.
Atla (former David) is located in the
southern parts of the North Sea, in
license 102C. The field is situated
20 km northeast of the Heimdal
field.
The discovery will be produced
with a subsea installation tied back
to the existing pipeline between
Heimdal and Skirne. Total also
operates the Skirne field. .

The Alta field
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Kirinskoye
FMC has been carrying out various
operations as part of the Kirinskoye
project for Gazprom Dobycha Shelf,
as part of the Sakhalin 3 project
development. In May, it started testing
the flowline equipment and umbilical
system, and tested the manifold a
month later. It finalised the subsea
tree system in mid-July.
But which way to send the
equipment?
It transported the pipline end
terminations (PLETs), in-line trees
and pig launchers/receivers using the
vessel Beluga Shanghai. This went
up to Moss to take on umbilical reels

Image: Wikipedia

l Saipem has also been
awarded work on Kirinskoye. The
scope includes the engineering,
procurement, fabrication, installation
of subsea structures, planned
connections to subsea wells, network
of infield umbilicals and shore
approach to the main inland, along
with survey activities in the field.
The fabrication activities will be carried
out in the Saipem yard of Karimun.
In Indonesia, Saipem has been

awarded, by PearlOil (Sebuku) for
the transportation and installation of
offshore structures for the Ruby field
development Sebuku Block, located
off the eastern coast of Kalimantan
(Borneo), in the Makassar Strait.
The scope of the work encompasses
the transportation and installation
of a process and quarters platform,
of a well-head platform and of an
interconnecting bridge.
Saipem has also agreed increases
in the scope of its work on existing
offshore contracts.
Kirinskoye Subsea hardware
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Kitan

The Kitan field
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Eni has started production from
the Kitan oil field located in the
deep offshore waters of the Joint
Petroleum Development Area
(JPDA) in the northern Bonaparte
Basin of the Timor Sea.
The field is located in Permit JPDA
06-105 approximately 170km from
the southeast coast of Timor-Leste
and 550km northwest of Darwin,
Australia.

Bayu/Undan

(6300m3/day). Gas from the reservoir
will be separated from the well fluids
by processing equipment on the
FPSO. Gas from the separators will
be recompressed and dehydrated,
allowing use as fuel gas and for
artificial lift purposes, with any
surplus gas being flared.

First production commenced within
three and half years from the
declaration of commercial discovery.
The development followed a Fast
Track schedule from discovery to
production, meeting FID targets for
time and budget while maintaining
the highest industry standards in
health, safety and environment
management and with an open and
transparent relationship with the
stakeholders.
The Kitan start-up further cements
Eni’s growth plans in the region in
the wake of recent asset acquisitions
offshore of Australia, the latest record
of important discoveries offshore
of Indonesia where Eni plans to
replicate the success of Kitan,
and the Company’s initiatives in
unconventional gas in Indonesia and
China.

The Glas Dowr

Eni is operator of Kitan with a 40%
interest while INPEX Timor Sea
(35%) and Talisman Resources
(25%) are its partners in the joint
venture.
The Kitan field is being produced
through three deep water subsea
completion wells tied back to a
dedicated floating production
storage and offloading (FPSO)
facility. The FPSO will be located
approximately 3km north from
the centre of the field, in 344m
water depth. It will be permanently
moored at the field.
The planned subsea infrastructure
will provide the flexibility to
allow the tie-in of future subsea
production wells.
Peak crude oil production is
expected to be 40 000bbl/day
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Chim Sao
EMAS has announced that the floating production,
storage and offloading (FPSO) vessel Lewek EMAS has
successfully achieved first oil on Vietnam’s Chim Sao oil
project.
The vessel is EMAS Production’s latest and largest FPSO
vessel. This milestone marks the commencement of the
vessel’s US$1 billion charter contract with Premier Oil
Vietnam Offshore.
Lewek EMAS underwent conversion in Singapore’s Keppel
Shipyard from a 168 000dwt Suezmax oil tanker, has a
storage capacity of about 660 000bbl oil and can produce
up to 50 000b/d.

UT2 December 2011
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The Lewek EMAS on
Vietnam’s Chim Sao oil
project.
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Skuld PDO
Statoil has submitted a plan for development and
operation (PDO) for its Skuld field on the Haltenbank.
Recoverable reserves have been put at an estimated
90 million barrels of oil equivalents, mostly oil. Total
investment has been put at nearly NOK 10 billion.
Skuld will be implemented as a fast-track development
by three standard subsea templates with six production
wells and three water injection wells. Tie-in to the
Norne production ship will be via a 14in production
flowline and umbilical. Production start is planned for
December 2012.
Halfdan Knudsen, responsible for fast-track field
developments in Statoil, said, “We have worked
closely throughout the value chain from exploration,
field development, drilling and wells and petroleum
technology to operations, as well as experience from
previous developments in the Norne area.”
“According to the work plan, Skuld could be in
production as early as the end of 2012. This would be
around 2.5 years from when Dompap and Fossekall
(the original names) were discovered until production
starts.”
Anita Stenhaug, Norne operations vice president, said,
“The Norne field has helped form the basis for fasttrack developments. The main field was discovered in
1992 and production started in 1997.”
Several satellites have subsequently been tied in, and
the Urd and Alve fields have been phased in to the
ship for processing.
“The original plan was for Norne to produce until 2016,
but high recovery rates and new discoveries have
contributed to extending the lifetime to 2021,” said
Knudsen
“New field phase-ins will mean good utilisation of
available capacity on the Norne production ship. This
will further extend the lifetime and, in turn, lead to new
exploration activity and further development in the
Norne area. Now we are planning for Norne 2030,”
she said.
This development brings the number of Statoil fasttrack PDOs to five, with Skuld the largest fast-track
development so far. The plan is to have all five in
operation in late 2012/early 2013.
In total, the fast-track developments are expected
to produce nearly 90 000 b/d in 2014. Skuld will
contribute more than half of this volume.
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Artist’s impression oft the Skuld field
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OSX-1 in Rio
FPSO OSX-1, the first floating
production, storage and offloading
unit in OSX’s fleet, arrived today
in Rio de Janeiro, successfully
completing its journey from
Singapore to Brazil.
Chartered for OGX for a period
of 20 years, the destination of

FPSO OSX-1 will be the Waimea
accumulation, located in the Campos
Basin, where the unit will start
production of OGX’s first oil.
The vessel was built in Korea and
was customised in Singapore, at
Keppel’s shipyard, to meet the
technical specifications requested

by OGX and Brazilian legal
requirements.
The FPSO , lyingin sheltered
waters, will undergo mandatory
procedures before the relevant
Brazilian authorities. before sailing
to the production field in the
Campos Basin.

FPSO OSX-1,

MV Tar
Jurong Shipyard, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Sembcorp Marine,
has secured an approximately
S$130 million project to convert
the Very Large Crude Carrier
(VLCC) tanker, the MV TAR II (ex
STAR II), to a Floating Production
Storage and Offloading (FPSO)
vessel for MODEC.
This conversion project involves
the installation of an external
turret mooring system and
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process facilities, which include gas
turbine generators, oil separation,
gas injection/gas lift and water
injection system. Planned delivery
to MODEC is 2Q 2013.
The FPSO is designed to operate
for 20 years without dry-docking and
it will have production capacity of
100,000 barrels of oil per day and
a storage capacity of 1,600,000
barrels of oil.
The FPSO will be delivered to
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OSX Leasing B.V. for deployment
in offshore Brazil, located in water
depths of approximately 110 metres

FPSO Serpentaria
SBM has received an extension of
two years for the operating contract
of the FPSO Serpentina from
ExxonMobil in Equatorial Guinea,
with options to extend for a further
three years.

Aseng
FPSO Aseng started first oil
production in November 2011 on the
Aseng field located in approximately
1000m of water in Block I, offshore
Equatorial Guinea.
This major project milestone marks
the final delivery and hand over of
the FPSO to Noble Energy
The initial firm commitment of Noble
Energy under the contract for the
provision, lease and operation of
FPSO Aseng is for a period of fifteen
years, with provisions for further
extensions up to five years. The
contract was signed in October 2009,
with the beginning of the charter
planned for 2012.
The FPSO serves not only the Aseng
field, but also will establish a liquids

hub for Noble Energy’s future
developments in the area with
processing capacity for 120,000
barrels of liquids per day, including
80,000 barrels of oil and injection
capacity of up to 150,000 barrels
per day of water, as well as
handling 170 million ft3 day of gas.

MWCC

Marine Well Containment Company
(MWCC) has announced the
delivery of an integral component
to its expanded containment
system, a new Aframax tanker.

The unit has storage capacity for
1.6 million barrels of oil including
up to
500,000 barrels of condensate.

Named Eagle Texas in a ceremony
in Takamatsu, Japan, the tanker
will be operated by AET Tanker
Holdings. The Eagle Texas will
soon undergo extensive conversion
and modification before taking up
duties in the US Gulf of Mexico.

SBM Offshore has entered into
a Joint Venture with Compania
Nacional de Petroleo de Guinea
Ecuatorial (GEPetrol), the state oil
company of Equatorial Guinea, for
the ownership and operation of the
Aseng unit. Under this agreement,
SBM Offshore owns a 60% share.

“This tanker is critical to our
expanded containment system,
which will be operational next
year,” said MWCC Chief Executive
Officer Marty Massey. “It is one
of two dedicated capture vessels
that will serve as part of MWCC’s
expanded containment system.

FPSO Aseng
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Okha

Teekay Corporation has entered
into an agreement with Sevan
Marine to acquire three floating
production storage and offloading
(FPSO) units from Sevan and
make an equity investment in a
recapitalised Sevan.

Production from the Woodsideoperated Okha floating production
storage and offloading (FPSO)
vessel commenced in September
2011. The field lies 135km northwest of Karratha in Western
Australia.

Under the terms of the agreement,
Teekay will:

The Okha is expected to produce
around 30 000 barrels per

day when reaching steady state
operations.
At a total investment of about A$1.8
billion the North West Shelf Oil
Redevelopment Project included the
conversion and installation of the
Okha FPSO as well as the
replacement of associated subsea
infrastructure.

l Acquire from Sevan three PSO
units, the Sevan Piranema, the
Sevan Hummingbird and Sevan
Voyageur along with their existing
charter contracts, for an aggregate
purchase price of $668 million
plus the remaining cost required
to complete the upgrade of the
Voyageur, which is estimated to be
$110 - $130 million;
l Invest $25 million in a new
issuance of Sevan equity, which is
expected to provide Teekay with a
40 percent ownership interest in a
recapitalized Sevan; and
l Enter into a cooperation
agreement whereby Teekay will
have the right to acquire future
FPSO projects developed by
Sevan.
Acquisition of Three FPSO Units
The Piranema and Hummingbird
will be acquired by Teekay
immediately upon closing of the
transaction, The Voyageur will be
acquired when the unit is deployed
and has commenced its new
charter contract on the Huntington
field, which is expected to occur
during the third quarter of 2012.
The 2007-built Piranema FPSO
is currently operating under a
long-term charter to Petrobras
S.A. on the Piranema field located
offshore Brazil. The 2008-built
Hummingbird FPSO is currently
operating under a charter to
Centrica on the Chestnut field in
the UK sector of the North
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Spiral Stacked Turret
Technip and Bluewater have signed
an exclusive global agreement to
jointly market the Spiral Stacked
Turret (SST), a turret system
component intended for floating
units.

transfer systems.

The SST is a flexible-hose-based
alternative to the traditional
mechanical swivel stack that acts
to transfer flow from the moored
turret of a floating unit to its topside
deck, which rotates in the prevailing
weather conditions. The SST allows
each flexible pipe to wind and
unwind onto and off a conical tray,
giving significant rotational freedom
and extended service life.

Both companies will jointly market
the SST and offer it to third party
unit owners on a worldwide basis.

The SST is best suited for high
pressure and large capacity flow
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Technip will design and supply the
upper fluid transfer system while
Bluewater will design and supply
the lower turret mechanism.

For Technip, this agreement
represents an outlet for the fluid
transfer hoses manufactured in
its flexible pipe plants in Le Trait,
France, Vitoria, Brazil and Tanjung
Langsat, Malaysia.
For Bluewater, this is an opportunity
to use the SST on its own FPSOs*
where the application is suitable.

FMC Technologies’ subsea solutions and experience are leading the way in all-subsea arctic development. And that makes
life easier when you’re working offshore in a sea that’s ice-covered up to seven months of the year. Our total solutions
include proven subsea processing and pumping, long distance tie-backs and clean, all-electric control systems with robust
condition monitoring and flow manager systems. Don’t let the ice freeze you out of the arctic. Talk to us instead.

We put you first.
And keep you ahead.
www.fmctechnologies.com

Schilling Robotics’ HDTM ROV

sets new remote intervention standards
with 1-hour maintenance, industry-leading
stability and position control accuracy.

© 2011 FMC Technologies. All rights reserved.
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Control Modules
Aker Solutions in Aberdeen is to
manufacture and deliver a number of
subsea control modules and topside
power units as part of an £8 million
contract with Dana Petroleum
”
The company has signed a contract
for the project management,
engineering, procurement and
construction of a number of subsea
systems for the Western Isles
Development Project on the UK
continental shelf. It marks the first
contract agreement between the two
companies.
A total of nine subsea control
modules will be delivered by Aker
Solutions’ Aberdeen facility.
The full scope of work will also
see one master control system,
one electrical power unit, one
hydraulic unit, one subsea isolation
valve panel, two topside umbilical
termination units, two subsea
distribution units, five electrical
distribution boxes and 11 mounting
bases delivered.
The work will also include offshore
installation and commissioning
support of all subsea control system
equipment.

Knarr Trees
FMC Technologies, has been
awarded a contract by BG Norge,
a subsidiary of BG Group, for the
manufacture and supply of subsea
production equipment to support
the Knarr oil and gas field.
The contract has a value of
approximately $135 million in
revenue to FMC Technologies.
The Knarr field, formerly known as
Jordbaer, is located in Norwegian
block 34/3 of the North Sea in water
depths of approximately 1,320 feet
(400m).
FMC’s scope of supply includes
three each of subsea production
trees and water injection trees.
The Company will also provide
six subsea control modules, five
wellheads, two manifolds and other
related equipment and controls.
Deliveries will commence in the
spring of 2013.

Artists impression
of facilities
representing the
contract with Dana

Paul Griffin, Dana Petroleum’s UK
Managing Director said “This is an
exciting time for Dana as we strive
to grow our business in the UK and
internationally.
The Western Isles development is a
significant project for us and we’re
pleased to be working with Aker
Solutions to bring the field online,
with first production expected in late
2014.”
The Western Isles Development
Project is located 500 kilometres
north east of Aberdeen and
comprises the Harris and Barra
reservoirs.
An Aker subsea tree
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Pig Launcher
Vector Technology Groups Subsea
Division has been awarded a
contract by Technip Houston for
a Subsea Pig Launcher rated at
15,000 PSI.
Vector Subsea Engineering have
been working closely with Petrobras
and Total to complete the design for
Cascade Chinook Field in the Gulf of
Mexico. Delivery is planned for Q1
2012.

Cascade Chinook Field

Subsea News

Cameron Subsea Connector System
When subsea development is
being planned, many parameters
are considered including water
depth, operating pressures and
temperatures, and step-out
distances.
Because of the variation in field
parameters, it is important for
an operator to have a choice
of tie-in systems to meet the
exact requirements of the field
environment.
The list of considerations can be
quite long – orientation (vertical
versus horizontal), actuation
(integral versus non-integral), soft
versus hard landing, rigid versus
flexible jumper, thermal insulation
requirements, locking mechanisms,
installation method and tooling.
That is why companies such as
Cameron are developing entire
product lines based around flowline
connection technology systems.
Cameron began its connector
family with a collet-type connector
system in 1960. Then in 1998,
the collet-based Cameron vertical
connector (CVC) was introduced
for vertical applications.
“The success of the CVC system
speaks for itself,” said Jeff
Williams, Cameron’s senior product
manager for subsea connectors.
“To date, we have installed CVC
systems in every major operating
area of the world for a total of
1628-plus installations.”
Following the development of the
CVC system, Cameron introduced
a similar system for applications
requiring horizontal, rather than
vertical, jumper installation. This
system, called the Cameron
horizontal connector (CHC)
system, also is a collet-style, nonintegral system.

“The benefits of the two systems
are similar – reliable connection,
simple make up, cost-effectiveness,”
Williams said.
“The key difference is in the
installation technique – horizontal
versus vertical. Some operators
have a preference, and some field
architecture lends itself to one type
over the other.”
Now, expanding on the success
of the CVC and CHC connection
systems are the CVC-C and the
CHC-C systems.
“These systems are based on
clamp-style connections, rather than
collet-style connections,” he said.
The new clamp-style connectors
use a three-piece, single leadscrew
that engages around a hub. The
clamp segments are tightened by
an installation tool, which
can be operated
by standard
work-class
ROVs.

So which connection system is
best?
“Each system needs to be judged
on its own merits for each specific
application,” he said. “It is feasible
that any one operating company
may be using all three systems for
three applications at a given time.
“Our goal is to offer operators
the technical solutions that will
help them increase reliability and
achieve easier, faster deepwater
installation of subsea systems.”

The new clamp
connector

To date,
Cameron
has built and
is qualifying a
6in and 12in CVC-C system,
and will complete qualification
of an 18in CHC-C by the end of
2011, with 16in and 24in soon to
follow.
“The new expanded
offering of
connectors will
now give our
customers a
wider range
of choices
based on the
complex decisions
that they need to make
to increase the efficiency of
subsea field design and reduce
costs along the way,” Williams
added.
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Bolt Tightening
Tentec has introduced a new
generation of subsea bolt
tensioning tools. The COMPACT8 series is capable of tensioning
most standard flanges including
the new Vector SPO Compact
flanges. These flange connections
are gaining popularity offshore as
a replacement for the conventional
ASME flanges.
Tentec’s in-house engineering team
took on the challenge to design a
new range of subsea tensioners
that not only satisfy the high levels
of bolt load required by the compact
flanges but also to make them fit
within the very limited available
space.
The resulting COMPACT-8 series of
just 8 tools is capable of tensioning
over 400 different standard flanges,
making them one of the most
versatile bolt tensioning tool ranges
available today.
The COMPACT-8 series also
incorporates many of the features
and benefits of Tentec’s previous
subsea tensioners that have been
used safely and reliably by divers
around the world since 1991.

Subsea Connection
procedure comes to a halt until the
failed tiny seal is replaced. Tentec
have designed out the use of these
fragile seals in their COMPACT-8
range of tensioners and no longer
rely on bonded seals.

Subsea connector specialist SECC
Oil & Gas has delivered a ‘weak
link’ pipeline disconnect system to
Repsol designed to protect subsea
infrastructure and the marine
environment.

For divers, the COMPACT-8 bolt
tensioning tools can be supplied
with Tentec’s proven heavy duty
split reaction nuts.

The connector system has been
customised to meet Repsol’s
specific requirements for the
Spanish Casablanca field to reduce
the risk of pollution should the
pipeline be damaged by either
trawling or seismic activity.

As well as reducing diver fatigue,
this unique development increases
productivity and ensures the most
cost-efficient use of expensive
diver time.
The new COMPACT-8 range has
also been integrated into Tentec’s
bolt tightening software. This saves
engineers both time and money by
allowing documentation for multiple
bolted joint projects to be created
quickly and efficiently and has the
additional advantage that engineers
can avoid the possibility of error
that often occur with manual torque
and tension calculations.

The connector will be permanently
installed subsea on the Lubina
tie-back.
The weak link is full-pressure
balanced, has a full bore and is
fully piggable. It both protects
subsea equipment from damage
and reduces the risk of an oil
spill by separating when a predetermined load is placed on the
connector and then closing each
end of the pipe, hose, umbilical, or
down line.

Not only are these new tools easy
to use by divers operating in the
harsh subsea environment but they
have also been manufactured in
high tensile stainless steel and this
significantly lowers maintenance
requirements when they are
brought back onshore.
Reliability is further enhanced by
the fact that Tentec has designed
7 out of the 8 tools without using
bonded seals. Bonded seals are
used by most bolt tensioning
manufacturers to seal the hydraulic
connections to the tensioner.
These tiny seals are prone to failure
and when just one of the many
bonded seals used in a tensioning
system fail, the whole tensioning
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What further distinguishes the
connector is its capability for
reconnection under pressure subsea
at depths of up to 10 000ft or greater
via ROV and without the need to
de-pressurise or de-water the line.
These operations are performed
in an emergency or for scheduled
operational connection and
disconnection.

The SECC technology will
be installed by Technip on
the 3.5km pipeline linking the
Montanazo D-5 and Lubina-1
wells in a 4.5in flowline a short
distance from the Lubina well.
The Casablanca field is around
45km offshore Tarragona and
the project is worth a total of
€200 million.

Acoustic Monitoring
Sonardyne’s wideband acoustic
technology has been selected to
play a key role in a new, emergency
well containment system built by
Trendsetter Engineering for the Helix
Well Containment Group (HWCG).
HWCG is a consortium of 24
operators in the Gulf of Mexico
who have come together
with the common goal of
expanding capabilities
and pooling technical
expertise to quickly
and comprehensively
respond in the event of
a deepwater well control
incident.

temperature sensors fitted to the
capping stack. The system consists
of a Surface Command Unit,
intelligent Deep Acoustic Remote
Transducers (DARTs) and a Subsea
Electronics Module (SEM) that is
capable of transmitting data at high
speed to the surface.

Mario Lugo, president of
Trendsetter Engineering said,
“The performance of Sonardyne’s
wideband signal technology during
the incident was a key factor for
its selection. The technology was
shown to work in areas of extreme
subsea noise.”

The new emergency
well response system
comprises an intervention
capping stack that would
be placed over a damaged
well to stop its flow. Its
advanced design makes
it capable of capturing
and processing up to 55
000 barrels of oil per day
and 95 million cubic feet
of natural gas per day at
surface pressures of up to
10 000 psig.
During an emergency,
the supplied Sonardyne
data acquisition system
would be used to remotely
monitor pressure and

The Helix Well Containment Group’s capping stack is the most advanced well response system in
the world and was built by Trendsetter Engineering. The Sonardyne acoustic monitoring system is
visible on the upper left
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The preset parting load is
customised to be lower than that
required to pose a risk to other
equipment. The bore self-seals, so
avoiding damage and preventing
pollution. The system has no
pressure separation forces and
being mechanical does not rely on
hydraulics or electric power means it
is extremely reliable.

20:20
The prelude to the exercise was a
dystopian scene-setting account of life
ten years from now.
In 2020 there will be 7.5 billion
people on the planet. Migration will
persist, but there will be a directional
reorientation from south-north to
south-south.
In China, 400 million people will be
over 65 years old, with the world’s
population growth mainly focused
in the poorest, youngest and least
developed countries. The majority of
the world’s population will live in cities.
Economic output from the Brazil
Russia India China (BRIC) countries
will constitute 50% of world economic
output. India’s GDP will exceed that
of France. The world’s middle class
will double to 3.2 billion people, with
Asia’s share rising from 25% of the
population to 50%. Economic crises,
climate change, energy, water and
security will be issues of increasing
concern.
China, India and Australia will express
water shortage events, which will in
turn affect food supply and result in
severe regional starvation.
Global energy consumption will
increase by 19%. Energy from
renewables will reach 20% of total
energy supply, with 8% of global
electricity production coming from
wind energy.
With greenhouse gas emissions
having climbed 20% since 2010,
global temperatures will rise to new
records. Emissions will be mainly
from the largest developing countries:
China, India and Brazil.
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The Arctic sea will be almost free of
summer ice and a 15cm sea level rise
will directly affect 50 million people.

Oil and Gas

“Production rates from mature fields are
currently declining rapidly – 20% per
year in the Gulf of Mexico alone,” said
Elisabeth Harstad, Managing Director,
DNV Research and Innovation.
“This downward trend is forcing
the oil and gas industry to drill ever
deeper and to explore more complex
reservoirs.
“By 2020, heavy deepwater units will
be able to drill in even deeper waters
while a fleet of more specialised
vessels will be targeting the increasing
need for well maintenance activities in
mature oil and gas fields. A market for
decommissioning of subsea wells will
also emerge.”
A deepwater well typically costs
between US$100m–US$120m,
whereas a comparable figure for
shallow water wells in the Arabian Gulf
is nearer US$16m. Large drilling rigs
form a significant part of the costs. Day
rates for deepwater drilling rigs in 2010
were typically between
US$400 000–US$700 000.
These are factors that have been
driving the development of a new
generation of seabed-based rig
designs. By 2020, working units will
start to appear.

Costs (Capex/Opex)

Every five years or so, the Norwegian
classification group DNV carries out
an exercise to predict what life will be
like across a variety of subject areas
by the start of the following decade.
As part of the most recent iteration,
the group imagined the state of the
energy and subsea industry in the
year 2020.

Developers of this new technology
claim that subsea drilling will contribute
to the elimination of large drilling rigs,
along with their related logistics, thereby
decreasing environmental impact and
limiting the disturbances to wildlife and
fisheries. This will also mean reduced
emissions to air or sea, and reduced
safety hazards for personnel.

Subsea Processing
“New subsea developments, located
large distances from existing
infrastructure or the shore will require
increasingly long tiebacks,” said
Elaizabeth Harstad. “Other fields with
more complex reservoirs, particularly
with heavy oil or high water cut,
will benefit from processing the
hydrocarbons subsea.
“Subsea separation and boosting will
be necessary in order to handle drops
in reservoir pressure, and new methods
will be essential for extending the life of
subsea installations.”
Subsea developments are relatively
young in comparison with conventional
platforms. Several systems will reach
the end of their design life by 2020.
In order for this to be extended,
operators will need to demonstrate
the integrity of the production systems
while addressing issues such as
obsolescence of the control system and
declining reservoir pressure.
Subsea processing will require a
step change in both technology and
power consumption. Large subsea gas

100 $/bbl

5 $/bbl

Moving into ultra deep-water
will require an oil price
between US$70–100/bbl
Source: Business Insights
200m

1500m
Water Depth
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Vision
compression stations do not exist in
2010, but will have been developed by
2020.
One challenge is the length of power
cables required. AC cables can transmit
power for distances up to 100km,
depending on cable type and voltage
level. For distances over 100 km, high
voltage direct current (HVDC) systems
and cables are needed. The HVDC
systems available in 2010 are suitable
for subsea use.
From the power perspective, moving
from kilowatts to megawatts will require
a new generation of subsea power
systems. In addition to needing a new
class of cables, penetrators and power
connectors, it will also be necessary
to develop transformers, motors, and
variable speed drives that are suitable
for subsea use.
Providing large watertight and pressureproof housings, and disposing of the
megawatts of generated heat will also
add to the complexity.
With the introduction of the large
electric power consumers required by
subsea processes, it will ultimately be
possible for the Christmas tree itself to
be electric based. This will replace the
hydraulic actuators currently used for
most functions on the trees.
A handful of highly advanced allelectrical subsea systems are
anticipated to be online towards
2020, with Åsgard and Ormen
Lange leading the way, but extensive
uptake will be further into the future.
An all electric subsea station will result
in simpler umbilicals, as all the hydraulic
lines will no longer be necessary.

Inspection, Repair and Maintenance
The industry needs higher availability
and reductions in the time and
costs needed for maintenance and
intervention.
For this to be possible, improved
knowledge on the state of corrosion,
erosion and other degradation

mechanisms is essential. Additionally,
information on the condition of valves,
actuators and other key components
will be necessary. Finally, a key issue
will be the smart use of all the collated
data and information.
These developments will be enabled
by greater capacity in communication
lines, more sophisticated, cheaper
sensors and more intelligent software
systems that can recognise trends and
patterns, and that can predict future
states through real-time simulation.

Instrumentation
“Today’s subsea systems contain
instrumentation whose primary
purpose is reporting on the status of
critical components, and for controlling
production,” said Thomas Mestl,
principal researcher. “The data are not
currently used for investigating trends
or for predicting future conditions.
“The amount of data available is
increasing exponentially, and already
there is so much data that human
operators can be overwhelmed.
In other words, a sort of artificial
intelligence is necessary to assume
the data-handling role currently filled
by human operators. Industry leaders
will take full advantage of automated
decision tools in 2020.”
Many new fields will be smaller and
marginal, thus demanding cheaper
equipment with shorter delivery times.
One solution is standardisation.
Pre-designed, standard, approved
subsea components will replace
the tailor-made solutions of today.
In order to decrease delivery times,
less reliance must be placed on an
extensive design process.
Subsea equipment providers will be
expected to keep the main building
blocks of subsea systems in stock,
enabling delivery of a complete system
within less than one year, rather than
after several years.
Delivery of a complete subsea
tree would be expected within a few
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months from ordering. One challenge
is to find the optimum balance
between using standard products and
meeting field-specific requirements.
Another risk lies in the change in
business processes, as equipment
suppliers would need to produce
equipment on speculation, rather
than based on a firm contract.
This business model will shift some
of the financial risk from operators to
the suppliers. By 2020 the majority
of the components for marginal fasttrack developments will be based on
standardised modules.

ARCTIC
Exploration drilling will continue to
be performed during the ice-free,
light summer season, but new
submerged, almost autonomous
drilling solutions will become
attractive, changing the way
resources are found, proven and
possibly tested.
Subsea production from Arctic oil
fields will become a reality, even for
those located far offshore, thanks to
developments in flow assurance.
This has been possible due to
advances in control and monitoring
of long-distance, multiphase-flow
pipelines and improvements in our
understanding of the association
between pressure drops and a wide
range of fluid properties.
The development of several Arctic
oil fields will push the development
of reliable detection, mapping,
mitigation and recovery of possible oil
spills in ice covered waters. Although
there is a continued focus on oil spill
prevention, effective spill recovery
technologies will be developed.
Biological dispersants for cold
water will be available and replace
chemicals by 2020. A large-scale
mechanical recovery technologies
will be available after a collective
development by the major oil
companies.
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Seabed Drilling
There are a number of seabedbased systems either currently
being developed or already on the
market, which have been designed
to carry out a wide range of drilling
applications.

At the other end of the scale, there
are rigs designed to replicate
conventional drilling operations. By
necessity, these are considerably
larger, often housing an array of
custom-built automatic machinery to
carry out the jobs that would normally
be the domain of the drill crew.
These devices can not only drill
different diameters of hole, but can
also run casing strings. They use
similar blowout prevention safety
equipment as conventional rig-based
wells.

Badger
One novel seabed drilling system has
been developed by the Norwegian
technical development company
Badger Explorer.

A geotechnical seabed rig

The most elementary seafloorbased rigs are those employed to
catch cores as part of a pre-drilling
or pre-production geotechnical
survey programme. These are seen
as an alternative to conventional
deepwater coring operations that are
routinely carried out by geotechnical
drillships.

Last September, it successfully
concluded the prototype stage of
development. The three sponsoring
oil companies, ExxonMobil, Shell and
Statoil, have approved the results
of the Milestone 3 tests. The project
is now entering the pre-commercial
phase.

The Badger system is different from
most drilling systems in that it is not
tubing based and is used only to
gather reservoir information.
“The Badger is intended to close
the information gap between the
seismic and drilling,” said executive
vice president Kjell Drevdal.
“Seismic surveys provide the
operator with a structural image
of the sub-surface rock layers, but
not much more. It is only when the
drilling occurs, that the geologists
can access a considerably wider
range of formation evaluation
data, however, it is a very costly
process.”
The Badger is intended to drill
down using onboard sensors to
collect measurement while drilling
(MWD) data which is subsequently
sent to the surface by wire.
“Once at the prospective depth, the
Badger can monitor the reservoir
performance throughout its life.
This makes the device suitable for
use in and around producing oil

Geotechnical seabed rigs are
normally compact devices that
are lowered onto the sea floor by
a crane and manoeuvred into the
correct position by an ROV. This
underwater vehicle may be also
used to work or assist with the
controls.
While small, these devices may be
versatile, with the largest able to
catch cores of 100m in length. The
entire device is then retrieved to the
surface.
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Launching the Badger
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The badger drilling
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The badger

“If the tool runs into a high-pressure zone, the
compacted cuttings and sediments mean that
the gas will be prevented of escaping to the
surface,” said Drevdal.
“This sealed unit also mean that as the
tool always remains in a pocket of ambient
pressure, there is no requirement for casing.”
It is intended that the eventual commercial
design will be able to drill to depths of 3000m.
This will allow us to cover 80–90% of the
world’s reservoirs.
The next stage is to take all information and
experience learned so far and make the
design more robust and durable. Badger
also needs to look at more technologies to
make the tool able to cope in the different
lithologies.
fields to map additional reserves and to monitor
reservoir production performance,” he said.

Seabed Rig

In some ways, the Badger can be considered
a self-sufficient bottomhole assembly. The hole
is made with a drill bit but with the rotary action
being provided by an electro-motor with suitable
gearing. Near-bit sensors carry out the logging.

In order to carry out more conventional drilling
operations based on tubing entering the
reservoir, the Stavanger-based organisation
Seabed Rig has developed a novel seafloorbased design of the same name. The design
is loosely based on a conventional rig
arrangement, but is fully automatic.

The power is provided from the surface by
means of a spooled cable housed in the upper
section of the Badger. This also acts as a twoway data conduit. As the hole depth increases,
the cable is automatically paid out.

The company has already won a number of
accolades for the rig design and was a finalist
in the ONS innovation awards. It is about
to sign agreements with NASA to further
develop the system.

In a conventional well, the weight on the bed
would be provided by the drill collars and
pipe. The Badger, however, incorporates
a tractor device that keeps the necessary
pressure on rock face while ensuring it is
only the rock bit, and not the Badger’s body,
that turns.

In the past few months, the rig design has
been critically modified. Originally, it was
decided that it would be based on a number
of modules measuring a maximum size of
30ft². This approximates to the dimensions
of a standard moon pool through which the
modules would pass.
These modules would be lowered by guide
wire and connected to the foundation or
stabbed and bolted onto existing modules,
until the finished structure had been
assembled.

In a conventional well, the rock cuttings are
transported to the surface by being entrained
in the circulating drilling mud. In the Badger,
they are routed through the centre of the tool
and ejected out of the top, where they are recompacted it into a plug behind the tool. While
this prevents any future retrieval of the tool, it
fulfils a well-control requirement.
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The design of the latest iteration has since
changed due to the decision to launch the
system over the stern. While this will be more
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Seabed Rig
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weather sensitive than deployment
through a moonpool, it affords a
greater freedom to the designers.
Essentially, it means that the whole
structure can be larger.

a connection point for the hangers
and blowout preventer (BOP) which
is lowered down to form the first
module.

There are also economic and
engineering advantages of
integrating some of these modules
before the rig is installed.

The drill floor module is placed
above. This contains the main rig
equipment such as the pipe handling
equipment, hoisting mechanism, iron
roughneck and redesigned top drive.

Structure
Prior to the rig being installed it
is necessary to drill or hammer
in casing, or use other means to
stabilise the seabed. This provides

“These constitute the main robotic
devices that will carry out the
drilling. We are currently working
on developing and marinising these
units,” said Kenneth Søndervik, vice

president, Sales and Marketing.
“We have also designed an auxiliary
robot which will be able to move
around and handle other tasks such as
setting up the drill bit, etc.”
It is thought that some of these robotic
designs may eventually find their way
back up to the surface, to increase
conventional rig drilling efficiency.
The drilling fluid systems will be based
on a high-pressure mud pump able
to circulate the mud down the hole.
The return stream will be sent to the
surface vessel by a low-pressure
pump.
Here, the cleaning treatment will be
carried out prior to storage in the
surface vessel’s tanks. The mud will
then be routed down to the seabed rig
again to complete the circuit.
The cementing system will work in a
similar way by being stored and made
up on the surface vessel before being
fed into the hole by the high-pressure
pump.
Above the drill floor is the pipe storage
area. The pipe is housed in cartridges
and removed by grab arms that swing
over the centre of the rig where it is
received by the waiting iron roughneck.
The original concept envisaged
12–15 cartridges; however, this has
been reduced to just two, plus pipe
cartridges, with replacements lowered
from the surface vessel by wireline as
necessary.
The rig is encapsulated and filled with
water which means that all equipment
must be marinised. The drill floor is
under slight negative pressure so
any leakage of contamination to the
surrounding environment is eliminated.

Seabed Rig
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All power and control is supplied from
the surface. All functions on the rig are
remotely controlled from a control room
on the surface vessel or from land.

Power
module

Rig mast

Mast module

Flexible
risers

Mud module
Pipe
module

Pipe module system

Continuous
circulation
system

Wellhead module

BOP stack

Foundation
conductor
The Maris seabed rig

Advantages of Seabed-Based
Drilling Systems
l The advantage of placing the
drilling system on the sea floor is
that the assembly works virtually
independently of water depth.
l Operations in deep waters are
associated with large vessels
commanding high day rates.
Instead of a high performance
drilling rig, downhole operations
are operated and controlled from
smaller and rig support vessel.
This has significant space saving
economies.
l The seabed rigs are insensitive
to weather which is important in
harsher environments
l Seafloor-based rigs they
can be used in locations where
consistently severe environmental
forces or ice covering can prevent
or restrict a floating rig from
keeping on station for extended
periods.

Maris
Many years ago, Maris first embarked
on the development of a subsea
drilling unit. This was generally
agreed to be an idea ahead of its
time.
The company now believes, however,
that with the demand and expense of
deepwater drilling rigs, and relative
cost savings afforded by seabedbased drilling, the time for its seabed
rig may finally have come.
A keynote of the Maris Seabed
Rig design is its size. The rig itself
consists of only five modules (wellhead, BOP/circulation system, mast/
top drive, power and mud modules).
These are all constrained within an 8ft
by 8.5ft footprint to fit into a 40ft ISO
container.
All of the tubulars and tubular
assemblies are also delivered to
the rig in vertically-oriented 40ft ISO
containers and, since it is only the top
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drive that accesses each tubular from
its container, there are no requirement
for robots.
“The size is important for two
reasons,” said Maris’ managing
director Laurie Ayling.
Firstly, it can allow the drilling support
vessel to launch and retrieve these
modules through a normal sized,
centrally located moonpool, which is
optimum for most weather conditions.
Secondly, minimising the weight
makes it light enough to be mounted
on a purpose-designed foundation
conductor, rather than requiring
support from the seabed itself. This
is a great advantage in deep water,
since typical mudlines vary in density
from “rock to soup”.
Fundamental to the Maris design is
the continuous circulation system,
which segregates the seawater from
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the drilling fluids. This has now
been designed and field developed
by National Oilwell Varco (NOV)
and is operating offshore for Statoil,
ConocoPhillips and Petrobras.
“One of the most critical times
in a drilling operation is when
circulation is halted to add new
pipe to the drillstring,” said Ayling.
“This induces stop/start pressure
surges.”
“In pressure-sensitive holes with
a small margin between pore
pressure and fracture pressure
gradients, any pressure variation
can increase the possibility of fluid
invasion or formation damage.
“Conversely, continuous circulation
provides a safe and reliable
means of maintaining a constant,
steadily circulating downhole
pressure environment. It mitigates
wellbore ballooning effects and the
likelihood of taking unexpected oil
and gas influxes.
“In addition, cuttings transport and
removal are also improved. Most
importantly, it helps wells to be
drilled to the targeted depth and
previously unattainable reservoirs
to be accessed.”

The Maris seabed rig

pressure and fracture pressure
gradients. This, in turn, results in
longer uncased open hole sections.
These continuous circulation system
units cost over US$3 million each
but typically, they make savings in
excess of US$1 million per well. One
company saved 40 days of drilling on
a recent well, which worked out at a
US$20 million saving.
On a seabed rig, the mud travels
down a flexible riser to the seabed
rig. It returns with the cuttings back
up to the drilling support vessel via a
second flexible riser for processing,
etc. Each of these two risers includes
a fluid duct as well as 50% of the
electric power and a duplicate set of
signals and controls.
“Such riser designs are state of the
art and improving all the time.” said
Ayling. “In fact, it will be the riser
capability that dictates how deep we
could venture in future.”
Circulation for depths greater than
5000m will require cuttings separation
within the seabed rig’s mud module,
with the majority of mud being
recycled down the well, and only
high-density cuttings pumped to the
surface vessel.

The continuous circulation
system used by Maris is based
on enclosing the connection area
within a pressure “jacket”. Every
time the two joints are made or
broken, this jacket prevents mud
within the pipe from escaping. All
the tubulars can be flushed out with
mud or seawater, as appropriate,
with the interface pumped back to
the rig support vessel.

Pipe Handling
A significant problem with relocating
the drill floor to the seabed is that
it is difficult to automate handling
the many different sizes of tubulars,
casing, fishing tools, etc.

For the seabed rig, both the
injection and recovery of the
circulating mud at the seabed
allows managed pressure drilling
to be applied. The optimised
increased mud gradient fits far
better with the downhole pore

The Maris system eliminates this
handling altogether by moving
the top drive over to each tubular,
wherever it is stored, and making the
connection before it is removed from
its container. It then inserts it into the
circulating jacket.
.
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Automatic pipe handling systems in
surface rigs are based on handlers
gripping the tubulars and swinging
them over the protruding pipe joint.
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Offshore News

Into the Deep
In recent years, the Dutch company
IHC Merwede has made a strategic
move from relatively shallow water,
where it has been historically active
in developing dredging systems,
into the deepwater sector. This
move has resulted in the successful
development of a number of pipe
handling systems, which have
been installed on some of the latest
generation pipelay vessels.
So where next for the company in this
rapidly growing deepwater market?
“From an equipment supplier’s
viewpoint, we clearly see a growing
and very high demand for technically
advanced deepwater, multipurpose
offshore construction vessels, and
more specifically, pipelay vessels,”
said Twan Voogt, Director Sales
and Marketing at IHC Offshore and
Marine.
“The current demand for energy
and the relatively high oil price has
fuelled an intense desire to not only
look for more oil accumulations, but
to manage existing reserves more
efficiently.
“This means exploring and ultimately
producing from extreme areas
of deepwater. A feature of many
development plans include drilling
additional wells in the vicinity of
known fields.
“A trend across the industry is
for more extensive and complex
infrastructure being placed subsea.
From a supplier’s viewpoint, this
means an increase in the demand
for deepwater pipelines, particularly
the shorter infield lines that are used
to tie the wells back to the subsea
architecture.
“At both ends of these subsea lines
are pipeline end terminals (PLETs),
attached to simplify the connection.
Designed for increasingly harsh
deep-water environments, such
PLETs have become much bigger
and more robust, some weighing
as much as 200t. This has had
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Consolidation
There has been a lot of consolidation
in the market, typified by companies
such as Subsea 7 and Acergy merging.
This can be interpreted as essentially
limiting the choice for oil companies to
contract out this pipelay work.

is supplying assets to companies
against a given day rate. This would
mean that a company could use a
facility without having the potential
burden of having it on its balance
sheet.”

“We are already seeing signs that more
companies are looking at stepping
into this gap and entering the subsea
construction market,” said Voogt.

This model is common in other parts
of offshore contracting such as floating
production storage and offloading
(FPSO) vessels.

“Some companies have good access
to the market but may find it difficult to
get the financing in place.

Oil companies such as BP and Shell
have bought or chartered vessels and
commissioned other companies to
oversee the construction and operate
them.

“One area we are closely investigating

an impact on the capacity of the
construction vessels,” said Voogt.
“Larger vessels, that are able
to work in more difficult
environments and higher sea
states, can be considerably
more cost effective than
smaller vessels that have
to ‘hang off’ and seek
shelter.
“This, in turn, has an
impact on how the ship,
and particularly the pipe
handling systems, are
designed.”
At present, a company
would typically
commission a hull from a
shipbuilder, engines from
a marine manufacturer and
pipe handling systems, etc.
from a specialist designer/
contractor. These building
blocks would be installed,
connected together and then
the ship would be handed over
to the client.
Twan Voogt
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Subsea Equipment

While this construction method
demonstrably works, engineers
at IHC Merwede have begun to
question whether this is the most
efficient approach.
“One of the reasons that we
became a leader in the dredging
market was because we had
developed the necessary in-house
expertise to combine the ship and
its mission equipment in a better
way than we would otherwise have
done if we were buying separate
equipment from different sources
and simply combining it,” said
Voogt.
“A good example of this is evident
in work that we are presently
carrying out in designing a new
dredger. We started at the seabed,
looking for the most efficient
draghead, and then asked
ourselves how could we increase
productivity from this point.
How large would the draghead
be required to be for a specific
throughput of sand?

handling systems, in the most
efficient way.
“From a design point of view, it is very
useful to have these different skill
sets,” said Voogt.
“There may be constraints in handling
pipes connected with certain vessel
movements. One way the designer
can compensate for this behaviour
is by putting a lot of engineering
investment into the tower. It may
be more cost efficient, however, to
develop a better hull form or move the
ship’s centre of gravity in such a way
that it reduces overall motions.
“In order to do this, we have to
put engineers, ship designers and
equipment designers together and

“We are also extending this
philosophy to diving support vessels.
A few months ago, we acquired a
company, Hytech – now known as
IHC Hytech B.V. – which has the
competencies to build saturated dive
systems.
“By putting the ship designers and
equipment designers in one room
they can come up with the most
ergonomic and economic layout of
the vessel in terms of economy and
safety,” said Voogt.
A Subsea Plough

“We then looked at the dimensions
and structure of the suction
tubes that would be necessary to
transport that volume up to the
vessel and the capacity of pumps
that would be required to enable
this. Then, we looked at other items
such as the optimal position of the
hopper, etc. that would complete
the process.
“It was only after this that we turned
our attention to the best hull form
that could carry this equipment in
order to create the perfect balance
between the platform that carries
the mission equipment and the
equipment itself,” said Voogt.
IHC Merwede intends to bring
this ethos to its work in the
offshore industry. The company
has an intention to build up the
same in-house capabilities and
competencies to design and
combine both the ship and the
mission equipment, such as the
pipelaying tower and the PLET
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give them the freedom to develop a
complete marine solution. For the
first time we have the possibility to
really optimise the ship by taking the
mission equipment into account at
the design stage.
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Offshore

Vesseks
Bourbon Supporter
Bourbon Subsea Services has
taken delivery of the Bourbon
Supporter, which has been
awarded a two-year contract in
Saudi Arabia
The Bourbon Supporter, the
second vessel of a series of two
Inspection Maintenance Repair
(IMR) constructed in France by
Socarenam shipyard at Boulogne,
has strengthened the existing fleet
of 15 IMR vessels.
The Bourbon Supporter will operate
at the end of August as a support
vessel in subsea seismic testing.
Thereafter, it will continue to
operate in international offshore
marine services (maintenance of oil
facilities, production maintenance
work, underwater inspection.) like
her sistership, Bourbon Enterprise.
The \i started a new contract in
June for windfarm installation
support off the east coast of
England on one the world’s largest
offshore installation projects.
With a Length of 76m and a width

Bourbon Enterprise
of 19.5m, these two IMR vessels
can accommodate 103 persons
under excellent comfort and safety

conditions thanks to their dieselelectric propulsion and DP2 dynamic
positioning system.

DP2 Sister Vessels
Reef Subsea has agreed a five
year charter for two new-built DP2
subsea construction vessels from
Neptune Offshore.

vessels will be able to operate in
water depths up to 3000m.

The sister ships – which will be
renamed Reef Despina and Reef
Larissa – are newly-built inspection,
maintenance and repair (IMR) and
subsea construction vessels.
Designed with the Ulstein X-Bow,
they have a faster transit speed
in head seas, and enjoy reduced
fuel consumption. The design also
provides several advantages in the
foreship area and on the working
decks.

Reef Despina
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Offshore Vessels

Offshore

Vessels
Subsea Connection

Hornbeck OSVs

BOURBON has signed a 3-year
charter contract with TS Marine,
for the Bourbon Oceanteam 104,
installation, maintenance and
decommissioning vessel.

Hornbeck Offshore Services has
announced definitive contracts
for the construction of sixteen
high-specification offshore supply
vessels (OSV), in connection with
its latest newbuild construction
programme.

Bourbon Oceanteam 104, a
sistership of Bourbon Oceanteam
101, is currently under final
completion in Denmark for
delivery in Asia during the fourth
quarter.
The 2 vessels have been built
by Vigo yard in Spain to the
demanding DNV + 1A1, DYNPOSAUTR, EO, DK (+) CLEAN
DESIGN classification.
With 2400m2 of useable deck
space and accommodation for 120
people, Bourbon Oceanteam 104
is a 137m DP2 large and capable
Multipurpose Vessel configured
with a Hydramarine 250t AHC
primary subsea crane and a
secondary Natoil 90t AHC subsea
crane.

This is the company’s eighth
newbuild vessel program since
its inception in 1997, and its fifth
newbuild program involving stateof-the-art, technologically advanced
new generation OSVs.
The company has separately
contracted with VT Halter Marine,
Mississippi and with Eastern
Shipbuilding of Panama City, Florida
for the construction at each yard of
eight 300 class vessels with options
to build additional such vessels
should future market conditions
warrant.
The aggregate cost of the first
sixteen vessels under this program

is expected to be approximately
$720 million, excluding construction
period interest.
VT Halter Marine will construct
eight vessels based on the Super
320 design that it developed
for Hornbeck Offshore. These
DP2 OSVs are designed to have
6200t of deadweight capacity,
approximately 20 900 bbls of liquid
mud carrying capability, 11 863ft2 of
deck area and a fire-fighting class
notation.
The Super 320 design is based
on a larger version of the HOS
Coral, an existing 290 class DP-2
OSV which the Company has
successfully operated since her
delivery in early 2009.
The Super 320 design has been
developed with particular attention
to the most stringent regulations
for environmental stewardship,
including a double-hull that
eliminates any fuel storage adjacent
to the sideshell, and propulsion
machinery that meets the
requirements of EPA Tier 3 for stack
emissions.
The eight OSVs to be constructed
by Eastern Shipbuilding Group will
be DP-2 classed and consist of four
vessels based on the STX Marine
SV 300 design and four vessels
based on the STX Marine SV 310
design.
Features of the STX design include
over 20 000bbls of liquid mud
carrying capacity and a fire-fighting
class notation.
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In addition, the SV 300 design calls
for 5,500 long tons of deadweight
capacity and 10,976ft2 of deck
space, while the SV 310 design
calls for 6 144t of deadweight
capacity and 11 536ft2 of deck
space. The design will carry the
ENVIRO class notation by the
American Bureau of Shipping.

Aker Solutions has been awarded
contracts for the supply of Pusnes
offshore loading systems for ten
shuttle tankers that will operate
in Brazil and Norway. The total
contract value for Aker Solutions is
approximately NOK 150 million.
These contracts for Brazilian and
Norwegian waters confirm the unique
global market position of our bow
loading systems.
Several major South Korean
shipyards have awarded Aker
Solutions contracts for the supply of
Pusnes bow loading system for 10
suezmax shuttle tankers. Eight of
the shuttle tankers are being built for
various ship-owners, and will operate
in Brazilian waters.
Two of the shuttle tankers will
operate for a Norwegian ship-owner

at the Goliat field in the Barents Sea.
The Pusnes bow loading system
enables a safe and secure
connection for the hose to the
shuttle tanker. This connection can
quickly and safely be disconnected
if necessary, without creating surge
loads in the hose.
“These contracts for Brazilian and
Norwegian waters confirm the unique
global market position of our bow
loading systems,” says Leif Haukom,
head of Aker Solutions’ mooring and
loading business.
Delivery of the equipment will take
place within 2012 and 2013. The
contracts have been booked as order
intake in the third quarter.
Pusnes is a wholly-owned subsidiary
of Aker Solutions.

Two MSVs
SeaHold GEOSHIPS, specialists
in marine and subsea services,
has expanded its fleet with two
new multi purpose offshore
vessels worth a combined value of
£80million.
Formed in 2003, SeaHold
GEOSHIPS has a team of 13,
which includes 5 staff in Ellon
following the acquisition of marine
management services company
Brooklyn Shipping
Plans are in place to recruit at
least 5 new employees in the
next 6 months. To meet staffing
requirements on-board the
expanding fleet, GEOSHIPS and
BSL expects to have around 300
personnel, including marine crew,
in the next 3 years.
GEOSHIPS is taking 10 year
bareboat charters with options to
purchase at various dates. The
vessel owners are Mokul Nordic
Offshore Ltd based in Singapore,
a joint venture between Nordic
Maritime Pte Ltd of Singapore and
MDL Energy Pvt. Ltd of India.
The two new vessels ‘Loch Erisort’
and ‘Loch Roag’ brings the firm’s
fleet up to three. The new vessels,
which are both of Vik & Sandvik
VS470 design will be delivered in
Quarter 1 2012 and Quarter 4 2012
respectively and are actively being
promoted to the oil and gas market
for long-term work. Specified as
multi-purpose support vessels, they
are suitable for work in a variety
of areas, including the North Sea,
Mediterranean, West Africa and
Asia Pacific.
The first VS470, Loch Erisort,
which is of clean and comfort class
has an overall length of 74 metres,
and is certified to accommodate up
to 65 people in one and two man
cabins. The second vessel which
is certified to carry 60, is slightly
longer at 76m overall.

Pusnes Loading System
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DSV Skandi Singapore
DOF Subsea, a subsidiary of DOF
ASA, is pleased to advise that it
has secured a campaign of work
in the New Zealand Taranaki Basin
for the new build DSV Skandi
Singapore for an undisclosed
sum. The vessel will mobilise for
New Zealand on completion of the
current work program in Indonesia
for Conoco Philips.
Work in the Taranaki Basin
involves diving and ROV
operations for AWE Limited, Shell
Todd Oil Services Limited and
Origin Energy. The program of
work will be completed in February
2012.
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Steve Brown, EVP, Asia Pacific said,
“The vessel is the newest DSV in the
DOF Subsea fleet and is equipped
for extreme weather operation in
environmentally sensitive areas.
Since delivery, the Skandi Singapore
has proven to be a highly capable
vessel and is building an excellent
reputation with our regional clients.
l Skandi Fjord is a Well stimulation
vessel and has worked for
Halliburton since 1985
l DOF has, through its Brazilian
subsidiary Norskan Offshore Ltda,
signed a contract with Petrobras for
Skandi Flamengo. The contract will
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commence in October 2011 and has
a firm duration of 4 years
l Aker DOF Deepwater has today
taken delivery of Skandi Pacific at
STX Vietnam.
Aker DOF Deepwater a joint venture
between DOF and Aker Solutions
has today taken delivery of Skandi
Pacific at STX Vietnam.
The vessel is an AHTS of STX AH
08 design and is vessel number five
in a series of six vessels from the
same yard.

Offshore Vessels

DSV Skandi Singapore
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Island Centurion

Island Contracts
Last October, the Island Centurion
and Island Captain were formally
named at the yard in Brevik.
The Island Centurion was delivered
to Island Offshore the day before
and Island Captain will be handed
over in February 2012
These vessels are number 5 and
6 in the series of UT 776 CD that
Island Offshore have built at STX
OSV Brevik. Thre are another 3
vessels still to be delivered in 2012
and 2013.

Stimulation vessels.
Statoil has exercised its
option to use the MOU
Island Frontier 365 days in
2012.
Statoil has further exercised
its option to use the Island
Wellserver throughout
their 2012 well intervention
campaign, in addition to 200
vessel days in the 2013 and
2014.

Island Offshore has been awarded
a 7 year contact with 4 yearly
options for both vessels by
Schlumberger as well stimulation
vessels starting in August 2013.

The MV Island Valiant
has been extended on
the present heavy duty
trenching campaign. The
vessel has been engaged
on the same campaign
since April 11.

Conversion of the vessels will start
in November 2012.The Island
Patriot and Island Commander
are currently employed as Well

Right: The Island Frontier
and Island Wellserver
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Mariscal Sucre

New Subsea Vessel

Technip has been awarded a
major procurement, installation
and operation support contract
by Petroleos de Venezuela S.A.
(PDVSA) covering subsea, onshore
and offshore facilities, for an
accelerated production system
on the Mariscal Sucre Dragon
development, offshore Venezuela.

Subsea 7 has announced the
award of a five year contract by
Petrobras for the provision of
a dedicated deepwater flexible
pipelay vessel for operations
offshore Brazil commencing in the
second half of 2014.

the Company’s existing cash
resources.

The estimated contract value is
approximately $500 million.

She will be equipped for
transporting and installing flexible
flowlines and umbilicals in water
depths of up to 3000m including: a
tiltable lay system with a toptension
capability of 550t, two under-deck
storage carousels, a large deck
crane and two work-class remotely
operated vehicles.

The Mariscal Sucre Dragon field
is located around 25 miles North
of Paria peninsula, state of Sucre,
Venezuela at a water depth of
328–427 ft (100–130m).
The project scope covers:
l supply and installation of
subsea flowlines(1),
l supply and installation of gas
processing equipment onshore,
l operational support for the
subsea, offshore and onshore
facilities.

Mariscal Sucre

Airborne has been awarded a
contract by Saipem SA for the
engineering, fabrication and
delivery of a 2500m downline for
the Guara and Lula project in
Brazil.
The 3 inch ID downline will be
used at around 2200m water depth
for the Pre-Commissioning of the
Guara & Lula-NE Gasline Project.

As a result of this award, Subsea
7 will construct a newbuild
flexible pipelay vessel. Total costs
upon delivery, are expected to
be approximately $350 million
and will be funded entirely from

The new vessel will have an overall
length of 146 meters, a beam of
30 meters and a Class-2 dynamic
positioning system.

Brynhild Pipelines
Technip awarded a Subsea
contract for the Brynhild project
in NorwayTechnip was awarded
by Lundin Petroleum a lump sum
contract, worth approximately
€100 million, for the Brynhild field
development. This field, previously
known as Nemo, is located in
the Norwegian North Sea a few
kilometers East of the boundary
to UK waters at a water depth of
around 80m. This project is being
developed by Lundin Petroleum
as operator of the field, their first in
Norway.
The development will consist of
three wells tied back to the Shell

Pierce platform in UK waters. This
37km long tie-back is based on the
use of Technip’s proven technology
for the reeled pipe-in-pipe production
and plastic lined water injection
flowlines. The contract also includes
spools, tie-ins, trenching and
protection of the flowlines, together
with installation of subsea structures
and the control umbilical.
Technip’s operating centre in Oslo,
Norway will execute this contract.
Pipeline welding will be completed at
the Group’s spoolbase in Evanton,
Scotland while installation will be
performed with the Apache II, a
vessel from Technip fleet, in 2013.

By winning this contract Airborne
will deliver a composite pipe for the
deepest application worldwide.
Airborne’s Composite Downline
has a number of benefits,
especially that the pipe can
sustain vacuum during the flooding
operation while it has a high
collapse rating. The liner is fully
bonded to the fibre reinforcement,
resulting in a smooth bore with low
friction whilst maintaining very high
collapse pressures
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Marine Growth Control
FoundOcean has been appointed
as an exclusive agent by IEV
International Limited to market
its revolutionary Marine Growth
Prevention and Control products in
European waters.
Until now, controlling marine
growth has been an expensive and
time-consuming process.
This revolutionary marine growth
control solution offers energy
operators one of the most costeffective platform strengthening
and life extension mechanisms for
existing structures, and a costsaving solution for the fabrication
and installation of new structures.
Over 26 000 products have been
installed on approximately 400 new
and existing offshore structures
throughout Asia, Europe & America
since 1990.
Marine growth build-up on jackets
of oil and gas platforms and
offshore wind farm foundations
has direct consequences: It adds
static weight to the foundation, and
it increases the diameter and the
surface roughness of the members,
thereby increasing the dynamic
and hydrodynamic loadings
associated with wave and tidal
actions on the structure.
These factors need to be taken
into consideration when designing
the jacket to ensure its structural
integrity and longevity; costly
considerations which can be
averted by designing the Marine
Growth Prevention and Control
product into the overall foundation
design from the outset.
Steven Jack, Business
Development Manager for the
Marine Growth Prevention
and Control product range at
FoundOcean highlights that “using
the Marine Growth Prevention and
Control product avoids exposing

Marine Growth on tubulars
divers to high pressure jet blasting
or scraping off marine growth – both
have an element of danger to the
diver and structural protective
coatings. The Marine Growth
Prevention and Control product also
works in all weather, something
divers cannot do.”
The specially designed and
patented apparatus is powered by
natural ocean forces and their own
buoyancy. The continuous sweeping
motion contacts made by the rubber
rollers against the substrate break
down the marine colonisation process
of microbial slime or micro-fouling,
every minute of every day, thus
permanently preventing the marine
growth affixing to the members.
This eliminates the need for periodic
cleaning thereby substantially
reducing cleaning costs. Cleaner
members also make for speedier
inspections. Technology and
nature work effectively together to
strengthen and protect offshore
installations as well as port and
harbour structures such as piers and
jetties.
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Pipelines Data
Forum Energy Technologies has
entered into an agreement with DOF
Subsea AS (DOF Subsea) to provide
a VisualSoft Digital Video and
Pipeline Data Processing Suite for
installation on their new multipurpose
construction and anchor handling
vessel, Skandi Skansen.
As one of the world leaders in
offshore digital video inspection
systems, VisualSoft provides
digital video capture, playback, and
reporting of pipeline structural and
inspection survey data.
These capabilities provide fast,
automated, offline processing and
event editing that are expected to
generate high quality, consistent
reporting deliverables for DOF
Subsea.
DOF Subsea is expected to utilize
the VisualSoft suite during upcoming
projects involving pre-lay survey,
installation support, as-laid and
as-trenched survey, as well as OOS
data processing.
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Valiant Causeway
Valiant Causeway has awarded
Technip a lump sum contract, worth
approximately €33 million, for its
Causeway field development. This
field is located about 450km northeast
of Aberdeen, Scotland at a water
depth of 150m.
This contract covers engineering,
procurement, installation and
commissioning of rigid and flexible
pipelines, subsea equipment as
well as umbilicals, which will be
manufactured by Technip’s whollyowned subsidiary DUCO under a
separate contract.
Technip’s operating centre in
Aberdeen will execute the contract,
which is scheduled to be completed in
the second semester of 2012.
Rigid pipelines will be welded at
Technip’s spoolbase in Evanton,
Scotland, while the flexible pipelines
will be manufactured in the group’s
flexible pipe plant in Le Trait, France.
Vessels from the group’s fleet will
be used for the campaign, including
Apache II, Normand Pioneer and
Wellservicer.
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New Submarine Electricity Cable Projects
to Multiply More Than Five-Fold by 2020
While the high-voltage submarine
cable sector remains a niche
market, underwater power
transmission is becoming more
prevalent in the infrastructure
plans of countries around the
world.
The current push for more readily
available renewable power
has created new opportunities
– for grid interconnections and
connecting offshore wind farms to
nearby landmasses, for example
– and grid operators are turning
to submarine power transmission
cables to help supplement or
replace aging and inadequate grid
infrastructures.
According to a recent report
from Pike Research, submarine
transmission cable projects
will increase from just over 60
worldwide in 2011 to more than
350 cables by 2020, thus placing
significant pressures on the
existing industry.
“Unfortunately, the supply chain
for high-voltage submarine cables
is not ready for the exploding
demand for these products,” says
Pike Research president Clint
Wheelock.
“Only a few manufacturers
in the world are capable of
producing high-voltage submarine
cables, and purchasers have
few other places to turn when
manufacturers tell them there will
be an unexpectedly long wait for
their desired product.”
What’s more, constraints on
new project development reach
beyond the manufacture of cable.
Site engineering companies and
cable-laying ships are also highly
specialized and also in limited
supply.
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Pike Research’s analysis indicates
that demand growth shows no sign
of letting up in the foreseeable
future, meaning that manufacturers
must make provisions to meet
customers’ future needs.
Those needs will be most acute in
Europe, which will continue to be
the leading region for submarine
transmission deployments,
representing nearly three-quarters
of all projects by 2020.
From 2011 to 2015, purchasers
and developers have proposed
to install an additional 14 000KM
of high-voltage submarine cables
in 53 separate projects in Europe
– nearly three times the total in the
last 11 years.
Some industry watchers estimate
that the current supply chain is
capable of producing only one-third
of the required cables for projects
planned in the next five years.
The challenge for the industry
will be to meet the staggering
demand growth with a sustainable,
economically viable supply of
submarine power transmission
products.

TransPacific Upgrade
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
has signed a contract to upgrade
a transpacific submarine cable
network by incorporating 40
Gbps dense wavelength division
multiplexing (DWDM) and increasing
transmission design capacity up to
fivefold to 5.2 Tbps.
The upgrade to the Asia America
Gateway (AAG) Cable Network,
which will involve installing
submarine line terminal equipment
(SLTE) in eight countries, is
expected to be completed by the
third quarter of 2012.
The AAG Cable Network, a 10 Gbps
DWDM system set up in 2009, is
owned by a consortium of nineteen
major telecommunications carriers
and comprises over 20,000km of
fibre-optic cable linking 10 landing
stations located in seven Southeast
Asian countries and the United
States.
To satisfy the rapid increase in
demand for internet traffic, there
has been urgent need to raise
transmission capacity and speedA
field trial conducted on the AAG
Cable Network has proved that

Pike Research’s report, “Submarine
Electricity Transmission”, examines
the market opportunity and demand
dynamics for submarine HVDC and
HVAC power cable projects around
the world.
The study analyses the continuing
expansion of such projects and the
increased strain that this growing
demand will place on the existing
undersea transmission supply chain.
Prominent projects and key industry
players are profiled in depth, and
market forecasts for each world
region extend through 2020.
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Transpacific submarine cable network
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Teledyne
Mitsubishi Electric’s new high-speed
fiber-optic technology, called coherent
technology, enables 40 Gbps DWDM
transmissions beyond 6600km,
which was one of the key factors
underpinning the upgrade contract.
“We are proud to be selected as
the supplier for the AAG Cable
Network capacity upgrade,” said
Masahiro Tsukamoto, general
manager of Mitsubishi Electric’s
Telecommunication Systems
Department.
“Having received an order for similar
work on the transatlantic TAT-14
Cable Network, Mitsubishi Electric will
become the first supplier of 40 Gbps
upgrades to both transpacific and
transatlantic networks. We now look
forward to building on these wins to
assist other network operators with
high-quality upgrades.”
Mitsubishi Electric has been a leader
in submarine cable systems ever
since supplying the world’s first 5
Gbps optically amplified repeaters for
a transpacific cable in 1994. In 1999,
the company supplied the world’s first
10 Gbps transmission technology for
transoceanic cables.

Teledyne’s Oil & Gas group have
been awarded a development
contract from Cameron do Brasil,
to design and deliver a subsea
high-power electrical interconnect
system for a deepwater oil field in
Brazil. Working in partnership with
Cameron in Brazil.
The award from Cameron is for a
development phase, followed by
deliverable hardware prototypes to
be installed in 2013, for a subsea
system that will supply power to
an electrical submersible pump
to increase oil production. It is
the largest Teledyne Oil & Gas
development contract to date and
complements other high-power
interconnect technology developed

for other major operators in the Gulf
of Mexico.
“Teledyne was selected over an
incumbent supplier as a result of
the high-power design expertise
of Teledyne Oil & Gas in Daytona
Beach, Fla. and the advanced
materials and analysis expertise
at Teledyne Scientific in Thousand
Oaks, Calif.,” said Robert Mehrabian,
chairman, president, and chief
executive officer of Teledyne
Technologies. “The partnership
between Teledyne Oil & Gas and
Teledyne Scientific continues
to differentiate Teledyne in the
market place and demonstrates
Teledyne’s strategy of integrating our
technologies across the company.”

Cross Border Cooperation
An undersea electricity grid
connecting Scotland, Northern
Ireland and the Republic of Ireland
could provide “enormous economic
opportunities”, the Scottish
parliament’s Finance Secretary
John Swinney has said.
He said the project paved the way
to allowing Scotland to harvest
wind and tidal resources and
develop the country’s potential
to export electricity and bring in
revenue.

Mr Swinney was speaking
in Glasgow at the launch of
a report by the Irish-Scottish
Links on Energy Study (ISLES).
A research was funded by
the EU’s INTERREG IVA
Programme to promote greater
territorial cohesion. The
INTERREG IVA Programme
is worth €256 million (€192
million from the EU with further
national contributions of €64
million).

Oman to India cable system
Tata Communications and
Nawras, have launched the
Oman to India TGN-Gulf cable.
The undersea cable will be used
to instantaneously route voice and
data traffic from Oman to Mumbai
(India) and onwards to the rest
of the world, via the Tata Global
Network (TGN).
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The new cable link offers
enormous capacity for broadband
and high quality voice services,
enabling Nawras to meet the
growing demand for international
voice and data services from
its customers – be it in the form
of calls or to carry out internet
surfing
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Thermoplastic Composite
A joint industry project (JIP) is
underway that aims to prove the
potential of a new thermoplastic
composite riser technology
to cost effectively extend
the operational envelope of
production risers.
The project is being undertaken
by Airborne Composite Tubulars
and MCS Kenny with OTM
Consulting as project manager.
Support and guidance is received
from eight operating and service
companies, and the project
was launched through ITF, the
industry technology facilitator for
the global oil and gas industry.

The team behind this JIP believe
that a thermoplastic composite
riser, as an alternative to currently
existing solutions, could achieve
a breakthrough in performance
improvement.
They say that in comparison to
steel, a thermoplastic composite
riser offers benefits such as reduced
weight, lower top tensions, lack of
corrosion and spoolability; and that
as an alternative to flexible pipe it
offers lower cost, improved fatigue
resistance, a smooth bore, absence
of an annulus and simplicity.

The development of reservoirs in
increasingly hostile environments
is placing more demands on
production riser design. For
example, water depth is a
key factor in riser design, with
deeper water presenting greater
technical challenges.

Airborne’s Managing Director Martin
van Onna explains the background
to the project “As oil and gas
production moves into deeper
waters, some new developments are
now pushing the limits of existing
top tensioned, steel catenary and
flexible riser technologies, and
this is resulting in dramatically
increasing costs.

Ageing reservoirs can also
present challenges: as many
reservoirs become increasingly
sour with age, corrosion
resistance becomes increasingly
important.

For example, steel catenary risers
are limited in their operational
envelope in terms of maximum
water depth, due to the strength
to weight ratio. In addition, they
also have performance limitations

Composite riser on a carousel
in shallow and medium water
depth with respect to catenary
configuration with larger diameters,
due to their high stiffness and
large minimum bending radius.
“In this project we are proposing
a thermoplastic composite riser
as a cost effective alternative to
current solutions. Our programme
of work includes the thermoplastic
composite riser design and global
analyses of several sponsor

Manufacturing the composite riser
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Riser

By Dr Sheila Batchelor, Technology Writer
in top tension, less buoyancy
requirements and a simplification
of subsea architecture.
One solid bonded wall results
in a fail-safe pipe system with
large collapse resistance, a
smooth bore and no friction
between reinforcement
layers, which helps avoid the
damage mechanisms typical of
conventional flexible pipe.
“The move to deeper water
can also be associated with
more high pressure and
high temperature (HPHT)
applications. Higher pressures
require heavier pipes,
compounding the issue of riser
weight in deep water, so we
believe that the thermoplastic
composite riser could offer
particular benefits with respect to
HPHT performance.”
ITF’s technology manager, Keith
Mackie, considers that the high
level of interest there has been
in funding this project is a good
indication of the potential impact
it may have for the industry.
Phase one of the project is
now complete, and phase two
– combined load testing is
ongoing, due to be completed
Q4 2011.

determined scenarios, as well as
the manufacture and testing of
large scale pipe samples.”
The thermoplastic composite riser
technology is based on a process
of reinforcing a thermoplastic
composite liner with melt-fused
glass fibre tapes. The glass fibretapes are impregnated with the
same thermoplastic compound as
the liner and outer coating of the
pipe, resulting in a fully bonded

solid tubular wall. The developers
say that the glass fibres provide
strength and stiffness to the pipe,
while the thermoplastic matrix
enables spoolability without fatigue
or cracking.
Van Onna added “The initial results
of the JIP support the potential
benefits of this technology. The
thermoplastic composite riser
is much lighter than steel, with
benefits including a 60% reduction
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Widely regarded as the global
funding programme of choice,
ITF has assisted in the funding
of new technology developments
from early stage feasibility
studies through to full joint
industry projects (JIPs), field
trials and commercialisation.
Using a unique collaboration
model, ITF acts as the facilitator
between its major operator and
service company members
and industry to bring innovative
solutions to the oil and gas
industry.
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Umbilicals
Oceaneering TQR Laboratory
Oceaneering has opened its US$2
million pioneering test, qualification
and reliability (TQR) laboratory
to evaluate and assimilate the
long-term behaviour of deepwater
umbilical cables.
The facility is located at
Oceaneering Umbilical Solutions’
design and manufacturing plant at
Rosyth, Fife, Scotland.
Oceaneering’s new 600m2 facility
will house a team of specialist
analysts to evaluate test data
and carry out performance tests
to meet the demands of project
specifications for its customers and
to understand and validate product
performance limitations.
Central to this will be the
identification of critical failure
modes, investigation into what
causes these failures and how

Oceaneering Umbilical Solutions can
mitigate against these occurrences.
Umbilicals generally have a 25–30
year life-cycle, however, operational
rigours and stresses due to the effects
of ocean currents and tidal wave
movement on the umbilicals can cause
general fatigue and allows corrosion to
set in earlier than anticipated.
Oceaneering’s investment in this TQR
facility will help safeguard against
sudden operational failures, as Joao
Melo, test and reliability manager
explained. “If an umbilical fails, oil
and gas production stops. Although
the umbilical is a comparatively
inexpensive product within the whole
energy production infrastructure it is
one of its most critical components.
“Moreover, we have made a significant
investment in new plant and machinery
for the new TQR centre,” said Melo.

Oceaneering’s US$2 million pioneering test,
qualification and reliability (TQR) laboratory
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“Part of this will provide a
comprehensive ‘data shop’
generating analysis to add
significant weight to our proposition
as a complete one-stop-shop for
umbilical manufacture, test and
supply.
“Given the demands we place on
the umbilical cable to perform a wide
range of tasks in very challenging
environments, the in-house testing
of an umbilical’s operational
behaviour at various stages of its
life-cycle is vital information for our
clients and they’ll be reassured that
our testing capability will exceed the
set industry standards.”
Until now, Oceaneering
subcontracted much of this testing,
but the TQR laboratory will leverage
a better in-house understanding
of how an umbilical performs in its
environment.

Jack St Malo

Technip’s wholly-owned subsidiary
DUCO has been awarded two
contracts, by Shell Offshore, for the
Cardamom and West Boreas field
developments, located in the Gulf of
Mexico.

Nexans has been awarded a
contract by Chevron to design,
manufacture and supply a total
of 138 000ft (42km) of power
umbilicals and terminations for
the Jack and St. Malo fields in the
Deepwater Gulf of Mexico.

The contracts include the
engineering, project management
and construction of a 9265m
umbilical (Cardamom) and a 6096m
umbilical (West Boreas).
The umbilical systems will be
manufactured by Duco in its facility
in Channelview, Houston. The
umbilicals are scheduled for delivery
in 2012.
The award follows the recent
delivery of the umbilical systems for
Shell’s Perdido development, which
are the deepest installed umbilicals
in the world at approximately 2950m
water depth.

Riffgat
Nexans has been awarded a
contract by the project developer
Offshore-Windpark to supply and
install the infield submarine power
cables and ancillary equipment
for the Riffgat offshore wind farm
currently under construction 15km
northwest of the German island of
Borkum.
The Riffgat wind farm, covering an
area of 6km2, will comprise 30 wind
turbines providing a peak capacity
of 108MW.
The Nexans facility in Hannover,
Germany will manufacture just over
24km of 33kV XLPE submarine
infield cables to interconnect the
wind turbines and to link them to
the offshore transformer substation.
Nexans in Norway will be
responsible for the installation
including engineering, laying the
cable and pulling in each cable
end to the wind turbines, as well as
protection of the cables using the
Capjet trencher.

The umbilicals shall be loaded
out from the new long-term
storage carousel in Mobile,
Alabama dedicated to providing
enhanced logistical support for
customers in the Gulf of Mexico
region.
The Jack and St. Malo fields are
located within 25 miles (40 km)
of each other approximately 280
miles (450 km) south of New
Orleans, Louisiana, in water
depths of 7000ft (2100 ).
The project will comprise three
subsea centers tied back to a hub
production facility with a capacity

of 170 000 barrels of oil and 42.5
million ft3 of natural gas per day.
Nexans specialised cable
manufacturing facilities in
Halden, Norway will design and
manufacture the power umbilical
for the Jack and St. Malo fields
in two separate lengths, together
with the associated umbilical
termination heads (UTHs).
On completion, the power
umbilicals will be delivered to the
newly constructed carousel at the
Theodore Industrial Port in Mobile,
Alabama in 2013, where they will
be held in storage until called-off by
Chevron for installation.
The power umbilical is a cable
product pioneered by Nexans that
integrates the functions of power
cables and umbilicals in a single
cable, enabling a high-voltage
(HV) supply to be provided for
deepwater projects.

Jette
Aker Solutions’ Oslo headquarters.
Manufacturing will take place at
Aker Solutions’ umbilical facility
in Moss, Norway. The estimated
delivery date is late 2012. The
subsea umbilical will be used at
the Jette field which is located
”
in block 25/7 and 25/8, west of
Det norske’s initial order is for six
kilometres of static electro-hydraulic Stavanger in the North Sea at
a water depth of approximately
stainless steel umbilical. The
150m.
umbilical will include electrical and
hydraulic functions, in addition to a
three inch gas lift line and methanol The Jette project is Det norske’s
first development acting also as
injection.
an operator.
Subsea umbilicals are deployed
on the seabed to supply necessary “Aker Solutions’ umbilical business
control and chemicals to subsea oil has been further strengthened
by our first umbilical contract with
and gas wells, subsea manifolds
and any subsea system requiring a Det norske and we look forward to
working together on this promising
remote control.
project”, says Tove Røskaft,
Executive vice president (EVP) of
Engineering and project
umbilicals at Aker Solutions.
management will be provided from
Aker Solutions’ umbilical business
has been strengthened by our first
umbilical contract with Det norske
and we look forward to working
together on this promising project.
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Cables
Second Cable Installation System

Asgard

Blue Offshore has commenced with
the building of their second cable
installation system.

Nexans has been awarded a €75 million
contract by Statoil to design, manufacture
and supply a total of 165km of static
and dynamic power umbilical and power
cables, as well as necessary accessories,
for the Åsgard oil and gas field in the
Norwegian Sea.

This second installation system will
be based on its first system and will
consist of an adaptable modular
turntable system with carrying
capacity up to 9000t, loading arm
assembly, tensioners, trackways
and associated equipment.
Delivery is scheduled for the mid2012. This announcement follows
the ongoing construction of the
first cable installation system and

the recognition of current and future
market requirements.
Blue Offshore has been awarded a
second lease agreement for their
subsea cable installation system by
Norddeutsche Seekabelwerke GmbH
(NSW) for 2013.
The system includes the uniquely
adaptable modular turntable system,
loading arm assembly, tensioners,
trackways, associated equipment
and construction crew, to assist
with the installation of submarine
transmission cables.

Nexans’s specialised manufacturing
facilities in Norway, Halden, Rognan and
Namsos as well as Charleroi in Belgium,
will be involved in the completion of this
complex subsea project. Nexans will
supply four lengths of power cable and
power umbilical, each 40km long, two
lengths of dynamic power umbilical, and
2.3 km of standard service umbilical cable.
The Åsgard oil and gas field is located
in the Norwegian Sea approximately
200km off the coast of mid Norway, and
delivers around 28 billion cubic metres of
gas and 14 million barrels of condensate,
which is equal to 220 million barrels of oil
equivalents.
The Åsgard oil and gas field comprises:
Åsgard A, a Floating Production Storage
and Offloading vessel; Åsgard B, a floating
semi-submersible gas production platform;
and the Åsgard C Vessel, which is used to
store gas condensate (light oil).

Modular turntable system

Estonia
The laying of the second undersea
connection linking Estonia’s power
system with its northern neighbors
has been inaugurated.
The 100 million Siemens contract
for the construction of two
stations on opposite sides of the
Gulf of Finland is part of a 320million-euro investment project
undertaken by Fingrid and Elering,
the Estonian transmission system
operator.
The station will convert alternating
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current to direct current prior to
being transmitted under the Gulf of
Finland, and the twin Anttila station
at Porvoo will convert it back to
AC - or vice versa, depending on
the demand for power on the open
market.
The 170km cable itself will be laid
in the summer of 2013 and the new
connection will be be online in 2014.
Estlink2 will increase the
transmission capacity between
Finland and Estonia from 350
megawatts to 1000 megawatts.
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The Midgard and Mikkel subsea fields are
tied back to Åsgard B. They are losing the
pressure required to pipe their well streams
back to the floating semi-submersible gas
production platform, Åsgard B. Statoil plans
to use a subsea gas compression system
to help recover the remaining reserves
from these fields.
The power umbilicals , pioneered by
Nexans, integrates the functions of power
cables and umbilicals in a single cable,
enabling a high-voltage (HV) supply to
be provided for deepwater projects. The
power umbilical includes a number of
steel tubes as well as fibre-optic elements,
signal cables for control and monitoring
as well as insulated power cores, all being
supplied from Nexans’ own factories. By
eliminating the need to transport and install
separate power and control umbilicals,

Cables

ACE
The Africa Coast to Europe (ACE)
submarine cable has landed at
the submarine cable station at
Penmarc’h, Brittany. The 17 000km
cable provides broadband internet
capacity in Africa, an additional
layer of security for communications
between Europe, Africa and Asia.
It will meet capacity requirements
for years to come. It is planned to
be operational in the second half of
2012,
The ACE cable will provide access
to the global broadband network
for the first time for Gambia,
Guinea, Equatorial Guinea, Liberia,
Mauritania, Sao Tome and Principe,
and Sierra Leone, making possible
the launch of new services.
Landlocked countries such as Mali
and Niger will also be connected via
the terrestrial network.
ACE will provide an alternative route
for communications to countries
already connected to the SAT3WASC-SAFE cable linking Portugal
to Malaysia, which runs along the
west coast of Africa.
Through links to other submarine
cables, ACE will also provide an
alternative western route for traffic
between Europe and Reunion as
well as the Group’s subsidiaries in
Africa and the Indian Ocean. ACE
will also diversify transmission
arteries between France and
Portugal.
To carry out this project, France
Telecom, together with its
subsidiaries Côte d’Ivoire Telecom,
Orange Cameroon, Orange Guinea,
Orange Mali, Orange Niger and
Sonatel, have combined forces with
a number of other major partners as
part of an international consortium.
At the Penmarc’h station, ACE is
connected to Sea-Me-We 3, the
world’s longest cable. The group is

co-owner of this
cable, which links Europe
to Japan and Australia via India.
ACE relies on wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM), currently the
most advanced technology for
submarine cables.
With WDM, cable capacity can
be increased without additional
submarine work. The new 40 Gbps
technology supporting the ultrabroadband networks will boost
overall capacity to 5.12 Tbps.
The cable’s construction represents
an overall investment of around
US$ 700 million for the consortium,
of which around US$250 million
will come from the Group and its
subsidiaries.
This major investment furthers
two strategic objectives of France
Telecom-Orange: to provide
widespread Internet access to African
countries where the Group is present
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Ace cable Network

and to further develop the service
quality of the Group’s international
network.
Through cables such as ACE, the
Group is able to provide high-end
connectivity in Africa and to offer
a range of innovative services to
support the continent’s economic
and social development.
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Renewables

Pelamis
Following its manufacture and
testing in Leith, ScottishPower
Renewables’ new P2 Pelamis
wave power device set sail for the
European Marine Energy Centre
in Orkney today (Sunday 6th
November). It will undergo further
trials as part of a unique crossindustry collaboration project with a
similar device managed by E.ON.
The company received a grant
from the Scottish Government’s
Wave and Tidal Energy Support
Scheme (WATES) to partly fund
the construction of the device.
The machine, which measures
180m in length, converts the
motion of waves into electricity
via hydraulic cylinders. The power
generated is then fed back to
shore using an undersea cable.
The P2 is the second generation
machine developed by Pelamis
Wave Power, and is expected to be
considerably more efficient than the
first generation machine. A single
P2 device can generate 750kW
of electricity – and throughout the
year provide enough power to
supply approximately 500 homes.
It will join another P2 Pelamis
machine installed in Orkney last
year by E.ON. This collaborative
approach is seen as a step forward
for the marine energy industry.
The two machines will operate in
tandem, allowing the companies
to better understand how an array
of devices would operate. The
information gathered from the trials
will help the companies to consider
how larger, more commercial
schemes could be designed.
“The waters around Scotland have
excellent potential to generate a
substantial amount of electricity,
both from wave and from tidal
power,” said Alan Mortimer,
head of policy at ScottishPower
Renewables
We are now at a crucial stage in
realising this potential. The support
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from the Scottish Government’s
WATES scheme has been very
important and by combining the
resources and expertise of two
major renewable energy companies,
we believe this will help to drive
the marine renewables industry
forward.”
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Energy Minister Fergus Ewing said:
“Scotland is continuing to lead the
world in the development of wave
and tidal energy, with a quarter of
Europe’s tidal stream and a tenth
of its wave energy potential. As the
last of our WATES funded projects,
this is a significant milestone and

Renewables

is evidence that public funding is
helping developers exploit that
resource, enabling the marine energy
sector to go from strength to strength.
This latest development further
reinforces the growing momentum in
marine renewables across Scotland
and the breadth of activity taking

place at the world-leading European
Marine Energy Centre.”
It is expected that the 300 mile
journey to Orkney will take around
2 days, with testing due to begin at
the European Marine Energy Centre
during November.
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A P2 Pelamis
ScottishPower Renewables is
currently developing a wave
energy site at Marwick Head in the
Pentland Firth that could host up to
sixty-six Pelamis P2 wave power
generators.
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Renewables
What noise annoys an Oyster most?
Kongsberg Maritime has been
awarded a contract with wave
energy technology provider
Aquamarine Power to carry out
underwater noise assessments
relating to its Oyster wave energy
device.
The Oyster device has been
developed by Aquamarine Power
to capture wave energy from
near-shore sites and convert it
into clean sustainable electricity.
The contract represents a first
collaboration between Kongsberg
Maritime and Aquamarine Power,
and will involve the company
measuring underwater noise
during the Oyster installation and
operational phases at the EMEC
range, Billia Croo on Orkney.
The project scope will also involve
Kongsberg Maritime determining
the acoustic impact associated
with installing and operating
the Oyster device when it is
subsequently operating
in a high energy wave
environment. This phase
will take place off the
north-west coast of
the Isle of Lewis.

energy device was recently
installed at the EMEC site in
Orkney, where the installation
noise was captured by Kongsberg
Maritime as part of the project
scope, and there are plans to
install two further Oyster devices
at the same site in 2012 and 2013.
Each device will have a generating
capacity of 800kW.
Having completed the first
phase of the project at Billia
Croo, Kongsberg Maritime will
shortly embark on measuring the
underwater noise once the Oyster
device is operating. These activities
will allow the environmental impact
of the wave energy device outside
the EMEC site to be assessed in
context.
As part of the project, Kongsberg
Maritime used its autonomous
underwater noise recording system
known as RUNES to conduct
baseline noise measurement at
the Isle of Lewis site. The RUNES

system, simple in its deployment
method, is placed on the seabed
over an extended period of time
while recording baseline noise
prior to any construction or
installation work being carried
out.
Using the RUNES system
removed the need for surface
support vessels and personnel
during the main operation,
helping to reduce costs and
increase operational efficiency.
The absence of trailing
hydrophones and vessel
noise also meant that the data
collected at the Isle of Lewis
site was of significantly higher
quality, allowing for clearer
interpretation and analysis.
The data collected during
the baseline noise studies,
combined with the underwater
noise data gathered at the Billia
Croo site, will contribute to an
assessment of the potential
effects of underwater noise
on marine mammals, fish
and diving birds at the site
once the Oyster device is
installed and operational.
The Oyster
device

The next-generation
Oyster 800 wave

The Oyster
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A drive towards competitive advantage
The modern production environment demands safety,
reliability and flexibility from plant and deck equipment,
allowing it to cope with the wide range of variables which may
occur. This is essential if high productivity is to be sustained
and profit levels are to be maximised.
Rexroth puts you in touch with leading engineers in heavy
systems engineering incorporating hydraulic drive systems,
servo drives and controls, pneumatics, linear and factory
automation. The scope of Rexroth products for engineering
projects is unrivalled and thanks to its application expertise,
Rexroth provides a comprehensive service and unique solutions
providing real competitive advantages.
Rexroth is renowned in heavy industries with its hydraulic
systems technology and supporting products, enhanced now
with unique Hägglunds direct hydraulic drives. This brings
significant benefits such as starting with full load, low inertia,
fast response and accurately controlling torque to prevent
overloads throughout the wide speed range with reversing and
dynamic braking as standard. This wide range of products and
its formidable engineering knowledge, ensures the best drive
and control solution for your marine and offshore operations.

V A typical Drive consists of a Hagglunds drive motor selected from the
wide range available to give the torque required. A power unit with a
variable displacement pump/motor set and necessary tank, filters and
instrumentation. A control and monitoring unit and the inter-piping. The
arrangement is versatile and flexible which enables customisation to suit
the exact requirements of the application and environment.

W ROV deployment containerised systems
Direct hydraulic drive motors with unbeatable tension control for umbilical winches
to protect the cable from damage during deployment. The hydraulic system and
controls are installed and fully tested prior to delivery inside weatherproof and
soundproofed containers for easy installation and commissioning.

W ROV deployment customised systems
For launch and recovery of ROVs driving the winches and A Frames. The Hagglunds
hydraulic drive motors support one end of the winch include DNV approved band
brakes. The hydraulic power unit is built around the winch module creating a
compact arrangement with minimum of piping and some units are ATEX approved.

W Developments for underwater systems
This is a Subsea Crawler from Aker Wirth designed to harvest sea bed minerals
etc.. Rexroth has adapted numerous components to suit deep sea applications
including pressure compensation and corrosion protection for longer reliable life
and performance in marine conditions.

Bosch Rexroth Limited, 15 Cromwell Road, St Neots, Cambridgeshire, PE19 2ES.
Tel: + 44 (0)1480 223200 Email: info@boschrexroth.co.uk
www.boschrexroth.co.uk
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Renewables

Scotrenewables and MacArtney

Earlier this summer, Orkney-based
Scotrenewables launched its prototype
floating tidal turbine. Called the
SR250, it is designed to minimise
the installation and maintenance
costs of tidal energy compared to
seabed-mounted tidal turbines. Vital
infrastructure for this renewable
energy project was designed and
supplied by MacArtney Underwater
Technology.
Harnessing the renewable power
is just one part of the process – it
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also needs to be exported to the grid
onshore through a medium voltage
cable. The Scotrenewables design,
which combines a dynamic turbine
mounted on a tethered turret, can put
significant strains on the riser section of
the export cable.
Designing the right cable and
connector infrastructure system
was important from the outset to
ensure that power harnessed by the
turbine could be reliably fed to the
onshore grid.
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Scotrenewables selected MacArtney to
provide the infrastructure for its 250kW
prototype and its design is a result of
close cooperation between engineers
from both companies.
Infrastructure that connects dynamic
systems to static cable anchoring
needs to be carefully designed to
reliably maintain power and signal
contact as the turbine moves
horizontally with the tide as well as
vertically with wave movement.
The SR250 turbine has a turret and a

Left and above: Scotrenewables floating tidal turbine

vertical swivel. At the turret, a 6.6kV wet
mate connector acts as a stab plate. As
the turbine turns about this axis to face
the water flow, this swivel turret holds
the dynamic unit on the anchoring, and
the swivel ensures that the signal and
power connections in the cable remain
intact and prevent them from twisting
during the 360° movement.
Scotrenewables and MacArtney worked
together to custom design the 6.6kV
umbilical that can carry the required
250kW.

For this prototype, the 3500m cable
also has two signal screened twisted
pairs (STPs) that transfer data to and
from the turbine to shore.
Protecting the cable extends its
functional life and preventing bending
and twisting of the cable at the
termination point is vital for preventing
cable fatigue and failure.
At the point of contact between cable
and turbine, a steel stress termination on
the high voltage wet mateable connector
pair take the strain off the cable.
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The termination point where the cable exits
the stress termination is also vulnerable
as vibrations in the cable can weaken it
over time. A bend stiffener was designed
into the system to dampen the vibrations
to help protect the cable from fatigue and
extend its working life.
The system will be tested in the waters
off Orkney for two years, exporting power
to the grid. Testing the turbine in real sea
conditions will provide the company with
invaluable advice and experience before
producing the full-scale 1-2MW version.
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Explosive Detection

Explosives

Detection
Wind Farm Mine

Ordnanace Disposal Crawler

Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)
specialist Ramora has safely disposed
of an unexploded World War II mine
on-site at one of the world’s largest
offshore windfarms.

The US Navy’s Explosive Ordnance
Disposal Unit has procured fifteen
SeaBotix LBV300-5 ROVs with
its optional patented crawler skid
assembly under sole-source
procurement.

The four-man Ramora team used a
remotely operated vehicle (ROV) to
place a countermining charge next to
the 1500lb (680kg) mine which had
been assessed as high-risk due to
damage previously sustained to it.
Throughout the procedure, a 1500m
safety zone was maintained to protect
other vessels in the area.

Sole-source procurements, an
exception to the normal open bid
process, typically occur when only
one existing technology will work for
the intended application. In this critical
case, that application is the safe
identification of limpet mines on ship
hulls without unintended detonation.
According to the US Navy, “SeaBotix
is the only company that has
developed, patented and uses
a design that allows for positive
attachment to the hull of a vessel
without the use of magnets or
thrusters, which are the preferred
attachment methods for all other
companies.
“This difference is of great
importance, because the use of
magnets or thrusters could potentially
cause limpet mines to unexpectedly
detonate.”

A controlled explosion on the Greater
Gabbard Wind Farm

A controlled explosion was initiated
from a safe distance, leaving an
underwater crater 65ft (20m) wide by
13ft (4m) deep.
The German, ship-laid, ground mine
was detected in 115ft (35m) of water,
20 miles (33km) off Harwich in Eastern
England, on the site of the Greater
Gabbard Windfarm which will be the
world’s largest offshore windfarm when
it is completed next year.
Portsmouth-based Ramora was
contracted by the prime contractor,
Fluor which had first called in the
company for another mine found
at the site in 2009. Ramora used
elements of the remote explosive
ordnance disposal system (REODS)
suite of equipment to dispose of the
mines. REODS reduces the human
and commercial risks of EOD by
removing the need for a diver.
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“Over the past 2-3 years, EODGRU
TWO N8 (Test and Evaluation)
tested ROVs from four different
companies. SeaBotix provided
a proprietary specification that
best resolved the hull attachment
issues,” said a spokesman. “Until
now, the primary method of
identifying limpet mines on ship
hulls was visual identification
by divers- a very dangerous
operation.”
The system provides 22kg (50lb)
of attractive force to relatively
flat surfaces of any material, a
specification many times more
powerful than systems using
thrusters to attach as well as
push along the hull, thus allowing
adherence in currents over 5kts and
severe sea states.
Aurora ROV Systems of Lower
Sackville, Canada, has won a
contract to supply a pair of remotely
operated SeaBotix ROV Systems.
Aurora ROV is the Canadian
distributor for SeaBotix. This is
Aurora ROV’s first Department of
National Defence contract.

FLAGS Mine
Following a new study on an
unexploded world war II mine lying
alongside the Far North Liquids and
Associated Gas System pipeline
(FLAGS) in the North Sea, Shell
has deployed a vessel to keep
a continuous watch on the site.
FLAGS is used to transport liquids
and associated gas from a number
of platforms including the four Brent
platforms.
There is no platform or rig in the
vicinity, but occasionally fishing
vessels may pass near the site.
The guard vessel will ensure a safe
distance is maintained between any
passing vessel and the site.
Shell became aware of this
unexploded ordnance in 1993. Since
that time the company has regularly
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inspected the site and sought
professional advice on how best
to proceed. The consistent advice
the company received was to leave
the mine in position and continue to
monitor it periodically.
The development of new technology
means that Shell believes it may now
be possible to remove the mine. Shell
is considering technical options for
the safe removal and disposal of the
unexploded ordnance. A decision
on how best to proceed is expected
before the end of the year.
The British-made mine was first
discovered in 1993 and inspected by
the Royal Navy which advised leaving
it in place. Shell met with the HSE, the
DTI (now DECC), Grampian Police
and the Royal Navy on this issue.

AN UNDERWATER TECHNOLOGY STORY:
September 2000, Mediterranean Sea

“Illumination from the sea floor....
It is often said that we know more about the surface of the moon than
we know about the ocean floor but these darkest areas on our planet
can hold valuable information. Discoveries several kilometres below
the surface have the potential of saving lives on Earth – discovering
chemicals with medical potential and monitoring volcano and tectonic
activity.
Yet the seabed hides its secrets well and at 4000 metres below with
enormous pressures and utter darkness, the world is a hostile place.
The distance alone is a challenge and descending to the ocean floor in
many ways comparable to travelling to the moon.
Deep in the Mediterranean, an underwater laboratory looking much
like a space module, spent months studying micro organisms and
trying to predict what nearby volcano, Mount Etna, has in store. Deep
sea shuttles descended to the module to deposit instrumentation
stations and to retrieve them again when their work was complete.
The Geostar laboratory may look like a lunar module but its discoveries
are likely to illuminate our understanding of our planet and life from
deep below on the sea floor...”
Read more at

WWW.MACARTNEY.COM/ILLUMINATION

MacArtney - dedicated to the underwater industry

Army ROUMRS
The U.S. Army recently deployed
a remotely operated underwater
munitions recovery system
(ROUMRS) over Ordnance Reef, an
area off the Waianae Coast of Oahu.
The system used a Sub-Atlantic

underwater munitions. The use
of an ROV to perform this work
was the first of its kind and was a
combined effort of ARA Inc. and
Oceaneering International Inc.

working for the U.S. Army, as well
as with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration and the
University of Hawaii’s Department
of Oceanography

Comanche Remotely Operated
Vehicle (ROV) to recover and
destroy explosives in an area that
was used as a disposal site for
military munitions after World War II.
The Comanche ROV used a
seven thruster propulsion
system specifically developed
to provide high thrust
lifting capability and
was equipped with
other specialized
equipment to
address the
unique technical
complexities of the
operation.
Previously, the Army
used divers to clear

Comanche
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Mulberry Survey
This year, an archaeological survey
was carried out at the site of one of
the artificial harbours that was built
at Arromanches, Normandy in 1944.
This account is taken from the web
site www.mulberrysurvey.co.uk
Most contend that the amphibious
landing in Normandy on D-Day
was a turning point in history.
This military action, however, only
succeeded by meticulous planning
underpinned by engineering.
Fundamental to this, was the
construction of prefabricated piers,
towed into position once the beach
heads were secured. These were
essential to provide supply lines to
the invading forces.
Long since forgotten, a project
has recently been launched to
rediscover these artificial harbour
structures.

History Background
by Dave Parham, Senior Lecturer in
Marine Archaeology, Bournemouth
University
By the time of the Normandy
Landings in June 1944, the
Allied Powers had considerable
experience of amphibious landings
and maintaining an army on an
enemy shore.
This experience stretched back
into the 18th and 19th centuries,
but had been enhanced in the 20th
century by experience in World War
One (principally Gallipoli) as well
as by operations earlier in World
War Two, including the evacuations
from Dunkirk (Operation Dynamo)
and Crete, and the allied landings in
North Western Africa in November
1942 (Operation Torch) and Sicily in
July 1942 (Operation Husky).
These experiences showed the
difficulties not only of landing
troops on a defended shore,
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This

but also of maintaining lines of
communication to enable the
stores required to supply the
troops.
By 1944, the necessary air
and naval superiority had been
established to ensure that supplies
could reach the far shore. Once
there, port facilities would be
required to offload these supplies.
These offloading operations could
be theoretically conducted over
open beaches, and indeed had
been in the past.
Experience, however, showed that
this was a slow process and the
English Channel, was notoriously
susceptible to the vagaries of
unpredictable weather. An ideal
solution was to use an existing
port, although this was easier
said than done. The Dieppe raid
of August 1942 had shown the
difficulties of capturing a well
defended port (and those in
Europe had been well fortified to
prevent this circumstance).
The North African Campaign of
1940-43 had demonstrated the
thorough disruption to a port that
could be caused by a retreating
enemy, as well as the length
of time and resources that it
subsequently took to bring such a
port into operation again.
Confronted by these problems,
the planners for the Normandy
landings envisaged a radical
solution of building a port in the
United Kingdom and taking it with
them to the coast of France. This
was a ground-breaking event that
involved many novel problems and
equally innovative solutions, many
of which can still be recognised in
modern port engineering.
The plan dictated that two ports
were required – Mulberry ‘A’ for
US forces at Omaha Beach and
Mulberry ‘B’ for British Forces
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D-Day landing beaches

at Arromanches, (which became
to be known as Port Winston).
In the event, Mulberry ‘A’ was
destroyed in a storm soon after its
construction, although its wrecked
site did provide shelter for beach
landings.
Mulberry ‘B’ , however, continued
operations until December 1st
1944, when it was finally replaced
by the captured port of Antwerp
(although the pressure on it had
been relieved in October when Le
Havre and Boulogne were captured
and put back into use by the
British).
In the interval, over 1 000 000 tons
of supplies, 35% of all British stores
were landed through the port.
The Mulberry harbour was hailed
as “the success story of a military
and naval operation, unsurpassed
in the history of warfare,” by
Major General R.W Crawford of
Supreme Headquarters Allied
Expeditionary Force, and “an idea
of simple genius, ”by Albert Speer,
Germany’s second world war
Minister of Armaments and War
Production.

Survey
was taken with both kind permisson and support form http://www.mulberrysurvey.co.uk

Parts of the Mulberry
Bombardons - floating outer
breakwaters, made of steel.
Phoenix
Reinforced concrete caissons
(boxes), built in various sizes
to suit different depths of water.
Several of these units were
later raised and used to repair
breaches in the sea defences
in Holland, both after WWII, and
after the devastating 1953 floods.
Spud pontoons
Pier heads at which ships were
unloaded. Each consisted of a
pontoon with four legs (spuds)
that rested on the sea bed. The
pontoon was moved up and down
the legs, as the tides ebbed and
flowed.
Whale
Harbour units, consisting of ‘Spud
pontoons’, ‘Beetles’ and roadway
sections. Many of the roadway
units were reused to repair
damaged bridges.
Beetles - Pontoons, built
from steel or concrete, which
supported the roadways.

Mulberry Harbours
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Structural Compostion
The elements from which the
Mulberries were constructed were
massive, the largest consisted of
over 6000t of concrete each.
Many units were lost on their
way to Normandy and after the
war, some were reused. Today,
they can be seen scattered
around the coast of the UK and
the Netherlands. The size and
robustness of these monuments
mean that they have become preeminent parts of the landscape that
will be with us long after those that
made them have passed away.
The largest collection of these
units is at the site of Mulberry ‘B’ at
Arromanches, which still enclose
the over two square miles of the
original harbour, arguably one of
the largest monuments surviving
intact from the Second World War
and the largest from the liberation
of Europe.
Designed and constructed in a
few months, and assembled in
just a few days, the Mulberry
was also one of the fastest
major engineering projects ever
undertaken.
Its promise of two major ports on
an enemy shore within two weeks
of the original landings, gave the
allied leaders the confidence to
undertake the invasion of North
Western Europe in 1944, and
provided a safe haven in which
a considerable proportion of the
invading army’s supplies could be
landed.

Why Survey?
Although the Mulberry harbours
have great historical significance,
they have never been adequately
surveyed to record their state of
preservation.
In 2002, the US Naval Historical
Centre concluded a three
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year study of the US landing
beaches to record the extent and
preservation of the wreckage.
This included a survey of the USoperated Mulberry ‘A’.
During 2000 and 2001, the US
located targets using side scan
technology and then, in 2002,
revisited the sites with a multibeam
equipped boat.

Remains of ‘Phoenix’ caissons. The image has been constructed fro
Multibeam echo sounder collects. Image courtesy of CERES

Despite the fact that 3/5th of the
troops that landed on D-Day were
UK or Canadian (UK had two
beaches allocated to its troops,
Canada had one and the US had
two) no similar investigation into the
remains from the invasion has been
carried out by UK or Canadian
organisations.

Phoenix

Also, despite the harbours being a
British idea, were British designed,
were built entirely in Britain and
the fact that the British harbour
survived the storm and so operated
for far longer than the US operated
one, it is only the US harbour that
has been surveyed with modern
equipment.
The most recent survey of Mulberry
‘B’ came from the French navy, in
support of the 50th anniversary
celebrations, when a survey was
carried out to allow the Royal
Yacht Britannia to safely enter the
remains.
This survey, carried out in 1993/94
with single beam and sidescan
adequately covered the inner
harbour, but did not classify any
of the debris. Technology has
significantly improved since then,
and it is time a comprehensive
survey is carried out of the remains
and other wreckage.

Survey Plan
A Multibeam
The planned survey of the Mulberry
harbours used a multibeam echo
sounder to record the underwater
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Spud Pontoon

80ft bridge unit
Beetles and
roadway units

remains, not only of the harbours, but
also of any other debris located in
the area and the other ‘Gooseberries’
– breakwaters made by scuttling
obsolete ships.

om the 3D data which a

Aerial photo of
Part of Mulberry ‘B’.
Corncobs making up
a gooseberry

The Phoenix. The concrete caissons did not have a
continuous deck. Anti-aircraft guns were mounted on
towers on many of the ‘Phoenix’.

There was one ‘Gooseberry’ on each
of the five invasion beaches numbered
1-5 with Gooseberries 2 and 3
incorporated into the larger Mulberry
‘A’ and B. The survey plan for the multi
beam was:
The multibeam survey concentrated
on Mulberry B
B Airborne Bathymetric / Topographic
Lidar
There was originally a plan to use
Lidar but this did not happen. It may be
carried out next year

Above and Below: Spud pontoon. The bottom of
the legs rested on the seabed. The deck of the was
moved up and down the legs (spuds) by diesel
motors, to allow for the tide.

Priority one - High definition coverage
of Mulberry ‘B’
Priority two - High definition coverage
of Mulberry ‘A’
Buffer Pontoon

Priority three - High definition coverage
of Gooseberries I, IV and V
Priority four - Reconnaissance
coverage of rest of Normandy beaches
C Terrestrial Scanning Laser
ENSTA Bretagne, the a French
University located in Brest, offered
its boat-mounted terrestrial scanning
laser. Net Survey carried out a
second another laser survey.

Beetles’ and roadway units. The ‘Beetles’ were the
pontoons which supported the roadways. ‘Beetles’
made of concrete were used where they would afloat
all the time.
‘Beetles’ which might touch the bottom were made of
steel, and had legs to protect them from rocks

Priority one - Mulberry ‘B’ remains
Priority two - Coastline scans to
overlap with any Lidar data gathered
on beaches /coastal features (Mulberry
‘A’ and all the Gooseberries re fully
submerged, so are unsuitable for
surveying with the scanning laser)

Aerial view of the harbour network

ALL B/W PHOTOS
“Miracle Harbor” Published May 1945,
by BRITISH INFORMATION SERVICES
(An Agency of the British Government)
Photos: British Official
http://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/UN/UK/
BISMiracleHarbor/index.html
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Ocean Observatories
The Consortium for Ocean
Leadership (OL) and Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution
(WHOI) awarded a contract to ProOceanus Systems of Bridgewater,
Nova Scotia, Canada, to provide
Partial Pressure of CO2, or p(CO2),
air-sea instrument packages for
the Coastal and Global Scale
Nodes (CGSN) component of the
Ocean Observatories Initiative
(OOI) program.
WHOI, as implementing
organisation for the CGSN
component of the OOI, awarded
the contract for the p(CO2) air-sea
instrument packages that will be
mounted on surface buoys which
will be deployed in both coastal
regions (depths up to 500 m) and
open ocean regions (at latitudes
above 40deg).
The estimate quantity under the
contract is for 28 of the packages.
The term of this contract is for a
three-year base period with one
one-year option. The minimum
contract value is $28 732 and the
maximum estimated contract value
of all orders issued under this
contract is $800 000.
The p(CO2) air-sea instrument
package will measure CO2 in
the surface water and in the air
just above the water to get a
better picture of how CO2 moves
between the atmosphere and the
ocean. This is very important
when looking at the impacts of
increases of atmospheric CO2 on
the ocean.
“These CO2 samplers are an
important component of the
instrument payload on the surface
moorings to be deployed at the
OOI coastal and global sites,”
said Bob Weller, WHOI Principal
Investigator for the OOI CGSN.
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“While such CO2 measurements
have been used extensively for
terrestrial study, the adaptation
of sampling methods for ocean
research is relatively a new concept;
and their deployment allows OOI to
contribute to extremely important
investigations of the pathways of
carbon between the atmosphere,
ocean, and land and of the impacts
of additional CO2 on the ocean.”
The OOI’s design includes four
strategic high-latitude sites to
implement global scale nodes to
collect data in the Southern Ocean,
southwest of Chile; Irminger Sea,
southeast of Greenland; Argentine
Basin, in the South Atlantic; and
Station Papa in the North Pacific.
The OOI’s coastal scale nodes
are designed to provide sustained,
but adaptable, access to complex
coastal systems. The coastal
observatory consists of the
Endurance Array off the coast of
Oregon and Washington and the
Pioneer Array off the coast of New
England.
The OOI, a project funded by
the National Science Foundation
(NSF), is planned as a networked
infrastructure of science-driven
sensor systems to measure the
physical, chemical, geological and
biological variables in the ocean and
seafloor.
As a fully integrated system,
OOI will collect and disseminate
data on coastal, regional and
global scales. Through a unique
cyberinfrastructure, OOI will make
ocean observing data available to
anyone with an internet connection.
Greater knowledge of the ocean’s
interrelated systems is vital for
increased understanding of their
effects on biodiversity, climate
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WHOI and its partners, Oregon State University and
Scripps Institution of Oceanography are responsible for
the OOI coastal and global arrays and their autonomous
vehicles.
The OOI Program is managed and coordinated by
the OOI Project Office at the Consortium for Ocean
Leadership in Washington, D.C., and is responsible for
construction and initial operations of the OOI network.
Four Implementing Organizations are responsible for
construction and development of the overall program.
In addition to WHOI, the University of Washington is
responsible for cabled seafloor systems and moorings.
The University of California, San Diego, is implementing
the cyberinfrastructure component.
Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey, is
responsible for the education and public engagement
software infrastructure.

Air-sea instrument package
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change, ocean and coastal ecosystems, environmental
health and climate.

AOG 2012 – Australasian Oil & Gas
Date: 22 – 24 February 2012
Where: Perth, Western Australia, Australia
Website: www.aogexpo.com.au
Email: aog@divexhibitions.com.au
Phone: +61 3 9261 4500

See the very latest in
subsea, asset management,
flow control, safety and
engineering from the world’s
leading EPC companies,
operators, contractors
and service and supply
companies.
If you’re a senior manager,
engineer, consultant or
procurement professional from
an exploration and production
company, engineering firm,
consultancy, or a contractor
and from the service and
supply industry, then this is a
must attend event.
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Subsea Conference
Discover new advances in
field development, subsea
operations, pipeline, connection
systems and geophysics at
Australia’s largest subsea event
for 2012- the Subsea Australasia
Conference.
Covering the latest in Subsea
Australia development, with
eight topics to choose from:
l
Subsea Australia Market
Outlook (Half day session)
l
Calcareous Sediments
on the North West Shelf of
Australia (Full day session)
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l
Design and Management
of Long tieback Subsea
Infrastructure (Half day session)
l
The ins and outs of
Subsea Connection Systems
(Half day session)
l
Project Evaluations:
Economic and Technical Risking
(Half day session)
l
Direct Electrical Heating
– the challenges to implementing
new technologies in deepwater
gas production (Half day session)
l
Advances in AUV
Technologies for Underwater
Survey and Production (Half day
session)

Exhibition & Conference
Register online www.aogexpo.com.au
l
Subsea Operations
– Managing the day to day
challenges (Full day session)

AOG Feature Areas
l
Dedicated Subsea Zone
l
Innovation Zone
l
Drilling & Downhole
Zone
l
Health, Safety &
Environment
l
Education, Research and
Training
l
International Pavilions
from the UK, China, India,
Norway, Holland, USA and Italy

Networking Opportunities
Network with industry peers at
the Opening Party, Official AOG
Dinner or on the show floor at the
Matrix Composites & Engineering
Oyster Bar, Alston Grid Bratwurst
Bar, SLA Juice Bar Ansell
Restaurant, ABS Cafe or ATI
Subsea Bar.

AOG Conference
The AOG conference is a unique
Oil and Gas industry event
showcasing best practice in
industry. This is your opportunity
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to connect with oil and gas
specialists in the industry on
topics including Safety, Logistics
Infrastructure, Resourcing the
Pipeline and Asset Performance
Management.
Ranging from full day or half day,
session topics are:
l
Safety (Full Day)
l
Logistics Infrastructure
(Full Day)
l
Resourcing the Pipeline;
skills for tomorrow (Full Day)
l
Asset Performance
Management (Half Day)
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Landscape Study
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English Heritage ‘Hoo Peninsula Historic Landscape Project’
An important milestone has
been achieved in the English
Heritage ‘Hoo Peninsula Historic
Landscape Project’, designed
to substantially increase
understanding of the Hoo
Peninsula’s historic landscape and
enable better informed inputs to
the future changes envisaged for
this part of the Thames Estuary.
One module of that project,
the ‘Hoo Peninsula Historic
Landscape and Historic
Seascape Characterisation
(HLC-HSC)’ has been
successfully completed on time.
This module ocussed on
identifying the dominant historical
processes that have shaped
the present landscape and
seascape on and around the Hoo
Peninsula.

themes together are the Thames
and Medway Estuaries whose
lengths adjacent to the Hoo were
fully encompassed by the project’s
use of a comprehensive GIS-based
HSC approach developed by English
Heritage.
SeaZone’s ydroSpatial product was
identified in the Method Statement
as providing many of the core data
sources required to inform HSC’s
assessment of present seascape
character.
It was vital for English Heritage
and their land and marine planning
partners to have full confidence
in the HSC assessments if they
are play their part in informing the
planning process.
SeaZone’s digital marine map
data was used in the evidence

base, underpinning the project’s
assessments.
SeaZone also had a detailed
understanding of English Heritage’s
data needs for this project. This
was due in part to their role in
several English Heritage national
implementation projects but also
due to the involvement of their
Senior Marine Archaeologist, Olivia
Merritt, in the development of the
English Heritage HSC methodology.
This project shows clearly how
time-depth is embedded within
the present land- and seascape.
The importance of that for future
planning has already been
highlighted in Medway Council’s
2011 Landscape Character
Assessment Report, noting that
‘this study should be considered in
future landscape assessments’.

The HSC’s marine and maritime
perspective took in such aspects
as shipping routes past and
present, anchorages and shellfishing areas, but also extended
onto coastal land to encompass
daymarks and the previous
character of land reclaimed from
the sea, including early saltmaking areas and coastal grazing
land.
The completed module is now
providing vital landscape/
seascape contextual information
for the wider Hoo Project’s other
modules and integrated report.
The HLC and HSC datasets are
designed to be interoperable with
other map-based planning and
environmental datasets.
Many of those are incorporated
within SeaZone HydroSpatial
Topic Layers, thereby facilitating
a faster and smoother application
workflow for English Heritage and
other prospective users.
The threads tying all of these
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Screenshot from the Hoo Peninsula Historic Seascape Characterisation (HSC), showing all
marine layers conflated. © English Heritage
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At home in
the ocean
Easytrak Nexus is the second generation USBL
tracking system from Applied Acoustics.
With Broadband Spread Spectrum technology at its heart,
Nexus has the ability to transfer digital data from subsea
to surface, all the while continuing to provide secure and
stable positioning information in challenging environments.
Versatile, flexible and simple to install and operate, Easytrak
Nexus is tracking, made easy.

Nexus USBL Acoustic Tracking System
Broadband Spread Spectrum Technology
Digital Data Telemetry
Multiple Target Tracking

+44 (0)1493 440355

:

general@appliedacoustics.com

:

www.appliedacoustics.com

VA500 Altimeter

a new approach to subsea
distance measurement
s K(Z "ROADBAND 4RANSDUCER
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Contact us now to improve your distance measurement.
Tel: +44 (0)1803 869292
2
St. Peter’s Quay, Totnes,
TQ9 5EW United
UTDevon
December
2011 Kingdom
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Revisiting the Montebello
The US Coast Guard has awarded a contract to
Global Diving and Salvage to determine if oil is
present aboard the sunken ship SS Montebello, which
lies approximately 6.5 miles off the coast of Cambria,
California, in 900 ft of water.
The SS Montebello sank after a Japanese submarine
torpedoed the large oil tanker in 1941. The ship broke
apart and sank landing upright with her bow broken off
and landing apart from the majority of the wreckage.
Multiple dive operations have been conducted
between 1996 and 2010 to survey the site and
determine the hull’s integrity. To date, no signs of
leakage have been detected, and from previous
scans, the hull appears to be intact.

Above and left: launching the
SS Montebello
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Image of
the DFG
89
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All images: California Government’s Department of Fish and Game’s Office

Deploying the ROV
“The California coast is a vital
national resource that we must
protect,” said Coast Guard
Capt. Roger Laferriere, who is
acting as the Federal On-Scene
Coordinator.
“Working in concert with our state
and local partners, it is our duty to
ensure we gain good information
about the Montebello so we can
do our best to protect the marine
environment.”
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“This sampling and observation
operation will provide the answers
needed to truly assess what threat,
if any, the Montebello poses,” said
Capt. Chris Graff from California
Department of Fish and Game’s
Office of Spill Prevention and
Response, who will be serving as
the State On-Scene Coordinator.
A special remotely operated vehicle
will be sent to retrieve oil and
sediment samples. OSPR and
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration technicians will
independently conduct testing of the
samples.
Observations and sampling of the
wreck will be made within a two
week period. The two-week time
frame is considered the best window
of opportunity to do an observation
patrol on the sunken vessel because,
historically, the weather is best in that
particular stretch of the Central Coast.
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The propeller on the Montebello
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Deep-Sea Gas Seeps
Multibeam sonar, an echo sounding
technology commonly used to map
the seafloor, can also be used to map
and detect gaseous seeps in the
water column, according to scientists
testing the technology on board NOAA
Ship Okeanos Explorer last week in
the Gulf of Mexico.
Unlike other types of sonar, multibeam
technology is able to survey a wide
area of the seafloor and water
column.

Okeanos Explorer

The ship’s multibeam system
produced data to make highresolution maps of gas in the water
column in depths ranging from
3000ft–7000ft (1000 to 2500m).

technology provides a valuable new
tool in the inventory to detect plumes of
gas in the water column, and especially
in deep water.”

“This capability will help increase our
knowledge of the marine environment,
including the distribution of natural
sources of methane input into the
ocean and the identification of
communities of life that are often
associated with methane gas seeps,”
said Thomas Weber, Ph.D., of the
University of New Hampshire’s Center
for Coastal and Ocean Mapping and
lead scientist of the mission.

The expedition was conducted jointly
by NOAA’s Office of Ocean Exploration
and Research (OER), the University of
New Hampshire’s Center for Coastal
and Ocean Mapping, and the Bureau
of Ocean Energy Management,
Regulation and Enforcement
(BOEMRE), as well as scientists and
technicians from NOAA’s Southeast
Fisheries Science Center working in
parallel from NOAA Ship Pisces.

With the Gulf of Mexico home to
numerous gaseous seeps, data
collected by multibeam sonar could
prove valuable to researchers
planning further studies of gas seeps
and their effects on the marine
environment.

“In 2009, we were testing Okeanos
Explorer’s multibeam sonar off the
U.S. West Coast when the sonar first
displayed its potential to acoustically
map the water column,” said Mashkoor
Malik, a physical scientist with NOAA’s
OER and expedition coordinator for the
mission.

The objective of the expedition was
to test the sonar’s ability to map
gaseous seeps, not oil, as oil is more
difficult to acoustically detect with the
multibeam sonar.
Techniques developed during this
cruise are intended to help scientists
better understand detection of gas
seeps which may in turn better
inform scientists who are working on
techniques to map oil in the water
column.
“Mapping the seafloor and the water
column are essential first steps in
exploring our largely unknown ocean,”
said Weber. “This expedition confirms
earlier indications that multibeam
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“The sonar mapped a plume of
suspected methane gas that rose
4200ft (1400m) from the seafloor. But
this expedition in the Gulf was the
first comprehensive test of Okeanos
Explorer’s multibeam to detect deep
gaseous seeps over a wide area. Its
use during this mission confirms the
effectiveness of the tool and may lead
to extending NOAA’s water-column
mapping capabilities.”
Single beam sonar systems have
been used extensively to map gas
seeps but do not provide as much
coverage as typically collected by
multibeam systems. Since multibeam
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sonar obtains information from a wide
fan-shape of beams, it maps a wider
area more quickly and efficiently. The
multibeam sonar on Okeanos Explorer
is one of the few that is specially
configured to collect water column
data to characterize gaseous seeps in
wide areas of the deep-ocean’s water
column in high resolution.
Bill Shedd, a BOEMRE geophysicist
and expert in hydrocarbon seeps who
participated in the expedition as part of
an ongoing collaboration with NOAA’s
OER, stated, “Our agencies have been
working together in the Gulf of Mexico
since 2003.
We’re optimistic and impressed about
this new capability for exploration that
was demonstrated so well during this
expedition.”
NOAA Ship Okeanos Explorer is
operated, managed and maintained
by NOAA’s Office of Marine and
Aviation Operations, which includes
commissioned officers of the NOAA
Corps and civilian wage mariners.
NOAA’s OER owns and is responsible
for operating and managing the cuttingedge ocean exploration systems on
the vessel. It is the only federal ship
dedicated to systematic exploration of
the planet’s largely unknown ocean.
Observing 10 years of ocean
exploration, NOAA OER uses stateof-the-art technology to explore
Earth’s largely unknown ocean in
all its dimensions for the purpose of
discovery and the advancement of
knowledge.

Survey
A perspective of the seafloor showing preliminary results of gas seeps detected NOAA Ship Okeanos Explorer multibeam sonar
in vicinity of Biloxi Dome in Northern Gulf of Mexico. Gas seep locations are shown as blue dots and are overlaid on the seafloor
bathymetry that was collected

A view of the multibeam sonar water column backscatter data used to detect gas seeps. Gas seeps derived from the sonar are
shown in the foreground
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HMS Scott leaves for Antac
The Royal Navy deep-water survey
ship HMS Scott has deployed
to the Antarctic 100 years after
her eponym Captain Scott’s
final expedition to the area. This
will be her second deployment
to the region; her aim will be to
demonstrate the UK’s ongoing
commitment to the Antarctic Treaty
during the austral summer of
2010/11.
The UK was the first state to ratify
the treaty, which came into force
in 1961, and remains committed
to upholding its core values of
preserving the continent for peace
and science.
During her deployment to the
region earlier this year HMS Scott,
based at Devonport Naval Base,
surveyed 3000 miles (4800km) of
uncharted ocean, and provided
information for the safety of
navigation and entirely new seabed
views of interest to scientists,
including newly-discovered
undersea volcanoes.
The ship’s current mission will
again be in support of the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office and the
British Antarctic Survey. HMS Scott
will provide data for the United
Kingdom Hydrographic Office using
her state-of-the-art multi-beam
sonar system to collect information
in the data-sparse waters of the
Antarctic.
HMS Scott is built to sail through
ice only up to 80cm thick and is,
therefore, not officially an icebreaker.
The ship’s Commanding Officer,
Commander Gary Hesling, said,
“The fact that HMS Scott can
undertake useful and valuable
tasking, despite not being an
ice- breaker, shows the utility
and flexibility of the Royal Navy.
It could be no more fitting that
HMS Scott, named after Captain
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Scott, is to conduct operations in the
Antarctic in the 100th anniversary
year of Captain Scott’s final Antarctic
expedition.”
At 13 500t (12 250 metric tonnes)
HMS Scott is the Royal Navy’s deepwater ocean survey vessel and the
sixth largest vessel in the fleet. Her
size is a consequence of her unique
sonar, capable of surveying the
deepest oceans in continuous lines
of up to 400 miles (640km) in length.
The ship completed survey
operations in the North Atlantic
during the summer and, in
preparation for this deployment,
recently undertook a package of
training with the staff of Plymouthbased Flag Officer Sea Training.
HMS Scott was commissioned in
1997 and has a crew of 78. She
operates a crew rotation system
whereby 52 are onboard at any
one time during a standard 35-day
operational cycle. The remainder of
the crew take leave and by operating
in such a manner the ship maximises
her operational availability and
effectiveness by being at sea for 307
days per year.
The UK has long-term strategic,
scientific, environmental and
sustainable resource management
interests in the Antarctic, South
Georgia and the South Sandwich
Islands, and the wider South Atlantic.
By taking a leading role in the
Antarctic Treaty system, through
a policy of presence, governance
and commitment to deliver our
international obligations, the UK
protects its interests and sovereignty.
The UK’s claim to the British
Antarctic Territory (BAT) is the oldest
in Antarctica dating back to letters
patent issued in 1908. Claims lodged
by Argentina and Chile in the 1930s
and 1940s largely overlap with the
BAT.
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HMS Scott leaves Devonport [Picture:
LA(Phot) Dan Hooper,
Crown Copyright/MOD 2010]

ctica
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Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill Asse
In a detailed assessment of
the Deepwater Horizon oil spill,
researchers led by a team from
the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution (WHOI) have determined
that the blown-out Macondo well
spewed oil at a rate of about
57 000 barrels a day.
This totalled nearly 5 million
barrels of oil released from the well
between April 20 and July 15, 2010,
when the leak was capped.
In addition, the well released some
100 million standard cubic feet per
day of natural gas.
The results—published in the
Sept. 5, 2011 online issue of
the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences (PNAS)—
are in line with the federal
government’s official estimates,
but just as importantly validate the
innovative measuring techniques
the team employed.
The accuracy of the measurements
was crucial because, “Ultimately,
the impact of the oil on the
environment depends primarily on
the total volume of oil released,”
according to a report by the Flow
Rate Technical Group (FRTG),
a collection of research teams
charged with using different means
to generate an accurate estimate
of the amount of oil released into
the Gulf.
The new study represents a
comprehensive look at the data
and findings of the flow rate
investigations, focusing on the
quality and accuracy of the on-thefly, under-pressure measurements
last summer.
“It provides a rigorous assessment
of the statistical and systematic
uncertainty in our earlier findings,”
said WHOI scientist Richard
Camilli, lead author of the PNAS
paper.
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The scientists needed to distinguish how
much oil versus gas was leaking from the
well. To collect and analyze the well fluid
itself, WHOI scientists used an isobaric
gas-tight sampler, or IGT, a deep-sea

device developed at WHOI to sample hydrothermal
vent fluids.

On May 19, 2010, prior to
commencing investigation of the
Deepwater Horizon leak, Camilli
testified to Congress that this
proposed acoustic measurement
technique would be capable of
quantifying the flow rate to within “a
factor of two.” The WHOI-led team
found just a 17% uncertainty, or error,
associated with their estimate.

WHOI colleague Andrew Bowen. In
late May of 2010, the WHOI team
installed two acoustic instruments
on a remotely operated vehicle
called Maxx3. The first was an
acoustic Doppler current profiler or
ADCP, which measures the Doppler
shift in sound, such as the change
from the higher pitch of a car as it
approaches to a lower pitch as it
moves away.

Added Chris Reddy of WHOI,
another co-author of the study,
“Considering all they [the WHOI
team] had to do in such a short time
frame, I’d be quite pleased with any
uncertainty rate under 20 percent.”
That low uncertainty rate was
due, in large part, to the team’s
pioneering measuring techniques,
devised primarily by Camilli and
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A pristine fluid sample from within the well was crucial
to understand what fraction of the flow was oil. The

“We aimed (the ADCP) at the jet of
oil and gas that was coming out,
and based on the frequency change
in the echoes that came back from
the jet, we could tell just how fast
it was moving,” said Camilli. Within
minutes, they obtained more than
85,000 Doppler measurements.
They also used an imaging

essment

While working at the disaster site,
Camilli set up a satellite link with
a team of researchers throughout
the country to meticulously analyze
the data. Using computer models of
turbulent jet flow, they came up with
an estimate of how fast the fluids
were flowing out of the pipe.
To collect and analyze the well fluid
itself, WHOI used an isobaric gastight sampler, or IGT, a deep-sea
device developed at WHOI to sample
hydrothermal vent fluids. A pristine
fluid sample from within the well was
crucial to understand what fraction of
the flow was oil.
manipulator arm of a robotic vehicle (upper right)
moves the IGT sampler toward the jet of hot oil and
gas shooting out of the broken drill pipe.
(Photo courtesy of Oceaneering)

multibeam-sonar, which operates
on the same principles as medical
ultrasound. “It gives you the
equivalent of black-and-white images
of the cross section of the flow of oil
and gas,” Camilli said. This enabled
the researchers to distinguish oil and
gas from seawater, Camilli said.
“By using the acoustic techniques,
we were able to collect a tremendous
amount of data in the limited time
window that was available,” Camilli
said. “We were able to see inside of
the flow and make measurements of
the velocities. With optical systems,
you see only the outside. This was
sort of like x-ray vision.”
The more than 2,500 sonar images
of the jets gave the team a detailed
view of the jets’ cross sectional

Analysis of the sample showed that,
by mass, the Macondo well fluid
contained 77% oil, 22% natural gas,
and less than one percent other
gases. With data on how much of
what was escaping, the scientists
could make a preliminary calculation
of how much oil was flowing out of
the well.
An accurate flow rate gave engineers
a clearer picture of what was
happening below the surface and a
better chance of figuring out how to
stem the flow, how much dispersant
should be applied to prevent oil
from reaching the surface, and to
map strategies to regain control of
the well, collect the oil, and limit the
environmental damage.
Of the nearly 5 million-barrel total of
oil released, an estimated 800 000
were recaptured directly from the well
by containment measures and never
reached the environment, according
to the FRTG report.
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Unlike most oil spills in the ocean,
which occur at or near the surface,
this one was happening nearly a mile
deep.
It had not been known exactly how
petroleum released under the intense
pressure and cold temperatures in
the depths would behave chemically
or physically, but many suspected
that not all of it would make it to
the surface. “No proven techniques
existed for estimating the flow under
such conditions,” said an FRTG
report.
“Over the past decade ultra
deepwater oil platforms have gone
from non-existent to representing
about 1/3 of the Gulf of Mexico’s
oil production and plans call for a
growing number of such facilities,”
Camilli said.
“Society benefits when industry,
government, and academia work
cooperatively to improve assessment
and intervention capabilities” in that
setting. The new study confirms “a
new tool in the repertoire” to monitor
ultra deepwater facilities, he added.
Reddy concurred. “If there is any
silver lining” to the Deepwater
Horizon spill, he said, “it’s that the
techniques and equipment developed
and used by [Camilli and Bowen]
could be used in the future” to help
monitor and control any problems
with deep-water oil facilities.
Other WHOI members of the
research team include Dana R.
Yoerger, Jeffrey S. Seewald, Sean
P. Silva, Judith Fenwick and Louis
L. Whitcomb (also of Johns Hopkins
University); along with Daniela Di
Iorio of the University of Georgia, and
Alexandra H. Techet of MIT.
The study was funded by the U.S.
Coast Guard with additional support
from a National Science Foundation
RAPID grant and the WHOI Coastal
Ocean Institute.
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areas. Multiplying these average
areas by their average velocities
yielded an accurate estimate of the
rate of oil and gas released. The
method was able to capture the full
flow by directly measuring the flow
at the well’s leak sources before
the fluids could disperse, the FRTG
report stated.

3D reconstruction of a hydrocarbon jet leaking from the Deepwater Horizon’s broken riser. Each colored dot represents
the location of an acoustic Doppler velocity measurement, with the dot color describing the velocity. The black ellipse
indicates the size and location of the jet source; blue dashed ellipses indicate the jet flow perimeter. Black dots indicate
the position of the ROV-mounted Doppler sonar during the measurement sequence. (Illustration courtesy of Rich Camilli,
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution)

Dark fluids containing oil and natural gas gush out of the broken
riser pipe at the Macondo well near the seafloor in the Gulf of
Mexico in 2010. Officials needed an accurate measurement of
how much oil was flowing out. (Photo courtesy of U.S. Geological
Survey)
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NOCS

Tea Cosi
The Arctic is the fastest-warming
region of the planet. The summer
sea ice melt-back has reached
record lows in recent years. In
three or four decades, global
warming is predicted to make the
Arctic Ocean virtually free of ice
over the summer, which will change
how winds, oceans and currents
interact.
No-one knows how the ocean will
to change, nor the potentially farreaching implications for the climate
experienced by regions far removed
from the area, including the United
Kingdom. An ice-free Arctic will
also have huge significance for
shipping and prospecting for natural
resources.
The study, bearing the acronym
TEA-COSI (The Environment of the
Arctic: Climate, Ocean and Sea
Ice), aims to better understand how
the Arctic ocean and sea ice system
works today, and to make better
predictions of how the Arctic climate
will change. We aim to understand
the consequences of the seasonal
removal of the sea ice cover.
Without ice, we expect the winds to
make the ocean currents flow faster.
This will make the ocean a more
turbulent environment. How will
the cold, fresh surface layers of the
ocean respond? Will the upwards
flow of heat from the warm, deeplying Atlantic water layer increase?
If it does, will it impact even the
future winter survival of sea ice?
The three-year project
represents the most complex and
comprehensive investigation to
date into the import of heat, the
export of fresh water, and their likely
future changes in the Arctic Ocean.
A wide range of data sources
– including robotic sensors fixed
to ice floes, measurements made
by scientists aboard a powerful

Greenland Image: NASA
icebreaker, satellite measurements,
and instruments moored to the sea
bed – will be used by the research
team which is led by Dr Sheldon
Bacon of the National Oceanography
Centre in Southampton.
Along the length of the UK we benefit
from a relatively mild climate, despite
our location, which puts the most
northerly parts of the UK on the
same latitude as Siberia, Alaska and
the southern tip of Greenland. This
is due to heat brought northwards
by the Atlantic Ocean on a current
generally called the Atlantic
Conveyor Belt.
This current is driven by surface
water being made to sink by the
extreme cold around the Arctic. It
returns southwards through the
Atlantic at great depths. We know
that, because of global warming,
these higher temperatures could
cause extra amounts of fresh water
to flow into the oceans. This could
make the Conveyor Belt slow down
or stop by acting like a lid of water
that is too light to sink. If it did, the
UK would get much colder.
The chances of this happening are
unclear because the difficulty of
visiting this extremely inhospitable
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region means that little is known
about how the Arctic Ocean works.
But scientists agree that the area is
important because it is changing so
fast. NERC is investing £15 million
in its five-year (2010-15) Arctic
programme, with TEA-COSI one of
the largest.
Sheldon Bacon, said, “Our results
will eventually feed into improving
predictions not just of conditions in
the Arctic, but of how changes there
might influence UK, European and
global climate.”
The UK research team, who will
be working in collaboration with
international colleagues, are: Dr
S Bacon (Principal Investigator),
National Oceanography Centre,
Southampton; Dr S W Laxon and
Dr D Feltham, University College
London ; Dr A C Naveira Garabato,
University of Southampton; Dr T
Rippeth, Bangor University; Dr H
Johnson and Professor D Marshall,
Oxford University; Dr L Shaffrey
and Professor R Sutton, Reading
University; Dr E Shuckburgh, British
Antarctic Survey; Mr K Jackson and
Mr D Meldrum, Scottish Association
for Marine Science; Dr Helene
Hewitt, Meteorological Office Hadley
Centre, Exeter.
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Ocean Acidity

The 10m-long FOCE system on the seafloor in Monterey Bay. In the centre of the image is the clear plastic cover for
the chamber where deep-sea animals are exposed to acidified seawater. Image: © 2011 MBARI

After six years of design and
testing, scientists at the Monterey
Bay Aquarium Research Institute
(MBARI) have a sophisticated
new tool for studying the effects of
ocean acidification on deep-sea
animals.

in which terrestrial plants were
exposed to elevated levels of carbon
dioxide for long periods of time. Such
Free-Air Carbon dioxide Enrichment
(FACE) experiments use a series of
carbon-dioxide emitters arranged in a
large ring, up to 30m (100ft) across.

This complex system, the FreeOcean Carbon Enrichment (FOCE)
experiment, is the only experiment
in the world that allows researchers
to study ocean-acidification impacts
on deep-sea animals in their native
habitat, using free-flowing seawater.

Carbon dioxide is released from
emitters from the windward side of
the ring. The result is that plants
within the ring are exposed to
consistently elevated concentrations
of carbon dioxide, regardless of the
wind speed or direction.

The idea behind FOCE is relatively
simple—to create a semi-enclosed
test area on the seafloor where
the seawater’s pH (an indicator of
acidity) can be precisely controlled
for weeks or months at a time.

Brewer decided to try similar
experiments underwater. His initial
design looked a bird cage, with pipes
emitting acidified seawater from the
up-current side of the cage. However,
after a few tank and ocean tests,
Brewer’s team discovered that it
took several minutes for the acidified
seawater to come to chemical
equilibrium with the surrounding
seawater. By this time, the acidified
seawater had been carried hundreds
of meters down-current of the cage.

Small seafloor animals are placed
in the test chamber, where their
behaviour and physiological
responses can be monitored. The
idea is to observe the behaviour of
seafloor animals without subjecting
them to the stresses of being
removed from the deep sea and
living in a laboratory on shore.
MBARI marine chemist Peter
Brewer came up with the idea for
FOCE in about 2003. Brewer had
read about experiments on land,
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Faced with this challenge, the
researchers went back to the drawing
board and developed an entirely new
system—a 10m-long, rectangular
flume made out of clear plastic.
Seawater mixed with carbon dioxide
is released at one end of the flume
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and is pulled through the flume by small
impellers. Seawater can be introduced
from either end of the flume, depending
on the direction of the prevailing currents.
The acidified seawater flows slowly
through a series of baffles, allowing it
to completely mix with the surrounding
seawater before it enters a central
experimental chamber in the centre of
the flume.
Within the experimental chamber,
researchers can place the seafloor
animals whose response to ocean
acidification is to be tested. Around the
edges of the pen are sensors to measure
pH, water temperature, salinity, and
currents, as well as cameras to record
the activity of animals within the chamber.
For the past three years, a team of
engineers and scientists led by William
Kirkwood have been testing and refining
the deep-sea FOCE system. Along
the way they had to solve a number of
technical challenges.
For example, none of the commercial
pH sensors they tried would give reliable
data when deployed on FOCE in the
deep sea for months at a time. So the
MBARI engineers had to redesign and
replace the electronics within the pH
sensor.
They also had to develop a computercontrolled system that would mix liquid

This diagram shows some of the
main components of the deep-water
FOCE system. The foam blocks are
in different places on the current
version of the experiment. Image: ©
2011 MBARI

-Bennett

carbon dioxide with seawater and
feed carefully controlled amounts into
either end of the flume. By summer
2011, they had got the system to
the point where they could keep the
pH inside the chamber relatively
constant (to within 0.1 pH unit).
The FOCE experiment is currently
hooked up to the MARS cabled
observatory, about 25km westnorthwest of Monterey and 900
meters below the ocean surface. The
observatory supplies power to the
experiment’s motors, lights, cameras,
and sensors. The observatory’s
fibre-optic data link to MBARI
allows researchers to monitor the
instruments and video cameras and
to control the FOCE experiment in
real time from their offices on shore.
In September and October 2011,
MBARI marine biologist Jim
Barry conducted the first biology
experiments using the FOCE flume.
To test the effects of acidification on
a type of common deep-sea urchin,
Strongylocentrotus fragilis, Barry
devised an ingenious system for
documenting changes in the urchin’s
behaviour.
Barry’s team prepared for the
experiment by using MBARI’s
remotely operated vehicles (ROVs)
to gather about 60 urchins from an
area near the MARS observatory.
About 30 of these urchins were
placed in a mesh bag in the
experimental chamber of the FOCE
flume.
Another 30 urchins were placed in
a bag in a similar chamber nearby,
which was exposed to normal
seawater. Being held in mesh
bags did not bother the urchins
because they often gather in dense
aggregations on the seafloor.
Within each experimental chamber,
the ROV placed a plastic box
containing five urchin “raceways”

Every week or so, Barry’s team used
an ROV to remove five urchins from
the bag in each chamber. They then
placed one urchin at the end of each
of the five raceways. At the other
end of the raceways, the researchers
placed the urchins’ favorite food—a
mass of decomposing kelp.
After placing the urchins in the
raceways, both in the FOCE
experimental chamber and in the
chamber containing normal seawater,
the researchers used video cameras
to observe how rapidly each urchin
moved toward its food.
After each week-long “race,” the
urchins were removed from the
raceways and taken to the laboratory,
where the researchers looked for
physiological effects on the animals.
After the urchins were removed, a
new group of urchins was placed in
the raceways, and the experiment
was repeated.
Seawater in the deep waters of
Monterey Bay is often slightly basic,
with a pH of about 7.6 (neutral
freshwater has a pH of 7.0).
Brewer and other researchers have
estimated that by the year 2100, the
average pH of surface waters across
the world ocean could drop by as
much as 0.4 pH units. Eventually, that
pH reduction will work its way down
into the deep sea. During the recent
experiments, Barry’s team tested their
urchins in seawater that had a pH as
low as 7.1.
The initial results were surprising.
Barry said, “Based on previous
laboratory experiments, I expected
the urchins to just shut down. But
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even after three weeks in the
chamber, they were running back
and forth in the raceways like little
ping-pong balls.”
Over the next few months, Barry’s
team will analyse videos of urchins
in both acidified and normal
seawater and apply statistics to
look for differences in their activity
levels—how fast and how far
they moved. Barry suspects that
this particular species of urchin
is relatively tolerant to somewhat
acidic conditions, but will likely
show somewhat less activity in
acidified seawater than in normal
seawater.
Having gotten the deep-sea FOCE
experiment up and running, MBARI
engineers have now turned their
attention to several similar projects
to measure the effects of ocean
acidification in shallow water. One
such system is already in operation
at Heron Island in Australia.
Closer to home, the team is
designing a system to be placed
just outside the kelp beds in at
Hopkins Marine Station in Pacific
Grove. They are also working
with researchers planning similar
experiments on the east coast
of the United States, in France,
England, and China, and even
under the Antarctic ice.
With the completion of initial deepwater experiments in Monterey Bay,
and the development of several
shallow-water systems, FOCE has
become a yet another example of a
long-term MBARI engineering effort
that is benefiting ocean researchers
around the world.
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Ocean Acidity 2
A recent article in Geophysical
Research Letters has described a
new approach to remotely monitor
the ocean’s changing chemistry
with help from some of the fivefoot-tall Argo floats that drift with
deep ocean currents and transmit
data via satellite back to land.
http://www.noaanews.noaa.
gov/stories2011/20110902_
oceanacidification.html
\thr new and innovative method
shows how readings of the acidity
(pH) and total carbon dioxide
(CO2) content of seawater can help
scientists understand changes in
the chemistry of the world’s ocean.
A U.S.-based research team
and their Canadian colleagues
developed thid new approach
by determining the relationships
between seawater temperature,
oxygen, pH and CO2 from
observations collected on previous
ship-based expeditions in the
region in the last five years. These
relationships were then applied
to high-resolution observations of

temperature and oxygen collected
by an Argo float deployed in the
North Pacific in early 2010.
“Most observations have been taken
by scientists aboard specialized
research ships, so this represents a
major step forward in the ability to
monitor ocean chemistry at higher
frequency and lower cost,” said
Dr. Lauren Juranek, University of
Washington Joint Institute for the
Study of Atmosphere and Ocean
(JISAO) oceanographer and the
study’s lead author.
The journal Geophysical Research
Letters published the new method
today. The authors are from NOAA’s
Pacific Marine Environmental
Laboratory in Seattle, JISAO, and
colleagues from the Department
of Fisheries and Oceans in British
Columbia and Quebec, Canada.
To determine pH and total
CO2 content, scientists need
measurements of dissolved oxygen
concentration; about 10 percent of
the floats have the sensors that can
measure dissolved oxygen.

NOAA scientists use data from some
of the floats in the Argo array to
monitor changes in ocean chemistry.
The profiling Argo floats used in the
study are part of the international Argo
observing network. The floats have
been deployed by researchers in over
30 countries and approximately 3000
active floats are distributed throughout
the global ocean at any time.
The bright yellow floats ride the
ocean currents, descend into the
water column down to 3,000 or even
6,000 feet and as they rise to the
surface after about 10 days, collect
temperature, salinity, and other data
that are then transmitted via satellite
when the float reaches the water’s
surface. Each float acquires 200
profiles over a five-year lifetime.
“These measurements can be used
to complement traditional shipbased observations, not replace
them. Because we can’t sample
as frequently as we would like to,
this approach allows us to provide
repeat data on 10-day intervals,”
said Richard Feely, a NOAA senior
scientist and a coauthor of the study.
He noted that ship-based work is
still essential for calibrating the
Argo float data for pH and total CO2
concentrations.
“Autonomous profiling systems, such
as the Argo floats, give us a new
perspective on ocean physics and
chemistry, and a more comprehensive
deployment of chemical sensors in
the ocean interior will provide a much
more complete view of the ocean
carbon system,” Feely said.
The ocean’s absorption of CO2
causes the level of acidity in seawater
to rise. This process, called ocean
acidification, can have adverse effects
on organisms that form calcium
carbonate shells, such as corals,
mussels, oysters, and feed stock for
salmon like pteropods. The NOAA
scientists and researchers at the
University of Washington will continue
investigating how organisms are
impacted by these conditions.

Argo floats Image: UK Met Office
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Dave O’Gorman prepares to deploy a PMEL Argo float off of the R/V Wecoma in 2007. Image: : ARGO/NOAA
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NOAA scientists use data from some of the floats in the Argo array to monitor changes in ocean chemistry. Image: NOA
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Earthquake Tsunami Warning

A Wave Glider being deployed

Industry-academia collaboration will help address critical
gaps in earthquake monitoring and tsunami warning
systems.
Combining recently launched green technology for
navigating the oceans with the need to address gaps
in critical earthquake information across the globe,

scientists from Scripps Institution of Oceanography at
UC San Diego have been granted $1.02 million from the
National Science Foundation to develop a cutting-edge
deep-ocean seismic system. With contributions from
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, the Cecil H. and
Ida M. Green Foundation for Earth Sciences in La Jolla,
California, and Liquid Robotics in Sunnyvale, California,
and Kamuela, Hawaii, the total project is valued at $1.46
million.
The Scripps team, led by geophysicist Jonathan
Berger and co-principal investigators John Orcutt,
Gabrielle Laske and Jeffrey Babcock will develop a
potentially transformative system for deploying seafloor
seismometers and relaying their vital data in real-time
for applications ranging from earthquake monitoring and
deep Earth structure and dynamics to tsunami warning
systems.
The project will capitalize on new technology
developed by Liquid Robotics, which has pioneered the
development of surfboard-sized autonomous unmanned
vessels powered by wave energy and solar power,
eliminating the need for fuel or costly manpower.
“Combining the Liquid Robotics technology with Scripps
Oceanography’s ocean bottom seismometer and global
network technologies, this development will provide a
means of increasing global coverage not only to seismic
observations, but also to a variety of ocean bottom
observables in an affordable and sustainable way,” said
Berger.
Wave Gliders will serve as communication gateways for
transmitting live seismic data from the seafloor to the
ocean surface to shore via satellite.
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“Our autonomous, unmanned surface vessel, the Wave
Glider, draws its propulsion energy directly from the
ocean’s endless supply of waves and solar panels are
used to recharge the computing and communication
power supply,” said Neil Trenaman, co-principal
investigator and the head of Liquid Robotics’ NSF
project team.
“By capitalizing on the abundance of natural ocean
wave and solar energy, the Wave Glider is able to
continuously transmit ocean data without the need for
fuel, manpower or carbon emissions. This provides
Scripps scientists an environmentally green and noninvasive technology to use for this critical earthquake
and tsunami warning project.”
Traditionally, ocean bottom seismometers are deployed
by ships, record data for a specific period of time and
are retrieved when a ship returns to the location. As
envisioned in the new project, a Wave Glider from
Liquid Robotics will navigate to a specific location, keep
on station by its own power, link with a Scripps ocean
bottom seismometer and serve as a communications
gateway for relaying live seismic data from the ocean
surface to shore via satellite.
The data collected during this project will be integrated
into Project IDA (the International Deployment of

The new project will help plug gaps in global seismic coverage

Accelerometers), the global seismographic network
operated by Scripps Oceanography’s Cecil H. and
Ida M. Green Institute of Geophysics and Planetary
Physics. Data coordinated through Project IDA
have been helping scientists for decades to better
understand earthquakes and Earth’s interior structure.
In addition, the data will use software for sensor
integration and platform control developed by NSF’s
Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOI) to enhance
longevity and minimize long-term operational
costs. Orcutt is principal investigator of the OOI
Cyberinfrastructure program.
“We haven’t made progress in getting long-term
seismic stations established in the oceans because
of the expense, so this project will help us fill in lots
of holes in the coverage of the global network,” said
Berger.
Berger and Orcutt say the data from their new
seismographic system could become an important
asset for enhancing tsunami warning systems.

Data from Scripps Oceanography’s ocean bottom seismometers will
be integrated into the Project IDA global seismographic network.

“When you have a large earthquake, it’s important to
quickly estimate the parameters of where it was and
how big the seafloor displacement was,” said Orcutt.
“In order to do this, you need improved coverage in
the ocean. During the recent devastating Japanese
earthquake there were lots of places where there was
no (seismographic) coverage, so this effort improves
upon that.”
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Life In The Deep
A summer research expedition
organised by scientists at Scripps
Institution of Oceanography at
UC San Diego has led to the
identification of gigantic amoebas
at one of the deepest locations on
Earth.

Lisa Levin (deep-sea biologist) has
demonstrated that these organisms
play host to diverse multicellular
organisms,” said Doug Bartlett,
the Scripps marine microbiologist
who organised the Mariana Trench
expedition.

diversity of life at extreme depths.

During a July 2011 voyage to the
Pacific Ocean’s Mariana Trench,
the deepest region on the planet,
Scripps researchers and National
Geographic engineers deployed
untethered free-falling/ascending
landers equipped with digital video
and lights to search the largely
unexplored region.

“Thus the identification of these
gigantic cells in one of the deepest
marine environments on the planet
opens up a whole new habitat
for further study of biodiversity,
biotechnological potential and
extreme environment adaptation.”

The instruments used to spot the
mysterious animals were “Dropcams”
developed and used by National
Geographic Society Remote Imaging
engineers Eric Berkenpas and Graham
Wilhelm, participants in the July voyage.

The xenophyophores are just the
tip of the iceberg when it comes to
considerations of the nature and

“The ‘Dropcams’ are versatile
autonomous underwater cameras
containing an HD camera and
lighting inside of a glass bubble,” said

The team documented the
deepest known existence of
xenophyophores, single-celled
animals exclusively found
in deep-sea environments.
Xenophyophores are noteworthy
for their size, with individual cells
often exceeding 10cm (4in),
their extreme abundance on the
seafloor and their role as hosts for
a variety of organisms.

For example, according to Dhugal
Lindsay (Japan Agency for Marine-Earth
Science and Technology, or JAMSTEC),
the Dropcam movie also depicts the
deepest jellyfish observed to date.

The researchers spotted the life
forms at depths up to 10 641m (6.6
miles) within the Sirena Deep of
the Mariana Trench. The previous
depth record for xenophyophores
was approximately 7500m (4.7
miles) in the New Hebrides Trench,
although sightings in the deepest
portion of the Mariana Trench have
been reported.
Scientists say xenophyophores
are among the largest individual
cells in existence. Recent studies
indicate that by trapping particles
from the water, xenophyophores
can concentrate high levels of
lead, uranium and mercury and are
thus likely highly resistant to large
doses of heavy metals. They also
are well suited to a life of darkness,
low temperature and high pressure
in the deep sea.
“The research of Scripps Professor
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Scripps ocean engineer Kevin Hardy (right) and marine technician Josh Manger
prepare to test Hardy’s deep-sea lander at Scripps’ Nimitz Marine Facility
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Berkenpas. “They were created by
National Geographic engineers to allow
scientists and filmmakers to capture
high-quality footage from any depth in
the ocean.
The devices were baited and used
‘camera-traps’ to capture imagery of
approaching marine life.”
Dropcams use a thick-wall glass sphere
capable of withstanding more than
eight tons per-square-inch pressure at
extreme depth.
“Seafloor animals are lured to the
camera with bait, a technique first
developed by Scripps Professor John
Isaacs in the 1960s,” said Kevin Hardy,
a Scripps ocean engineer and cruise
participant.

National Geographic Society Remote Imaging engineers Eric Berkenpas (bottom) and
Graham Wilhelm prepare to deploy Dropcam. Photo credit: Shelbi Randenburg

Hardy advanced the ultra-deep glass
sphere design used on ‘Dropcams’ more
than a decade ago. “Scripps researchers
hope to one day capture and return
novel living animals to the laboratory for
study in high pressure aquariums that
replicate the trench environment.”
Also during the expedition, Scripps
researchers successfully tested an
advanced seafloor Deep Ocean Vehicle
(DOV) design, using similar spheres
to recover microbes and test other
advanced system components.
“As one of very few taxa found
exclusively in the deep sea, the
xenophyophores are emblematic of what
the deep sea offers. They are fascinating
giants that are highly adapted to extreme
conditions but at the same time are very
fragile and poorly studied,” said Levin.
“These and many other structurally
important organisms in the deep
sea need our stewardship as human
activities move to deeper waters.”
This project was funded by NASA, the
National Geographic Society Expeditions
Council, Joanie Nasher, Patty and Rick
Elkus.

Close-ups of xenophyophores obtained on previous expeditions. Photo credit:
Lisa Levin (all except upper right, credit David Checkley
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Sea level anomalies interact
The Permanent Service for Mean
Sea Level (PSMSL) has launched
the latest of its interactive maps
that allow users to explore changes
to sea level as observed by tide
gauges.
The anomalies map demonstrates
how sea level varies from year to
year when compared the long-term
average at that site, calculated over
the period from 1960 to 1990.
Annual mean sea level can vary
considerably from year to year in
response to various meteorological
and oceanographic forcings,
typically by hundreds of millimetres.
The map can be seen at
http://www.psmsl.org/products/
anomalies/
It allows the user to examine the
global variations in a year of your
choice. By selecting the year
using either the slider or putting it
in a text box. The map presents
the difference between the annual
RLR data for each station (which
is quality and datum controlled)
compared to that station’s long term
mean over the baseline period of
1960-1990.
The long term trend at each station
(estimated using the baseline
period) can be removed by clicking
the tick box. This will prevent results
being dominated by long term
changes, but will result in the loss
of stations for which there is not
enough data to calculate a trend.
(See the derived trends page for
more information.)
The majority of the early years are
dominated by blue colours showing
negative anomalies and the later
years by red colours showing
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positive anomalies as the average
global sea level rises.

Thus, the anomalies in that region go from
red to blue over the time span of the data.

There are notable exceptions to
this pattern, however. For example,
the land surrounding the Baltic Sea
is uplifting as the earth continues
to recover from the collapse of the
large ice sheets that covered the
region during the last ice age. This
causes sea level measured by tide
gauges to decrease.

This map lets the user see how the estimate
of a constant change in time (a trend)
for each of tide gauge records depends
upon the period of the data used in the
calculation.
It interesting to note the change in
geographic coverage of the data over time.
By choosing the entire time span, 19002010, it is possible to observe the lack of
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tive map

$5.6 Million for Arctic Environmental Study
The US Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management, Regulation and
Enforcement (BOEMRE) has
signed a cooperative agreement
with the University of Texas at
Austin and a team of qualified and
experienced Arctic researchers
for a comprehensive study of the
Hanna Shoal ecosystem in the
Chukchi Sea off Alaska’s northwest
coast.
The study will be conducted from
2011-2016 and is expected to cost
$5,645,168.
Ongoing studies have highlighted
Hanna Shoal as an important
biological ecosystem between the
Chukchi Sea and Arctic Ocean
waters. BOEMRE analysts and
decision makers will use the
information developed by this study
in future National Environmental
Policy Act analyses and decisionmaking regarding potential energy
development in the Chukchi Sea.

data covering this period in the Southern
Hemisphere and western Pacific.
Established in 1933, the PSMSL
is responsible for the collection,
publication, analysis and interpretation
of sea level data from the global network
of tide gauges. It is based in Liverpool
at the National Oceanography Centre
(NOC), which is a component of the UK
Natural Environment Research Council
(NERC).

“Over the course of many years, we
have devoted substantial resources
to promote better understanding
of the Arctic environment,” said
BOEMRE Director Michael R.
Bromwich. “This five-year study will
greatly contribute to the body of
knowledge regarding the biological
diversity of the Hanna Shoal area
and will provide additional valuable
information about the ecosystem
that supports marine life.”
The main objectives of the study
are to identify and measure
important physical and biological
processes that contribute to the
high concentration of marine life in
the Hanna Shoal area.
The study will document physical
and oceanographic features,
ice conditions, and information
concerning local species. BOEMRE
will integrate data gained from
this study with other relevant
Chukchi Sea studies to provide
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a more complete understanding
of environmental considerations
such as food web and contaminant
bioaccumulations.
Dr. Kenneth H. Dunton, University
of Texas at Austin, will serve as
Principal Investigator. His team
will include researchers from the
Florida Institute of Technology, Old
Dominion University, the University
of Alaska Fairbanks, the University
of Maryland, the University of
Rhode Island, and the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution.
BOEMRE will be involved in all
phases of the study, including
substantial input to the field
research design and coordinating
with other research efforts in
the Chukchi Sea to ensure
BOEMRE information needs are
met. BOEMRE staff may also
participate in field cruises, field
data interpretations and analyses,
and in writing articles that flow from
research that will be conducted
under this cooperative agreement.
Although BOEMRE developed the
Hanna Shoal study parameters in
2010, the study will also address
several issues raised by the U.S.
Geological Survey June 2011
report, An Evaluation of the Science
Needs to Inform Decisions on
Outer Continental Shelf Energy
Development in the Chukchi and
Beaufort Seas, Alaska.
Since the early 1970s, BOEMRE
and its predecessor organisations
have funded more than $340 million
in studies in Alaska. The Hannah
Shoal study is one of approximately
40 ongoing studies the bureau’s
Alaska Region is currently
coordinating and managing. The
bureau’s Environmental Studies
Program conducts and oversees
world-class, scientific research to
inform policy decisions regarding
leasing and development of OCS
energy and mineral resources.
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Lake Ellsworth
A British engineering team has
headed off to Antarctica for the first
stage of an ambitious scientific
mission to collect water and
sediment samples from a lake
buried beneath three kilometers of
solid ice.
Using groundbreaking technology
developed at the National
Oceanography Centre, this
extraordinary research project is
at the frontier of exploration and
will yield new knowledge about the
evolution of life on Earth and other
planets, providing vital clues about
the Earth’s past climate.
Transporting nearly 70 tonnes of
equipment the ‘advance party’ will
make a journey almost 16,000km
from the UK to subglacial Lake
Ellsworth on the West Antarctic
Ice Sheet (WAIS). It is one of
the most remote and hostile
environments on Earth with –25°C
temperatures.
Their task is to prepare the way for
the ‘deep-field’ research mission
that will take place one year
later. In October 2012 a team
of 10 scientists and engineers
will use state of the art hot-water
drilling technology to make a three
kilometre bore hole through the ice.

in this cold, pitch black and isolated
environment. Sediments on the lake
bed are likely to reveal vital clues

about the history of life in the lake
and the ancient history of the WAIS,
including past collapse.

They will then lower a titanium
probe to measure and sample the
water followed by a corer to extract
sediment from the lake.
Lake Ellsworth is likely to be the
first of Antarctica’s 387 known
subglacial lakes to be measured
and sampled directly through
the design and manufacture of
space-industry standard ‘clean
technology’.
or years scientists have speculated
that new and unique forms of
microbial life could have evolved
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Testing the hot water drilling nozzle
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Water sampling probe circuit
boardThe unique five-metre
long water sampling probe was
designed and built by engineers at
the National Oceanography Centre
(NOC) in Southampton. Made
of the highest grade of titanium
to ensure maximum sterility and
strength, it will collect 24 water
samples at different lake depths.
It will also capture the top layer of
sediments at the lake-floor / water
interface.

Lake Ellsworth Field Camp
The Lake Ellsworth Programme
Principal Investigator, Professor
Martin Siegert from the University
of Edinburgh, says, “For almost
15 years we’ve been planning to
explore this hidden world. It’s only
now that we have the expertise
and technology to drill through
Antarctica’s thickest ice and collect
samples without contaminating this
untouched and pristine environment.
“We are tremendously excited – this
is a frontier science project with
engineering and technology at the
forefront. Scientists and engineers
from two of the Natural Environment
Research Council’s (NERC) centres
of excellence, working in partnership
with scientists from eight UK

universities, make up the consortium
that will search for life in this extreme
environment and discover the
secrets locked in the sediments.
Every piece of equipment is a
bespoke design and they have been
built in partnership with several UK
businesses.”
Dr David Pearce, Science
Coordinator at British Antarctic
Survey, is part of the team leading
the ‘search for life’ in the lake water.
He says:
“Finding life in a lake that could
have been isolated from the rest of
the biosphere for up to half a million
years will tell us so much about the
potential origin of and constraints
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Dr Matt Mowlem of the NOC,
who is leading the project to build
the probe, says: “One of the big
challenges of the Subglacial Lake
Ellsworth project is that we’re
breaking new ground in a number
of areas and doing things, such as
the sterility aspect, that we thought
had been attempted but which have
actually never been done before.
It will be a very nerve-wracking
moment when we launch the probe
– it has to work first time in very
extreme conditions.”
Scientists at British Antarctic
Survey and University of Durham,
working in partnership with
Austrian business UWITEC, have
designed and built a sediment
corer, which can extract a core up
to three metres long. The unique
percussion-driven piston corer
is strong enough to penetrate
even the most compacted glacial
sediments to extract a core sample.
More information can be found
on the project website – www.
ellsworth.org.uk
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for life on Earth, and may provide
clues to the evolution of life on
other extraterrestrial environments.
If we find nothing this will be even
more significant because it will
define limits at which life can no
longer exist on the planet.”

Survey

Aquarius
The first global map of the salinity,
or saltiness, of Earth’s ocean
surface produced by NASA’s new
Aquarius instrument reveals a rich
tapestry of global salinity patterns,
demonstrating Aquarius’ ability
to resolve large-scale salinity
distribution features clearly and with
sharp contrast. .

expected to see this early in the
mission,” said Aquarius Principal
Investigator Gary Lagerloef of Earth
& Space Research in Seattle.

between NASA and Argentina’s
space agency, Comisión Nacional
de Actividades Espaciales
(CONAE).

“Aquarius soon will allow scientists
to explore the connections between
global rainfall, ocean currents and
climate variations.”

Aquarius, which is aboard the
Aquarius/SAC-D (Satélite de
Aplicaciones Científicas) observatory,
is making NASA’s first space
observations of ocean surface salinity
variations -- a key component of
Earth’s climate. Salinity changes are
linked to the cycling of freshwater
around the planet and influence
ocean circulation.

The new map, which shows
a tapestry of salinity patterns,
demonstrates Aquarius’ ability
to detect large-scale salinity
distribution features clearly and
with sharp contrast.

“Aquarius/SAC-D already is
advancing our understanding of
ocean surface salinity and Earth’s
water cycle,” said Michael Freilich,
director of NASA’s Earth Science
Division at agency headquarters in
Washington.

“Aquarius’ salinity data are showing
much higher quality than we

The map is a composite of the data
since Aquarius became operational
on Aug. 25. The mission was
launched June 10 from Vandenberg
Air Force Base in California.
Aquarius/SAC-D is a collaboration

“Aquarius is making continuous,
consistent, global measurements
of ocean salinity, including
measurements from places we
have never sampled before.”
To produce the map, Aquarius
scientists compared the early
data with ocean surface salinity
reference data. Although the early

NASA’s new Aquarius instrument has produced its first global map of the salinity of the ocean surface, providing an
early glimpse of the mission’s anticipated discoveries. Image: NASA/GSFC/JPL-Caltech
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data contain some uncertainties, and
months of additional calibration and
validation work remain, scientists are
impressed by the data’s quality.
“Aquarius has exposed a pattern of
ocean surface salinity that is rich in
variability across a wide range of
scales,” said Aquarius science team
member Arnold Gordon, professor
of oceanography at Columbia
University in Palisades, N.Y., and
at the university’s Lamont-Doherty
Earth Observatory.
“This is a great moment in the
history of oceanography. The first
image raises many questions that
oceanographers will be challenged to
explain.”

The Aquarius instrument

The map shows several well-known
ocean salinity features such as
higher salinity in the subtropics;
higher average salinity in the Atlantic
Ocean compared to the Pacific and
Indian oceans; and lower salinity
in rainy belts near the equator, in
the northernmost Pacific Ocean
and elsewhere. These features are
related to large-scale patterns of
rainfall and evaporation over the
ocean, river outflow and ocean
circulation. Aquarius will monitor how
these features change and study

their link to climate and weather
variations.
Other important regional features
are evident, including a sharp
contrast between the arid, highsalinity Arabian Sea west of the
Indian subcontinent, and the
low-salinity Bay of Bengal to the
east, which is dominated by the
Ganges and south Asia monsoon
rains. The data also show important
smaller details, such as a largerthan-expected extent of low-salinity
water from the Amazon.

MARS
A formal project is now in place
to create NOC’s new, national
autonomous underwater vehicle
facility.
Gwyn Griffiths, Head of Ocean
Technology and Engineering, is
managing the project to deliver the
facility, which has been christened
MARS (Marine Autonomous and
Robotic Systems).

with satellite monitoring systems.
The facility will sit as a separate and
visible group within the centre’s Sea
Systems division.
Engagement work had been

carried out with potential clients
and collaborators of MARS,
including the British Antarctic
Survey (BAS), the University
of East Anglia and the Scottish
Association for Marine Science
(SAMS).

MARS will be the UK’s main centre
for research and innovation in
developing these submersibles
– which include gliders and the
highly successful family of Autosub
AUVs – for the UK marine science
community.
The creation of MARS fits with
NERC’s strategic framework which
identifies the need to focus on the
development of remote observation
platforms, moving systematic
measurement of the oceans away
from ships and onto a network of
autonomous machines, combined

Autosub
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Sonar
Scanning Software

MS 1071 and MS 1171 Digital
Scanning Sonar

Kongsberg Mesotech unveiled
today the latest release of MS 1000
software for MS 1071 and MS 1171
Digital Scanning Sonar. This version
provides stunning high-resolution
underwater records when combined
with Kongsberg MS 1171 Profiling
Sonar and precision rotators.
These added capabilities greatly
extend the usefulness of MS 1071
and MS 1171 Profiling Sonar and
will be of particular interest to
service companies engaged in
Underwater Inspection and surveys
of Underwater Infrastructure.
High Resolution 3D Sonar Data

of commercially available post
processing packages, including
Trimble RealWorks and Leica
Cyclone.

The Kongsberg Underwater
Inspection System (Profiling Sonar,
Precision Rotator and Release 4.6
software) will produce much more
detailed and precise underwater
3D data than the point cloud
data typically seen. Data is post
processed using one of a number

The capability to produce detailed
underwater 3D surveys was ably
demonstrated by VRT of Finland’s
recent engineering survey of bridges
combining data from Kongsberg
Underwater Inspection Systems and
above water laser data.
Interfaces and drivers have been
added to expand the usefulness
of Kongsberg Scanning Sonar and
keep pace with developments in 64
bit operating systems.

Sonar Detects Mine
A Royal Navy minehunter fitted
with Thales sonar has located
and destroyed a 2000lb mine
and torpedo lying on the seabed
off the port of Tobruk in eastern
Libya.
HMS Bangor, a Sandown-class
mine countermeasures vessel
(MCMV), has been on NATO
operations off the Libyan coast,
tasked with searching for and
disposing of any ordnance to clear
a path for merchant shipping.
The Sandown class operates with
Sonar 2093, the most successful
variable-depth multi-mode sonar
in its field.
During this operation, Bangor’s
advanced sonar, successfully
detected both the heavily corroded
2000lb mine and the torpedo.
HMS Bangor was able to destroy
both of the weapons using
demolition charges dropped by
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her remotely controlled underwater
submersible.
Both munitions were spotted by
a mine warfare team working in
Bangor’s operations room as they
kept a close eye on the data fed to
them by the ship’s sonar sensors.
Ops room supervisor, Petty Officer
Steve Moss, said: “When we’re
mine hunting we have several
people watching the screens for any
contact.
“On this task we saw several items
that looked about the size of a
mine, and two of them turned out
to be real. It’s not a regular thing
to happen, so we’re really pleased
we found them and we were able to
destroy them.”
This summer HMS Brocklesby,
a Hunt-class MCMV, has been
patrolling off the Libyan coast during
the civil war, keeping the sea lanes
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clear of any mines laid by proGovernment forces. The Hunt fleet is
fitted with Thales’s Sonar 2193, the
world’s most advanced hull-mounted
wideband minehunting sonar.
HMS Brocklesby used her Thales
sonar and her mine-disposal system
to locate and dispose of a mine that
had been placed near the harbour
entrance at Misurata. When
HMS Brocklesby had finished
her tour of duty she handed over
responsibility to HMS Bangor.
Phil Naybour, head of Thales UK’s
naval business, says: “This latest
operation proves yet again that
the Royal Navy has the deserved
reputation of being a global leader in
mine warfare.
To have Sonar 2093 playing such
a crucial role in this operation only
months after Sonar 2193 was
involved the detection of live mines
is a testament to the world-class
capability of the technology.”

Sonar

ULS-500 Long Range Underwater Inspection
2G Robotics has expanded its line of underwater laser
scanners with the development of the ULS-500. This
longer range higher power underwater laser scanner is
designed for scanning over larger areas reducing the
number of setups required to obtain complete coverage.
The 2G Robotics line of underwater laser scanners uses
light to capture measurements underwater rather than
sound. By using light, a far more detailed and accurate
understanding of your subsea asset can be obtained.
Based on the same principles of operation as the
ULS-100, the ULS-500 uses higher power lasers and
is a physically larger system. 2G Robotics Ambient
Light Filtering Technology (ALF) technology allows the
system to operate in a wide range of environments.
With a maximum data capture rate of more than 250
000 points per second, very fast scan speeds can be
achieved.
The high power class 4 laser system is capable of
scanning at 3 to 5m and will cut through and filter out
a moderate level of silt in the water. The capabilities
of the ULS-500 make it ideal to obtain underwater
measurements with certainty. The system can be used
for:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Offshore Oil Metrology
Pipeline Surveys
Bridge and Dam Inspection
Internal Large Tunnel Inspection
Ship Husbandry and Propeller Inspection
Underwater Archeology

Aeroplane Fuselage

CASE STUDY Underwater archeologists with Parks Canada have
taken delivery of a ULS-500 Underwater Laser Scanner
for high detailed inspection. Parks Canada is currently
using the ULS-500 for the underwater inspection of a
variety of historically significant shipwrecks.
The ability of the system to inspect relatively large areas
capturing crisp 3D models of the asset is beneficial to
Parks Canada for preserving and documenting these
wrecks.
By comparing multiple scans over time, the underwater
archeologists at Parks Canada will be able to assess
the deterioration of these shipwrecks.
Upon taking delivery of the system, Parks Canada
personnel were trained at a testing site with a sunken
plane fuselage. The ULS-500 was capable of capturing
a very crisp 3D model of the fuselage section, clearly

Aeroplane Fuselage 3D
defining not only the shape and dimensions of the
windows but also the rivet seams around the windows
and between the panels of the plane fuselage.
This level of detail can be useful when assessing any
subsea asset where details matter. Whether you are
performing an underwater retrofit or wish to collect as
built information as a baseline in the event of future
damage, the ULS-500 is the most detailed underwater
measurement system available
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Gulf of Guinea
In 2010 Watergate Technical
Services based in Port Harcourt,
Nigeria purchased two Applied
Acoustics’ Easytrak USBL tracking
systems. These quickly became a
key, successful operational tool.
The company’s offshore operations
cover the full range of subsea
services such as pre-installation
pipe route surveys, positioning, site
hazard surveys, subsea riser and
mattress installations.
Survey manager Ugo Nwangwu says
that the Easytrak system with its
900 Series beacons fits perfectly in
deepwater survey operations in the
Nigerian Gulf of Guinea and Bight of
Bonny.
Prior to the purchase of the tracking
system, diver positioning and
tracking had been challenging
during subsea riser and mattress
installations during pipelaying
projects. Once Easytrak was
deployed and interfaced with a
satellite and gyro compass, however,
precise positioning and heading
determination of the diver and
mattress installation frame became
much easier.

Diver with Beacon
Mattress on pipeline
crossing Number 2
STG Jascon 2 Pipelay
Vessel

During a recent operation mattress
laying operation off Warri in the
Gulf of Guinea, accuracy of less
than one metre was achieved, even
when working in a near shallow
environment.
The ability to interface the unit with
a navigation computer also makes

Underwater Connector
Power supply is a major issue to
any offshore project, that could
be in the Oil and Gas industry,
supporting renewable energy
generation or even in military or
seismic applications.
Having reliable and long lasting
undersea electrical connections is
vital for the development of offshore
renewable energy and undersea
research.
The CM2012 underwater connector
from SEACON is a heavy duty
break through in power connectivity
in undersea situations.
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Existing Pipeline

New Pipeline

the operation free of ambiguity as
the positioning information can
be displayed at strategic offices
as well as at the dive shack. This
visible confirmation of operations
underwater provides the client with
all the necessary confidence in
the accuracy and efficiency of the
Watergate operation.

Bowtech Mini Video Inspect

Large and robust this 40in
connector weighs in at 125lbs and
is designed for permanent undersea
use. The connector has a bulkhead
half and a pin receptacle connector.
Which supports a 12 pin connection
each pin channel is rated for 3,300v
and 60amps. The CM2012 will
deliver these figures at depths of up
to 10,000ft.
The CM2012 is specific to heavy
duty work and because of it’s sheer
size comes complete with a version
which allows remotely operated
vehicles to carry and install the
connector.
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Bowtech has supplied its first
miniature high definition compact
video inspection system (Mini
HD/SD CVIS) to Dutch leisure
submarine manufacturer U-Boat
Worx.

Based on its highly popular CVIS3 but occupying almost 70% less
volume and weighing approximately
65% less, the unit controls a
Surveyor HD camera and pan and
tilt unit.
The Mini HD CVIS was specifically
designed to meet the customers
requirements to be small (330mm

Nano SeaCam
DeepSea Power & Light has
introduced the Nano SeaCam highresolution underwater video camera.
“One of the camera products that
has been requested most often over
the past year is a high-resolution
camera in a tiny package,” said John
Chew, General Manager, DeepSea
Power & Light.
“Divers need the smallest and most
rugged high-resolution camera
possible for helmet mounting.
ROV operators need a small,
high-resolution camera in a deeprated housing for mounting on
manipulators and used for closeup inspections without getting in
the way of the manipulator or the
subject.
“They also need cameras for general
purpose viewing that will save space
inside the ROV framework. We
developed the Nano SeaCam to fill
all of these needs.”
With a diameter of only 25mm
(0.985in) and a length of 88.2mm
(3.47in), including the connector,
the Nano SeaCam comes in a

tion Camera

The Nano SeaCam

tiny package. The standard 6013T8 aluminum housing is rated to
6km depth and an optional 6Al-4V
titanium housing of the same size is
rated to 12km for deeper or longterm immersion applications.
The camera comes with its own
standard mounting bracket but can
also be mounted simply by using
a small hose clamp or zip tie if
desired.
The Nano SeaCam’s power
requirements are minimal and
versatile, requiring only 1W max with
an input voltage range of 7–32VDC.
Camera resolution is rated at 620
television lines (TVL), making
it suitable for nearly any
inspection requirement, and

x 234mm x 152mm), lightweight
(around 6kgs, which makes it 65%
lighter than its standard CVIS) and
easy to use.
The unit can control the zoom, focus
and iris functions of the camera as
well as the pan and tilt axis of the
unit and intensity of any underwater
lamp(s).

including an HD recorder,
3D HD camera and
recorder (viewing with
head mount display or
external monitor), LED or
incandescent underwater
lamp, diver pistol grip,
helmet mounting kit, cable
reeler and video overlay.

The video display incorporates a
compact state-of-the-art 6in HD
monitor. The system used fibre optic
video transmission between camera
and controller.

The system was fitted
to a C-Quester Type 3
submersible.

A number of options are available

the camera is available with its
output in either NTSC or PAL
composite video format.
The Nano SeaCam operates with
minimum illumination in the range
of 0.04 lux and automatically
switches from colour to black and
white output in low light conditions
for best resolution and contrast,
producing optimum picture
quality under a variety of lighting
conditions.
Using a proprietary fixed-focus
lens, the Nano SeaCam has a
70deg diagonal angle of view
in water and provides a sharp,
crystal clear high-resolution image
as close in as 25.4mm (1in).

HD compact video
inspection system
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Full Ocean Depth Imaging
BlueView Technologies has been
commissioned to develop the
first full ocean depth (11000m),
multibeam imaging sonar systems
for historic exploration projects by
Virgin Oceanic and film director
and National Geographic Explorer
in Residence James Cameron.

acoustic beams the 2D imaging
sonar system will aid real-time
navigation, object detection and
tracking, and monitor biologic
activity by delivering and recording
high resolution sonar imagery and
data in an environment absent of
visible light.

The new imaging sonar
systems will be integrated onto
revolutionary manned and
unmanned submersibles destined
for the deepest locations on earth,
including the Mariana Trench in
the Pacific Ocean. At more than 6
miles deep the BlueView imaging
sonar will withstand immense
pressure, more than 8t/in2.

Explorer Chris Welsh approached
BlueView Technologies to develop
the unique multibeam system to
support the Five Dives Expedition
sponsored by Virgin Oceanic.
James Cameron will also use the
system to explore the Mariana
Trench in a separate expedition to
film this unique location in 3D and
uncover its mysteries.

Using hundreds of razor-thin

“We selected BlueView because of

their proven capabilities to take new,
cutting-edge acoustic technology
and deliver a deploymentready system that will meet our
specialized needs”, commented
Chris Welsh, Virgin Oceanic Partner
and Pilot.
Welsh added “We are looking to
synchronize the sonar with an HD
camera to better interpret what is
encountered at every part of the trip.”
Lee Thompson, BlueView CEO/
CTO said “the new efforts to bring
detailed imagery and data of the
world’s underwater environments
to the public is exciting and opens
the door to endless possibilities. We
are proud to work with innovative
organisations.”

Laser Scanner
2G Robotics has expanded its line
of underwater laser scanners with
the development of the ULS-500.
This longer range, higher power
underwater laser scanner is
designed for scanning over larger
areas, reducing the number of
setups required to obtain complete
coverage.
The system uses light to capture
measurements underwater rather
than sound. By using light, a
far more detailed and accurate
understanding of the subsea asset
can be obtained.
Based on the same principles of
operation as the ULS-100, the ULS500 uses higher power lasers and
is a physically larger system. 2G
Robotics ALF technology (ambient
light filtering technology) allows the
system to operate in a wide range
of environments. With a maximum
data capture rate of more than 250
000 points per second, very fast
scan speeds can be achieved.
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The high power class 4 laser system
is capable of scanning at 3 to 5m
and will cut through and filter out a
moderate level of silt in the water.
The capabilities of the ULS-500
make it ideal to obtain underwater
measurements with certainty. The
system can be used for:
l Offshore Oil Metrology
l Pipeline Surveys
l Bridge and Dam Inspection
l Internal Large Tunnel Inspection
l Ship Husbandry and Propeller
Inspection
l Underwater Archeology

CASE STUDY
Underwater archeologists with
Parks Canada have taken delivery
of a ULS-500 Underwater Laser
Scanner for high detailed inspection.
Parks Canada is currently using
the ULS-500 for the underwater
inspection of a variety of historically
significant shipwrecks. The ability
of the system to inspect relatively
large areas capturing crisp 3D
models of the asset is beneficial
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to Parks Canada for preserving
and documenting these wrecks.
By comparing multiple scans over
time, the underwater archeologists
at Parks Canada will be able to
assess the deterioration of these
shipwrecks. Upon taking delivery
of the system, Parks Canada
personnel were trained at a testing
site with a sunken plane fuselage.
The ULS-500 was capable of
capturing a very crisp 3D model of
the fuselage section, clearly defining
not only the shape and dimensions of
the windows but also the rivet seams
around the windows and between the
panels of the plane fuselage.
This level of detail can be useful
when assessing any subsea asset
where details matter. Whether you
are performing an underwater retrofit
or wish to collect as built information
as a baseline in the event of future
damage, the ULS-500 is the most
detailed underwater measurement
system available.

Chevron USA has awarded a contract to BMT Scientific
Marine Services (BMT) to provide an environmental and
facilities monitoring system (EFMS) for the Jack and
St. Malo floating production semi-submersible (FPSS) in
the Gulf of Mexico.
The EFMS monitors, logs, and displays data in real-time
on the local environment and facility motions. It archives
the data for assessing the FPSS’ integrity over time
and interfaces with the facility’s other platform control
systems.

The EFMS is comprised of a computer console,
topside and subsea remote sensor packages, BMT’s
proprietary data acquisition system, and custom HMI
user display screens.
The Jack & St. Malo EFMS features BMT’s new
deployment and retention scheme for acoustic
doppler current profilers (ADCPs) which protects the
instruments and allows data collection during severe
storm events.

Altimeter Advances Subsea Distance Measurement
Oceanographic instrument manufacturer Valeport has
announced the development of the VA500 Altimeter.
The VA500 is launched this month and introduces
advanced new technology for underwater positioning in
offshore applications.
The VA500 uses a state-of-the-art signal processing
system with a 500kHz broadband transducer to provide
stable, repeatable readings to a resolution of 1mm over
a range of 0.2m-100m. The system takes a significant
step forward in performance for a 500KHz altimeter.
With a wide range of power supply options and
both analogue and digital outputs, the VA500 offers
great flexibility for the needs of the ROV, AUV and
hydrographic community. Digital RS232 and RS485
interfaces, as well as analogue 0–5V and 0–10V
outputs are fitted as standard. The VA500
will interface to the Valeport
Bathypack and those of
other manufacturers.

As an option, the VA500 may
be fitted with a high accuracy
(0.01%) pressure sensor, as used
in Valeport’s MiniIPS (intelligent
pressure sensor), which offers
an unbeatable package for all
underwater positioning requirements.
Valeport’s sales and marketing
manager, Kevin Edwards, explained,
“The combination of the altimeter
and pressure sensor provides top
performance with a more attractive
price tag than other systems on the
market.”
As with all Valeport’s products, the
VA500 is sealed in a robust titanium
package as standard, in order
to eliminate the corrosion issues
associated with lower cost metals.
Both OEM and right-angled package
configurations are also available.

The VA500 Altimeter
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Full Ocean Depth Imaging
BlueView Technologies has been
commissioned to develop the first
full ocean depth (11000m), multibeam imaging sonar systems for
historic exploration projects by
Virgin Oceanic and film director and
National Geographic Explorer in
Residence James Cameron.
The new imaging sonar systems
will be integrated onto revolutionary
manned and unmanned
submersibles destined for the
deepest locations on earth, including
the Mariana Trench in the Pacific
ocean.
At more than 6 miles deep the

BlueView imaging sonar will withstand
immense pressure, more than 8t/in2.
Using hundreds of razor-thin acoustic
beams the 2D imaging sonar system
will aid real-time navigation, object
detection and tracking, and monitor
biologic activity by delivering and
recording high resolution sonar
imagery and data in an environment
absent of visible light.
Explorer Chris Welsh approached
BlueView Technologies to develop the
unique multi-beam system to support
the Five Dives Expedition sponsored
by Virgin Oceanic.

Echo Sounder
Imagenex announced that it has
developed a modified compact echo
sounder for the iRobot 1KA Seaglider
unmanned underwater vehicle
(UUV).
Successful integration and ocean
testing of the Imagenex Model 853
echo sounder with Seaglider was
recently completed, and it will be
used to support Antarctic research
conducted by the University of East
Anglia (UEA).
“We plan to calibrate the
Imagenex echo sounder on the
iRobot Seaglider for krill biomass
estimation,” said Professor Karen
Heywood from the University of East
Anglia.
“Working with British Antarctic Survey
colleagues, we
aim to show
that this system
could enable
long-term
measurements
of krill
abundance in
Antarctic water.
“This would
help us to better
Compact echo sounder
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understand the basis of the food chain
supporting cetaceans and penguins.”
The UEA mission is supported by the
UK National Environmental Research
Council.
Imagenex developed the 120kHz
Model 853 echo sounder along with
an onboard self-logging processor
and interface to Seaglider’s open
serial interface protocol.
The onboard processor supports a
glider mode, which allows sample
data profiles and statistics to be
transmitted via Seaglider’s Iridium
satellite phone each time it surfaces.

James Cameron will also use the
system to explore the Mariana
Trench in a separate expedition to
film this unique location in 3D and
uncover its mysteries.
“We selected BlueView because
of their proven capabilities to
take new, cutting-edge acoustic
technology and deliver a
deployment-ready system that
will meet our specialized needs”,
commented Chris Welsh,
Virgin Oceanic Partner and
Pilot.

Positioning
Transponder
Sonardyne International
has launched the Wideband
Sub-Mini, the sixth
generation (6G) version
of its acoustic positioning
transponder.
This is a versatile ultra-short
baseline (USBL) transponder
that now supports advanced
Wideband 2 signal
architecture, whilst retaining
many design features that
made the previous model an
industry standard.

The echo sounder is also able to
store up to 200 days of raw data on
its flash memory for download upon
recovery. Its small size and low power
consumption is ideal for long-range,
high endurance missions supported
by Seaglider.

It is designed for positioning
ROVs, towfish and other mobile
targets in water depths of up to 4000m.
Reliable, robust and compact, the new
transponder offers superior ranging
accuracy, operation in a multi-user,
multi-vessel environment and fast (up to
1Hz) USBL position updates.

The iRobot Seaglider is designed for
missions lasting many months and
covering thousands of miles. It is the
first UUV to complete a greater than
nine month mission without needing
to recharge its battery, and the first
to complete a mission of greater than
3800km (2360 miles).

In addition to supporting new
Sonardyne Wideband 2 signals, it
also supports Sonardyne’s original
Wideband 1 scheme, Sonardyne
tone, HPR300 and HPR400 channels,
offering maximum flexibility and
compatibility with customers’ existing
acoustic positioning hardware.
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Robotic Fish
A PhD student’s innovative design for
a robotic fish could aid underwater
exploration. Plymouth University
Marine and Engineering researcher,
Daniel Roper, has devised a new
method to make robotic fish more
efficient when performing tasks in the
water.
His research involved looking at the
tail movements of fish and applying
the same concept to robots. In doing
this he discovered an alternative
method for generating a more efficient
swimming robot which could be used
for underwater surveys.
“The prototypes are of significant
interest especially in shallow water
or cluttered environments where
conventional torpedo unmanned
vehicles don’t perform as well due to
limited manoeuvrability or propeller
snarling.”
Daniel gained recognition for his
work to date when he addressed

Computer model of a robot fish
the annual UK Marine Technology
Postgraduate Conference on his
research.
Daniel’s mentor at the University and
lecturer in Intelligent Autonomous
Control Systems, Sanjay Sharma,
said: “The annual event aims to
highlight the work postgraduates and
early career researchers are doing
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and provide a network for their
future. To achieve this level
will give Daniel the boost he
needs to get his idea off the
ground.”
Daniel is hoping his design
prototype will become a reality
in the next year so he can
pitch it to industry experts.
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Diving
Helmet Mount

Diver Training

BIRNS has introduced a versatile helmet light mount
for the diving industry: the new Aquila articulating
helmet mount.

Following an increase in offshore projects, a
leading diver training centre has seen an increase
in requests from the oil and gas and renewables
sectors to understand more about the profession.

This lightweight, adjustable mount is tailored for one of
the company’s most popular lighting families—for the
BIRNS Aquila, BIRNS Aquila-LED and BIRNS AquilaUV.
Designed by Jeff Kirby, BIRNS’ mechanical design
engineer (and eldest son of Bob Kirby, of Kirby
Morgan helmets) it has been designed with safety
and performance attributes, and tailored to fit on
the faceplates of the entire line of Kirby Morgan DSI
helmets.
The innovative design allows for articulated movement
of any BIRNS Aquila to swivel in all directions,
providing an unmatched level of flexibility in usage.
Crafted from black anodised aluminum, its low profile
(3.5in exposed profile above the helmet surface) lends
itself to safe and accurate usage in a wide range of
diving conditions.
The exclusive design features a quick release locking
handle for seamless positioning adjustment, and it can
be fastened to either side of a helmet in seconds.

The Underwater Centre in Fort William has delivered
training to companies who will now be hiring diving
contractors as part of their offshore and onshore
projects and need to understand and appreciate the
intricacies of the process.
Companies embarking on diving or ROV projects
recognise that a greater understanding is
fundamental to ensure company representatives
know what questions to ask contractors when
work is being carried out. They need to have
knowledge of requirements for minimum team sizes,
qualifications and understanding challenges.
This increase in offshore and onshore
representatives’ competency aims to produce
more efficient working, which reduces company
expenditure.
DONG Energy E&P recently spent two weeks at
the Centre attending the Company Representatives
Course (Diving for Non-diving Personnel) following
the announcement that they will perform significant
repair works to the Siri Platform in the Danish North
Sea.
Non-diving personnel from other companies who
have also utilised the training at The Underwater
Centre include Scottish and Southern Energy,
Subsea 7 and Rumic.

Worldwide Diving Personnel Statistics
Figures published by the International Marine
Contractors Association (IMCA) reveal that globally
there was a reduction in offshore diving work in
2010, compared with 2009, possibly due to the
economic environment.
A peak of close to 3500 diving personnel were
employed offshore worldwide. This compares with
a peak of 4000 from 35 reporting companies last
year, so the reduction does not stem from fewer
reports received.
They also show that air diving operations exceeded
saturation diving by approximately 50%.
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Diving Portfolio
Fathom Systems has recently
released four systems from its
Commercial Diving portfolio:
l Stand-alone Paramagnetic
O2 Analyser
This new product offers
affordable, reliable and accurate
oxygen analysis/sensing using
state of the art paramagnetic
technology.
Whether used as a fuel-cell
replacement with existing
analysers, as a stand-alone
analyser or as a part of a Fathom
gas analysis system, this new
product offers long-term cost
savings.

l Digital Diver Communications
System
These modular systems will
change the way we communicate
with divers in the water or in the
chambers.
It uses the latest high fidelity digital
signal processing techniques,
precision analogue interfaces,
fibre-optic network and both
wireless and touchscreen user
interfaces,
l Diver Camera and Hat Light
Power Supply
Providing power and control of
diver hat cameras and LED or
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incandescent lights with a built-in
video overlay system, active video
signal processing / equalisation
and software control either locally
or over Ethernet.
l 3-Channel Air Radio Diver
Comms
These systems are based on the
proven iBIS diver communications
systems (as used on Seven
Atlantic and Skandi Arctic).
The three-channel + supervisor
diver comms units offers
incredible clarity and quality in a
robust 3U 19in package.
9 units are currently in service.
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Handling System for Experimental Diving Unit

Diving

Offshore handling systems
specialist, Caley Ocean Systems
has supplied a diving bell handling
system to Phoenix International
Holdings for a one-of-a-kind,
Saturation Fly Away Diving System
(SAT FADS) designed and built by
Phoenix for the US Navy.
Following delivery to the US
Navy’s Experimental Diving Unit
(NEDU) in Panama City, Florida,
SAT FADS has successfully
completed an extended, manned,
pier-side test to its design depth of
1000ft (305m), using the Caley bell
handling system.
SAT FADS is expected to undergo
certification trials off the coast of
California in summer 2012.
The Caley bell handling system is
used to lift the three-man diving
bell from its stowage position on
the deck of a dive vessel, lower
and maintain the bell at the desired
water depth, then recover it and
the guide wire clump weight to
the sea surface and back onto the
deck.
The 1000ft test dive is part of the
Navy’s manned certification testing
of the system.

Helmet mount
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Comprising an A-Frame assembly,
together with bell wire, guide wire
and umbilical winches, spooling
gear and hydraulic power unit
(HPU), the Caley bell handling
system is designed to provide
accurate, reliable control of the
diving bell in a wide range of sea
conditions.
In addition, Caley’s passive in-line
heave reduction system reduces the
effect of the ship’s motion while the
diving bell is submerged.
SAT FADS will provide a critical
saturation diving capability to
support US Navy salvage and
recovery operations around the
world. It will support six divers to
depths of 1,000ft for 30 days.
The system consists of five
major components: a main deck
decompression chamber, a threeman diving bell, the bell handling
system, a control vehicle and two
auxiliary support equipment vans.
The diving system is designed to
be deployed using military and
commercial aircraft and road
trailers, and installed on any
suitable commercial vessel of
opportunity.

Diving bell handling system
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Diving
Carbon Trust Funding
Divex’s launch and recovery technology been
selected by the Offshore Wind Accelerator (OWA)
programme.
The aim of the OWA is to drive down the cost of
offshore wind by focusing on four research areas:
foundations, wake effects, electrical systems and
access. Divex was selected as one of the thirteen
successful applicants.
Divex’s launch and recovery system (LARS) uses
the established ramp recovery method for high
sea state launch and recovery but applies this in
a way that enables fitment to catamaran mother
vessels or possibly even monohulls.
The principle is an inclinable and semisubmersible cradle that can be raised up to the
vessel or be lowered into the sea to allow launch
and recovery.
The unique design of the mechanical connection
to the vessel automatically alters the angle of
the cradle from horizontal (when stowed) to a
suitable ramp angle when the cradle/boat is in
the water.
The cradle is raised and lowered by a fast
action constant tension winch that automatically
synchronises the cradle/boat motion with the
swell to avoid slap and snatch during launch and
recovery.
Another unique attribute is the provision of an
automatic bow latch that holds the boat securely
in the cradle until the moment of launch and
similarly captures the boat during recovery.

Divex’s launch and recovery system (LARS) uses
the established ramp recovery method

Divex also submitted designs for their crew
access bridge (CRAB) technology. This is a
motion compensated personnel access bridge
to enable personnel to move directly in high
sea states from a support vessel to the turbine
work platform, typically at 20m above lowest
astronomical tide (LAT).
It combines established position sensing,
accelerometer and hydraulic control technology
with a novel telescopic bridge structure which
uses counterbalance principles to create a
lightweight, low power and inherently safe
design.
Right: Divex’s crew access bridge
(CRAB) technology
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THE ULTIMATE TOOL FOR
HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGERY
AND BATHYMETRY

EM 2040 High resolution multibeam echo sounder
• Frequency range: 200 to 400 kHz
• Close to photographic image
• Allows for flexible installation
• Swath coverage: 140 degree single/200 degree
dual system
• Multiple swaths in the water at one time for higher
alongtrack density and higher survey speeds
• FM chirp allowing much longer range capability
• Active roll, pitch and yaw stabilization
• Nearfield focusing on both transmit and receive
• Designed for ROV, AUV and Surface deployment
• Depth rated to 6000m
Seafloor Information System - SIS
• Easy operation of all echo sounders
• Realtime control and visualization
• 3D terrain modelling in real time
• Complete suit of quality assurance tools
• Automatic calibration
• Support of background maps
• Import of XYZ-data from
other sources

THE FULL PICTURE

ACAMS
The devastating offshore event in the
Gulf of Mexico in 2010 has prompted
operators to revisit their requirements
for response systems.
One such system that has become
the preferred response to crisis
readiness in the event of another
subsea blowout is the capping stack
system.
For use with the Capping Stacks
or BoP Kill switches, CDL has
created a new affordable acoustic
control monitoring system named
the Acoustic Control and Monitoring
System (ACAMS).
The ACAMS can operate a traditional
BOP control system, by actuating
solenoids and reading feedback
switches and pressures. In addition,
this system is also scalable in blocks
of eight; therefore the number of
interfaces can be increased. The
base system features eight solenoids,
eight pressure sensors and eight
analog pressure temperature
transducer inputs.
This scalable intelligence is

considered a ground-breaking feature
of the ACAMs system architecture.
Given certain conditions, the system
can be programmed to read multiple
sensor states and autonomously
actuate solenoids or change an
analogue output accordingly.
This allows conventional “deadman”
functionality, as well as more
complex logic control states, offering
complex autonomous functions to be
implemented.
Primary control, as opposed to
backup control, is available and
is built around CDL’s long
experience with fiber
optic multiplexers in the
challenging ROV industry. A
fibre could feed one of these
systems and acoustic control
would still be available as a
fallback.
Other notable features
include the ACAMS ability to
offer both subsea and topside
capabilities that include
attitude monitoring, internal
data logging, eight channel
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pressure and temperature transducer
(PTT) current loop interface, and an
operational depth capability to 4 000m.
This gives a three pronged approach
to subsea control:
l
Live fibre communications
l
Backup acoustic control
l
Autonomous control
CDL also offers a wide variety of
market-ready products and systems
that feature superior technical
capabilities, while providing
exceptional value. A pioneer of the
tiny optical gyro system (TOGS), CDL
provides products that satisfy markets
in the areas of inertial navigation,
remote intervention, data
telemetry, subsea displays,
and offshore control
systems.

Acoustic Control and
Monitoring System
(ACAMS)
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The Attraction of ROVs
Since the 1970s, when early
autonomous underwater vehicles
(AUVs) were developed at
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), its scientists
tackled various barriers that
inhibited robots from travelling
travel autonomously in the deep
ocean.
One such is the ability of
the subsea robotic device to
mechanically interface with the
task being carried out. This was
recently discussed in the Institute’s
MIT News publication.
If an underwater robot is to open
a valve or repair a damaged
pipe, it needs to anchor itself to
a solid surface so it can apply
force to carry out its task without
pushing itself away. It then needs
to detach and move on to its next
assignment.
A group of MIT researchers has
designed a “controllable adhesion
system” for underwater robots
that offers the needed features:
a high holding force on various
geometries and textures, low
energy consumption, chemical
resistance to seawater, and low
maintenance requirements.
Underwater vehicles have become
good at using propellers and
thrusters to stay in one place, even
in strong currents.
But holding on to a surface
while exerting force to do a job
is quite another challenge. This
is one that Sangbae Kim, the
Esther and Harold E. Edgerton
Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, and his collaborators
have been tackling for the past
year.
They are working on several
approaches, but their best
success to date has come using
a magnet, or more specifically,
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an electromagnet: Take a bar of
iron, wrap a coil of wire around it,
send an electrical current through it
and you have a magnet. Switch off
the current, and the magnetic field
disappears.
However, there is a drawback to
this approach: You need to send
electrical current to the robot all the
while it’s completing its task. Stop the
current and the magnet goes neutral,
and the robot can float away.
So Kim’s group turned to
“controllable electromagnets” —
magnetic devices that can easily be
turned on and off using little energy.
The concept has been around for 30
years and has been used for various
applications. However, there is little
published information on how these
devices are designed, what they’re
made of and how they work, so
the researchers had to develop an
understanding of the fundamentals
involved.
Guided by that understanding, they
designed a module consisting of two
parallel bar magnets next to each
other.
One is a very strong magnet made
of neodymium, iron and boron (NIB).
The other is a weak magnet made of
aluminum, nickel and cobalt (alnico).
Around the alnico magnet is a coil
through which an electrical current
can flow.
To start out, the two magnets have
their north and south magnetic poles
at opposite ends — a configuration
in which the magnetic fields cancel
each other out. The combination is
neutral; the module is not magnetic.
But send a pulse of current through
the coil, and the polarity of the alnico
magnet changes — that is, its north
and south poles swap places.
Now the module is a strong
electromagnet, perfect for anchoring
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Based on simulations, the researchers have developed a m
overall unit bends freely, so it can conform and adhere tigh

a robot on a pipe or a ship’s hull.
Send another pulse of current, and
the polarity of the alnico magnet
changes back. The module is
neutralized, the robot released.
The best feature is that no energy is
required to keep the module in either
state, as a magnet or a nonmagnet.
“Instead of having to spend energy
continuously while the robot is
working, with our system, you need
to spend a pulse of energy only when
you switch the state,” Kim says.
Based on results from experiments
and simulations, the researchers
created a novel design with improved
performance. In the new design, the
two magnets are concentric rather
than parallel bars. At the centre is
a cylinder-shaped alnico magnet,
and surrounding it is an NIB magnet
shaped like a hollow tube.
A coil around the outside can carry
current to switch the polarity of the

Underwater Vehicles

manufacturing technique that can combine multiple modules as shown above. Here, three modules are mounted on a base of silicon rubber. The
htly to a curved surface such as the outside of a pipe. Despite their proximity, the three modules operate independently with no interference

alnico magnet. (The NIB magnet
is too strong to be affected.) In this
configuration, the module can still
be switched on and off. But now the
whole structure can be covered by
a steel cup — an outside shell that
confines the magnetic field to the
open side and minimizes its leakage
when the module is clamped on to a
surface.
To determine the strength of their
prototypes, they used a materialstesting machine that measures
the force exerted by a magnet at
gradually increasing distances from
an iron plate. The tests revealed
certain behaviors about their
different designs. For example, they
confirmed that the cylinder type
is stronger than the bar type. But
the results also showed that the
cylinder type performs best when
the alnico magnet is tall: specifically,
five times taller than it is wide. The
initial prototypes were fairly short
and wide, and those modules quickly

demagnetized a short distance from
the iron plate. New prototypes with
the taller profile performed markedly
better.
In other work, the researchers
created an electric circuit that pulses
just enough energy at the right
voltage to cause the alnico magnet to
change orientation. Tests confirmed
that little energy is needed to achieve
almost all the theoretically possible
“latching force” and even less energy
is needed to deactivate the module.

the researchers need to test their
adhesion system on samples of
actual pipes and other equipment
used by industry. One concern
is that their module may not be
able to attach directly to metal
surfaces because of protective
plastic coatings or deposits of
biological organisms on structures.
The team needs to establish the
impact of such interfering layers on
performance and adapt designs to
take those layers into account.

The team also developed a
manufacturing technique that
combines multiple modules. In one
example, they mount three modules
on a base of silicon rubber. This
three-module unit is flexible enough
to conform to a curved surface — for
example, wrapping around a pipe
— and the individual modules don’t
interfere with one another.

Kim is pleased with their progress
to date. “We’ve developed a
good fundamental understanding
and have made some promising
prototypes,” he says. “Now we
want to implement our magnetic
adhesion system by collaborating
with other researchers who are
designing robots to perform
underwater maintenance and
repairs.”

Much work remains. In particular,

Story: MIT News
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Integrated Rock-Dump ROV
Last year, Seatools landed its
largest ever order. Royal Boskalis
Westminster commissioned the
specialist submersible design and
construction company to build a
unique underwater robot to combine
the functions of a survey remotely
operated vehicle (ROV) with those of
a rock-dump ROV.
The ROV is designed to be part of the
new 159m-long fallpipe vessel that
is currently being built at the Keppel
Singmarine shipyard in Singapore.
In a normal rock-dump layout, a

fallpipe extends from the surface
vessel to just above the sea-bed.
This tube facilitates the passage
of the rock.
At the end of the fallpipe lies a
specially designed ROV. With
information provided by its
echolocation equipment, the ROV
pilot can position the tail of the
pipe with sufficient accuracy to
deposit the rock in the correct
location.
Rock Dump ROV
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In practice, however, the silt
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Once it arrives at its operating
depth, the survey ROV flies away
from the rock-dump ROV to
perform its own task practically
automatically.
“The link between the two ROVs
comprises a pair of tethers which
are always under tension,” said
Frumau. “This allows the survey
ROV in fact only two instead of
four freedoms of movement, which
simplifies the operator’s job.
“Another novel feature is
the deflector attached to the
underside of the rock-dump ROV.
It can be configured to dump
the rock to either side of the
submersible, or the stones can
be spread at a larger breadth.
Like the ROV, the deflector is
controlled from the bridge of the
new Boskalis fallpipe vessel.

The survey and fallpipe ROV

thrown up by the process as well as
air bubbles make it very difficult to
use a multi-beam sonar to survey
the end result. One solution is use a
separate free-flying survey ROV at
a suitable distance behind the rockdump ROV.
Although these are perfectly
workable solutions, the extra time
and equipment involved can make it
an expensive practice.
This prompted Boskalis to enquire
whether a survey ROV could be

integrated into a fallpipe ROV in
order to enable the rockdumping
and survey procedures to be
combined in a single pass.
They envisaged a fallpipe
ROV incorporating a tether
management system which
would allow a survey ROV to be
launched locally.
In the summer of 2007 – after
more than a year’s research
– Seatools presented the final
concept to Boskalis.
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“This is a complex and fairly large
structure,” continued Frumau.
“Conventional fallpipe ROVs have
to develop considerable amounts
of power in order to move often
substantial amounts of survey
equipment.
With this design there is the
additional consideration of another
ROV. It has to remain manageable
and compact enough to be
lowered through the moon pool,
so this certainly posed a double
challenge to our engineers.”
Seatools delivered the integrated
ROV to Boskalis around midAugust. If all goes according to
plan, sea trials of the complete
ROV combination will take place
by the end of the year.
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“The proposal comprised a
main ROV fitted with two lateral
thrusters, and a stainless steel
frame housing the survey ROV,”
said Jan Frumau, managing
director of Seatools.
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ROVolution
In the ’60s and ’70s, some people
started to investigate the idea of
remote controlled submersible
devices working underwater
to carry out some of the work
traditionally conducted by divers. It
was the era of visionary pioneers.
One such was Sam Raymond who,
50 years ago, founded Benthos.
Today, both Sam and the company
he created have made a profound
impact on the undersea technology
community.
The use of glass as a pressure
vessel, for floatation and instrument
housings, is a 1978 Benthos
innovation that continues to
serve the market today. In 1985,
Benthos imaging and acoustic
equipment supported a Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution

team that discovered the
sunken remains of the
RMS Titanic.
In 2000, the first email sent
from a submarine travelling at
speed and depth was sent to the
surface using Benthos acoustic
modems. Today Benthos modems
are a fundamental component
in the Deep-Ocean Assessment
and Reporting of Tsunamis
(DART) system used by the US
government to provide life-saving
tsunami warnings, most recently
to the Hawaiian Islands after the
Japanese earthquake on March
2011.
Benthos began manufacturing
commercial ROVs in 1981.
Between 1981 and 2003 the
company produced over 400 ROV

The SeaROVER
systems, including the following
models:
l
RPV-430 Remotely Piloted
Vehicle (note RPV not ROV)
l
MiniROVER MK-I and MK-II
l
SeaROVER and Super
SeaROVER
l
Openframe SeaROVER
l Manta as well as some customdesigned systems.
The MiniROVER and SeaROVER

MiniROVER
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The miniROVER MKII

In 1999, one of the authors had the
good fortune to join a team exploring
the Black Sea to better understand
geologic and human history. That
expedition made use of local Turkish
fishing vessels and a Benthos
MiniROVER and SeaROVER. Only
compact ROVs were feasible for this
expedition given constrained budgets
and vessel resources.
These early Benthos ROVs initiated
a focus on in-water performance.
In the case of the MiniROVER and
SeaROVER, a plastic hull enclosed
the pressure housing and other
internal systems of the ROV. This
reduced hydrodynamic drag and
optimised the output of the horizontal
thrusters.
In the days before digital electronics,
ROV tethers were much larger
in diameter than today’s more
advanced designs. Reducing system
drag was an important element in
meeting user expectations. Since
these compact ROVs were primarily
used for inspection tasks the lack of
an open frame was not a liability.
In 2001, Benthos received an order
for 48 MiniROVER MK-II systems.
At the time it was the largest single
order for any ROV company. The
1989 Hollywood movie, The Abyss,
used two Benthos ROV systems
– a MiniROVER was used for the
character Little Geek and a Super
SeaROVER played Big Geek.
In the late 1980s a Benthos
MiniRover ROV called Sea Squirt
became the first autonomous
underwater Vehicle at the
Massachusets Institute of Technology

(MIT) Sea Grant College Program.
That laboratory went on to spawn
Bluefin Robotics, a leading AUV
manufacturer today.
By 2003, the pace of development
of cameras, imaging sonars,
manipulators and other ROV
payloads had quickened. Users
demanded ROVs that could adapt
to these fast-changing sensor
systems. To address this need, the
engineering team at Benthos took a
new approach with its design of the
Stingray ROV.
Rather than specify a floatation
pack large enough to support allenvisioned payload requirements,
the system was designed to be
neutrally buoyant in its base
configuration with the option to
add buoyancy with the payload.
This minimised the vehicle size
and weight and maintained the
traditional focus on compact
ROVs.
A versatile internal design coupled
with a flexible frame allowed the
Stingray to support the evolving
payload needs of users. As a
testament to the improving design
tools of the 21st century, Benthos
took the Stingray from concept
to delivery in 90 days. Over 70
Stingrays were deployed.
A case study illustrates the impact
of compact high performance ROVs.
In 2003 and 2004, thirteen Stingray
ROVs were delivered to Canada
Customs for hull inspections. The
move to ROVs was inspired by
experience with alternatives.
For eleven years a diver-based
hull inspection program yielded no
‘busts’ and tragically, a diver was
lost in the process. The programme
transitioned to ROVs and within
three months resulted in a drug
seizure. These units are still in
use today and Canada Customs
has seen continued success with
additional seizures of illegal drugs.
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In 2007, as the compact ROV
market matured and grew, a new
ROV design was clearly required.
Returning to its ROV roots,
Benthos, now Teledyne Benthos,
resurrected the MiniROVER name.
The size of the base MiniROVER,
intended for inspection and very
light intervention tasks, continued
to shrink. Unlike other microROVs,
however, this design maintained
high ROV performance. With its
1hp thrusters, the MiniROVER is
able to maintain headway in up to
a 4kt current.
The new MiniROVER echos the
glass hemisphere of the original
but adds an even greater fieldof-view with dual cameras and
lights housed in a cylindrical, clear
housing at the front of the vehicle,
The MiniROVER’s hydrodynamic
and imaging performance also
supports fisheries research. One
user in this field is conducting a
scallop fishing bycatch study.
The speed and agility allows
the MiniROVER system to keep
up with sea turtles on the move.
Groups are using the ROV to to
study the habits of the sea turtles
so that they can better understand
them and design fishing gear to be
‘turtle safe’. This customer is able
to conduct innovative research,
producing useful results.
This MiniROVER system has
also supported valuable outreach
through a shipwreck study in the
Great Lakes. This project allowed
inner city school children to
conduct a marine research project
from start to finish.
The reliability and performance of
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series were among the most
successful Benthos ROVs in the
market place. These systems
demonstrated that a compact
ROV could deliver meaningful
performance. By reducing the
footprint of the system, vessels
of opportunity could be used and
operational costs reduced.

Underwater Vehicles

the ROV allowed the researchers and educators
to direct their energies toward working with the
students rather than the underlying technology.
In addition to a core high performance
inspection ROV, the Teledyne Benthos team
has embarked on a new approach to ROV
payload integrations. Current ROV design
practice fits payloads to an existing ROV
system.
Recognising that traditional tool sleds or bolton payload integrations could compromise
overall system performance, a payload-centric
approach was developed.

Remote Flyer for Didson
With the payload-centric approach a ROV is
designed around a specific sensor or tool.
Modern design software and engineering
practices make this approach feasible. The
payload-centric approach has fewer trade-offs
than the conventional approach because it starts
with the sensor and builds the ROV around it.
The first ROV system developed following this
approach was the Remote Flyer for Didson
ROV. This ROV is based on the system
level building blocks of the MiniROVER, such
as thrusters, control systems, cameras and
pressure vessels.
A new floatation pack and frame, as well as
adaptable thruster mounting configurations
allowed the new ROV to be purpose built to
carry a Didson imaging sonar.
Initial production versions of this design have
been delivered and are supporting customers
in critical marine infrastructure inspection
programmes.
Further evolution of this design is ongoing as
other sensor systems are accommodated by the
payload-centric approach.
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Sabertooth
Hibbard Inshore, the Michigan based deep tunnel and
underwater specialist is first to order the new Saab
Seaeye Sabertooth hybrid long-range AUV/ROV.
Although ideal for hard to access subsea tasks, the
Sabertooth hybrid has found its first role high in the
Rocky Mountains.
Hibbard was quick to spot the benefit of a powerful
vehicle that can swim 40 km down a tunnel at speed and
cope with the kind of turbulent conditions that normally
make life too unstable for primary inspection sensors.
It means that for the first time a complete shutdown
of water flow during tunnel inspection is no longer
necessary.
Director Jim Hibbard was keen to pioneer the vehicle
after seeing how the breakthrough product could benefit
long tunnel projects around the world.
Sabertooth: combines the technologies of AUV and
ROV in a unified resource“Our confidence in trialling the
product came because Saab Seaeye are people we can
trust.”
Knowing the Sabertooth has evolved from Saab’s proven
defence AUV into a vehicle suited to the commercial
market using ROV technology proven in that sector, Jim
Hibbard is sure of its capabilities.
“No one is reinventing the wheel,” he says.
He also sees savings in operating costs coming from
the Sabertooth’s smaller overall package with its thinner
fibre-optic cabling option, when compared to an ROV
system.
“Only one helicopter flight up a mountain is needed now,
rather than two for an ROV system − and we can use
smaller transport vehicles to reach the helicopter landing
site.”
When proving the concept, Hibbard Inshore inspected
for rock and debris, a 15km tunnel that supplies a
hydro plant and where shutdown was
not possible without loss of revenue
for the customer. Previously
such inspections had to be
performed in a zero flow
of water.

Planning to work in different places from tunnels to
mines and waterways, where difficult water quality can
be expected, Hibbard has their Sabertooth fitted with a
range of equipment including collision avoidance sonar,
a navigation system, three cameras, lighting and imaging
sonar. Jim Hibbard also says, “It has the power to fit what
you want, yet is electrically quiet.”
He is also impressed by the fibre optic cable feed control
system that automatically manages tension as the cable
feeds and returns, without the need for pilot intervention.
It is such key technological advances that make it
possible for the Sabertooth to go places and undertake
tasks where ROV deployment is difficult or impossible.
By combining the technologies of both AUV and ROV
vehicles into a single unified resource Saab Seaeye has
created a vehicle with the range and manoeuvrability
of an AUV, yet with the tooling capability of a light-work
ROV.
A choice of three operational modes is possible:
autonomous roaming; attached fibre-optic cable; or
umbilical carrying power and communications.
With its excursion range of 40 km and depth rated
option to 3000 metres, it can embark on either long
range programmable missions, or under operator control
around set targets, with obstacle avoidance and precise
manoeuvrability for safe and easy access, including
swimming around and working inside complex structures.
And where operating space is tight, the Sabertooth’s 360
degree manoeuvrability means it can orientate itself into
any position − even directly up, or down – from where it
can attend to its light work or inspection task.
And in places where access is seasonally restricted, it
can remain underwater for a year at an isolated location,
in resident mode, at its docking station, ready to be
deployed on task as needed, under the remote guidance
of an operator.
At the docking station tooling packs can be stored
ready for use; batteries re-charged, data and video
downloaded and fresh instructions uploaded.
Saab Seaeye see the hybrid AUV/ROV concept as
offering an important new technological resource
to a range of industries and applications across the
world with Sabertooth being the first of a new class of
deep water, long-range, hovering hybrid vehicles.

Saab Seaeye Sabertooth hybrid AUV/ROV
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Bluefin Hawkes
Bluefin Robotics has acquired the
assets of Hawkes Remotes Inc.
(HRI) that develops advanced
remotely operated vehicles (ROVs).
Bluefin plans to leverage their AUV
autonomy and subsea vehicle
experience to add hybrid capabilities
to the Hawkes ROVs and offer them
as an extension of their current
product line to the oil and gas
industry.

outperforming existing ROV
technology.

Bluefin’s decision to acquire the HRI
designs stems from their mission to
develop highly capable platforms
for subsea survey and inspectionrelated tasks for the oil and gas
industries.

“These included vehicle
modularity, onboard power, very
deepwater operations, an efficient
and cost-effective operations and
rapid response deployments, for
example.”

“The Hawkes technology and design
approach challenges the economics
of deep ocean access via a ROV,”
said a spokesman. “The designs
offer scalable, modular solutions
including a thin, armoured fibreoptic tether and onboard highenergy density batteries that will
reduce the total cost of ownership/
operating costs while simultaneously

By combining the Hawkes
Remotes technology with its
own, Bluefin will aiim to provide
a superior platform capable of
providing an enhanced benefit to
the commercial IRM market.

“When we first considered
purchasing HRI’s assets, we
discovered that the companies
shared many of the same
philosophies and innovation
goals,” said David P Kelly,
president and CEO of Bluefin
Robotics.

The acquisition will enhance
Bluefin’s product line by spanning
the gap between the company’s

fully autonomous systems and
traditional ROVs.
As part of the acquisition, Bluefin and
Hawkes Ocean Technologies entered
into a strategic relationship to bring
the HRI ROV technology to market,
as well as continuously advancing
the design and development of ROV
platforms and technology.

ROV Operations Spend to Reach US$1.7 Billion
Total annual expenditure on ROV
support of underwater operations
is expected to grow from US$891
million in 2010 to US$1,692 million
in 2015.
New research published by
energy business advisors
Douglas-Westwood show that
fundamental market drivers for
the ROV business are in growth
and this is likely to continue for the
foreseeable future.
Douglas-Westwood’s latest edition
of the World ROV Market Forecast
2011–2015 details the market for
the operation of work-class ROVs.
Europe is the largest market by a
small margin over Africa with its
strong growth driven by deepwater

oil and gas activity. The world fleet
of work-class ROVs consists of 641
units operated by 21 companies,
and Oceaneering is by far the largest
player with 241 units, 32% of the
global total.
The Douglas-Westwood report
shows the present industry structure
is the result of a series of mergers
and acquisitions over some 30 years.
Chairman of Douglas-Westwood,
John Westwood, himself a pioneer
of the ROV industry, commented:
“Although ROVs are today used in
many sectors ranging from academic
research to military applications and
salvage, the largest commercial
user is the offshore oil and gas
industry where they have become
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an essential tool for deepwater
operations. This was clearly
demonstrated recently in the
subsea work to cap the Macondo
blow-out in the US Gulf of Mexico.
“Despite continuing turmoil in
financial markets, in 2011 it
seems that the offshore oil and
gas industry is facing a future of
significant growth and in the longer
term we still have the full impact of
Brazil’s major pre-salt deepwater
developments to come.
In addition, new, albeit much
smaller, markets are emerging
in sectors such as the offshore
wind industry. The next future
looks good for the ROV industry”
concluded Westwood.
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Iver 2
OceanServer Technology, Inc. has
received AUV orders from NOAA
and the University of Wisconsin
for use in scientific research and
mapping applications.
The new order from NOAA
represents the federal agency’s
second Iver2 vehicle purchase.
NOAA’s Chesapeake Bay Office
is developing an operational
capability to observe and monitor
habitat restoration and quantify
environmental conditions in
restoration areas.
The Iver AUV will play an important
role in pre- and post-restoration
assessments and ongoing surveys
of benthic characteristics and three-

dimensional characterisation of water
properties and water quality.
The versatile Iver EP35 will
dramatically expand NOAA’s survey
capability in shallow water and
enable AUV configurations including
a variety of instrument packages.
The University of Wisconsin will
focus on expanding research work
in local waterways. The vehicle
will be initially outfitted with a DVL
for navigation and current profiling
along with various water quality
sensors. The university expects to
add additional sensors over time
and continue to expand work into
different AUV behaviors and survey
techniques.

Consul AUV
According to the web site Russian
Navy.com, the russian navy has
acquired a Consul autonomous
deep-sea submersible.
The certificate of 3rd rank
autonomous deep-sea submersible
AS-39 Consul was signed in the
Admiralteyskie Verfi shipyard.
Participants of the acceptance
ceremony were developers from
Malakhit design bureau, members
of the state acceptance board
headed by Vice Admiral Yury
Kurganov, representatives of
Russian Navy – Hero of Russia
Vice Admiral Alexei Burilichev and
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The All New
MiniROVER

MiniROVER

TM
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The most powerful
mini ROV in its class.

Performance
t 80 lbs of horizontal thrust ‑— capable of increasing the operation
envelope over other mini class ROV systems
Compact
t Small Size ‑ Height: 29.8 cm (11.7 in), Width: 40.6 cm (16.0 in), Length:
68.6 cm (27 in)
t Light Weight ‑ 23.5 kg (51.8 lbs)
Proven
t During a performance trial, on July 10th, 2008, the MiniROVER made
easy headway while towing a 50 meter tether against a 4 knot current
in the Cape Cod Canal.
Unique
t Ability to adhere to and prowl the surface of ship hulls
Spider Mode: The MiniROVER demonstrates its
remarkable ability to adhere to structures and rapidly
perform detailed inspections.

www.benthos.com
officers aquanauts from the AS-39
crew, representatives of associate
contractors – Zvezdochka shipyard,
Shtil research institute, NPO Avrora,
Okeanpribor, Almaz Design Bureau,
Ministry of Natural Resources, etc.
The ceremony was presided by
Alexander Buzakov, acting Director
General of JSC Admiralteyskie Verfi.
Chairman of the state acceptance
board Vice Admiral Yury Kurganov
opened the ceremony. He
congratulated the participants
on commissioning of Consul into
Russian Navy and signed the
acceptance certificate.

Appearing at the ceremony Vice
Admiral Alexei Burilichev, deputy
director of Federal Subsurface Use
Agency Andrei Morozov, Director
General of Malakhit design bureau
Vladimir Dorofeyev, acting Director
General of JSC Admiralteyskie Verfi
Alexander Buzakov also pointed
out the significance of successful
termination of state trials and
commissioning of the unique manned
submersible. They expressed
willingness to continue construction
of such ocean-exploring hardware in
order to fulfill state objectives.
The 3rd rank autonomous deepsea submersible AS-39 Consul is
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designed for search, examination,
and video filming of underwater
objects; descending and lifting of
equipment with the mass up to 200
kg; conducting of underwater works
by means of manipulator system;
examination and video filming of
sunken ships by tethered unmanned
submersible.
Weight of AS-39 Consul deepsea submersible is 26 tons,
length is 8.4m, beam is 3.9m, full
displacement is 38.6 tons, speed is
3 knots, test depth is 6000m, diving
time to depth limit is 3-4.5 hours,
endurance is 12 hours (at least 3hrs
at depth limit), crew is 2-3 men.
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AUV for OOI
Hydroid has been awarded a major
contract to provide AUVs and seafloor
docking stations for the Coastal and
Global Scale Nodes (CGSN) component
of the Ocean Observatories Initiative
(OOI).
The OOI, a project funded by the
National Science Foundation (NSF), will
use networked infrastructure of sciencedriven sensor systems to measure
the physical, chemical, geological and
biological variables in the ocean and
seafloor.
As part of the OOI programme,
oceanographers will deploy multiple
REMUS 600 AUVs fitted with a variety
of sensors to observe the environment.
These vehicles will autonomously swim
into seafloor docking stations that are
powered from moorings on the surface.
The vehicles will autonomously recharge
their batteries, upload scientific data
collected during the previous missions
and acquire configuration data for their
next mission. When fully operational, two
REMUS 600 AUVs and seafloor docks
will be become part of the array and will
be deployed for periods of up to 120
days. During this period, each vehicle is
expected to complete multiple missions
without direct human intervention.
Subsequent phases of the contract will
include delivery of production AUVs and
seafloor docking systems used to collect
data as a part of the OOI Pioneer Array
located off the New England coast.
The Pioneer Array spans the continental
shelf-break, where water depths drop
from about 100m to greater than 500m
over a distance of about 40km. The
Pioneer Array AUVs will operate in the
vicinity, with each vehicle capable of
making more than 50 missions per year
in water depths up to 600m.
“AUVs are a critical tool to rapidly sample
variability on dynamically relevant scales
within the complex frontal system,” said
Al Plueddemann, a WHOI senior scientist
and project scientist for the Pioneer
Array. “This capability is key to improving
our understanding of interactions
between the continental shelf and slope.”
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Ocean Modules
The Norwegian-based company
Senter for Materialteknologi
(Sematek) has purchased a V8
Offshore ROV system from Offshore
Modules.
The company intends to use it
primarily for deep inspection use.
The selection of the system was
based on power, expandability, ease
of use and a depth rating of 2000m.
The new V8 Offshore vehicles are
the first ROVs to leave the factory

containing the new Ocean Modules
electronics and control platform,
designed for scalability, redundancy
and reliability.
l Ocean Modules V8 Sii ROVs
has been chosen by the Swedish
Coast Guard. As part of a framework
agreement stretching over several
years, Ocean Modules will deliver the
first two remotely operated vehicles
by the end of 2011.
“The V8 Sii is a compact and
powerful vehicle,
providing a
compromise
between size,
weight and ability,”
said a spokesman.

Swedish Coast Guard
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“It is currently in use all over the globe
for police search and rescue, military
applications, oil and gas inspection
and construction, tunnel and pipeline
documentation, polar research and coral
reef conservation.”
The Swedish Coast Guard supervises,
rescues and provides assistance at
sea along the entire Swedish coastline.
The Ocean Modules remotely operated
vehicles will assist in these efforts, making
operations safer and more effective.
Other recent orders include deliveries
to Møgster Group, Partrederiet
Espeseth ANS, Sematek AS Senter for
Materialteknologi, Sakhalin Energy, Alfred
Wegener Institute and the University of
Gothenburg.

At home in
the ocean
Easytrak Nexus is the second generation USBL
tracking system from Applied Acoustics.
With Broadband Spread Spectrum technology at its heart,
Nexus has the ability to transfer digital data from subsea
to surface, all the while continuing to provide secure and
stable positioning information in challenging environments.
Versatile, flexible and simple to install and operate, Easytrak
Nexus is tracking, made easy.

Nexus USBL Acoustic Tracking System
Broadband Spread Spectrum Technology
Digital Data Telemetry
Multiple Target Tracking

+44 (0)1493 440355

:

general@appliedacoustics.com

:

www.appliedacoustics.com

MRTS
Forum Energy Technologies has entered
into an agreement with MRTS, an operator
of offshore pipe laying vessels based in
Moscow, Russia, to sell two Perry XLX
ROVs. This will mark the first sale of workclass ROV systems from Forum Subsea
Technologies into Russia.
Delivery of the XLX ROVs is expected in
April 2012.
The XLX ROV is a work-class system
capable of producing 150 to 250 horse
power, with operational and equipment fit
capabilities that allow for a broad range of
subsea operations such as construction
work, pipe burial inspections and tooling
intervention.
These systems will be mobilised on board
MRTS`s own vessel, the Kendrick, along
with a full saturation diving system. This
is MRTS` first purchase of work-class
ROVs and they are expected to be used
primarily for inspection and to support
pipe laying burial. MRTS’ partner survey
company, Fertoing, is projected to handle
all operations and maintenance of the
work-class ROVs.

XLX ROV
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Korean Navy

Seabyte CDL

Schilling Robotics ha received orders for two 150hp,
3000m-rated HD ROV systems from GMB USA, for
delivery to the Republic of Korea (ROK) Navy.

SeeByte, a company involved in creating smart software
technology for unmanned systems, has announced
compatibility with CDL Inertial Engineering of Aberdeen.

One system will be delivered for its amphibious
submarine rescue vessel and the second for its
auxiliary towing salvage vessel.

SeeByte’s SeeTrack CoPilot system and CDL’s TOGS/
NAV system are now fully compatible. This combination
has created a truly efficient navigation platform, capable
of delivering Dynamic Positioning (DP) for work-class
Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs) in challenging subsea
environments.

This represents the first HD purchased this year by the
ROK Navy, reflecting the expansion of its salvage and
rescue operations. The exceptional performance and
configurability of the HD results in an ideal solution for
their needs.
The HD ROV provides increased reliability and
availability through an integrated design philosophy
for all major sub-systems. This drives a significant
reduction in components, enables modular
maintenance and reduces major component
replacement timeframes from potentially tens of hours,
to one hour or less.
The HD ROV also provides industry leading stability
and position control accuracy to perform remote
intervention activities.

SeeTrack CoPilot offers easy-to-use plug-and play software
that makes piloting the ROV a much simpler task.
The software enables semiautonomous, pre-programmed
ROV sorties to be planned and executed, with current surge
and tether effects no longer posing a challenge.
Through a simple point and click intuitive and easy to use
interface, SeeTrack CoPilot permits dynamic positioning
such as Station-Keeping, Cruise-Control, Survey-Control
and Sonar-Track.
This allows pilot controlled auto transit and stop-and-hover
applications whilst providing automated sonar tracking and
movement relative to a target

Schilling Robotics has also been give the order for
two heavy-duty ROV systems from maritime operator
SMIT.
The HD systems will be rated for
4000m and will be supplied with
tether management systems
(TMS), control vans, and
launch and recovery systems
(LARS).
SMIT will install the HD ROV
systems onboard their subsea
diving support vessels in
support of the company’s
expanding global subsea
operations. The systems will be
delivered first quarter of 2012.
These work-class ROVs
will be outfitted with a
comprehensive range of
survey and tooling equipment
support subsea construction
IRM operations, therewith
increasing the versatility of
SMIT’s dive support vessels.

to
and

Schilling Robotics heavy-duty ROV
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VideoRay Teledyne

Into the Abyss
Abyss International Benthic
Exploration of Montpellier, France
has purchased a sub-atlantic Super
Mohawk II Remotely Operated
Vehicle (ROV) system from Forum.
The Super Mohawk II is designed
as general purpose professional
ROV system suitable for
observation, survey, pipe-lay
support, light to medium work
and non-destructive technology
inspections.
Abyss International will use this
system for inspection, survey and
intervention work in North and West
Africa on contracts for several key,
high profile clients.
The company, supported by French
MEDEF and G.E.P, has almost two
decades of experience in diving
operations to draw on through its
sister company, Ulis International.
Abyss has ambitious plans to
expand its fleet over the next 18
months. The Super Mohawk is an
especially good fit because it can
perform many of the tasks carried
out by work-class vehicles.
The ROV provides high quality
video for inspection work and also
has the capability of running underslung tooling packages such
as tree valve torque tools,

high-pressure water jetting pumps
and industry standard manipulators.
In addition to this purchase, Abyss
International will work closely with
Forum Subsea Solutions DPS
Offshore, UKPS, VisualSoft and
VMAX.
The 2000m-rated Super Mohawk
with advanced subCAN control
software will be delivered immnently,
with full launch and recovery, tether
management systems and control
Van.
l The US Army recently deployed
a remotely operated underwater
munitions recovery system
(ROUMRS) over Ordnance Reef, an
area off the Waianae Coast of Oahu.
A Comanche ROV was used to
recover and destroy explosives in an
area that was used as a disposal site
for military munitions after World War
II.
The Comanche ROV used a
seven-thruster propulsion system
specifically developed to provide
high thrust lifting capability and was
equipped with other specialised
equipment to address the unique
technical complexities of the
operation.
Previously, the Army used
divers to clear underwater
munitions. The use of an
ROV to perform this work
was the first of its kind
and was a combined
effort of ARA and
Oceaneering International
working for the US
Army, as well as with
the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric
Administration and
the University of
Hawaii.
Super Mohawk II
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VideoRay, manufacturer of
Inspection ROVs, and Teledyne
RD Instruments, manufacturer
of acoustic Doppler navigation
products, have announced that
their collaborative efforts to
integrate Teledyne RDI’s Doppler
Velocity Log (DVL) on board
VideoRay’s Pro 4 have proven
successful.
Working on the Teledyne RDI DVL
project, in addition to VideoRay
and Teledyne RDI, were Seavision
Undewater Solutions of Little
Compton, RI, SeeByte Ltd of
Edinburgh, Scotland, and Studio
Ing. Banfi SAS of Rome, Italy.
DVLs provide highly accurate
velocity information, which is used
to provide precision navigation
data onboard subsea vehicles.
Historically, the use of DVLs has
been limited to larger vehicles
that possess the payload capacity
and data bandwidth required to
support the sensor.
To meet market demand for
today’s smaller, lighter weight
vehicles, Teledyne RDI developed
the Explorer DVL, which has
been designed to meet the
stringent size, weight, and power
constraints required for a wide
array of smaller platforms.
Both a self-contained and a
remote-head version of the
Explorer DVL are available and
utilize a phased array transducer,
which provides a level of
precision comparable to Teledyne
RDI’s larger, industry standard
Workhorse Navigator DVL.
The Explorer, however, resides
in a manageable 4.5 by 10 in
housing for the self-contained
system, and an even smaller 4.8in
by 4.8in remote head format with
remote electronics that can be
integrated inside the vehicle.

Slimline ROV

Four specially leaner versions of
the Saab Seaeye Cougar XT ROV
have been ordered by Pommec,
the Netherlands-based technology
provider to the diving industry.
Custom designed to be both low
profile and powerful enough to
handle the strong currents found in
the shallow waters off the Belgium
coast, the slim-line Saab Seaeye
Cougar XT Compact will be used
by Pommec’s customer, diving
engineering and consultancy office
(DECO) in Bruges, Belgium.
DECO required an ROV system that
could function in strong currents
and poor visibility, and also work
alongside uninterruptable high-cost
pile-driving operations, 24 hours a
day, with zero downtime.
After several meetings with DECO,
Pommec and Saab Seaeye, a
solution emerged consisting of a
duplicated system-spread with two
identical Cougar XT Compacts in
each system. This made it easy to
switch instantly between ROVs and
between systems.

Pommec supplied the control and
maintenance containers and the
stainless steel launch
and recovery system
(LARS). These LARS will
allow the Cougars to be
deployed and operated
in the harshest of sea
conditions.

Cougar XT Compact

Managing Director, Rudi
Pommé said,
“It is not possible to use
divers for this work due
to poor visibility, strong
currents and the need for
continuous working. The
Cougar XT Compact is
ideal.”
The Cougar XT’s power and
manoeuvrability comes from six
thrusters – four vectored horizontal

thrusters and two vertical thrusters.
Each has velocity feedback for
precise control in all directions and
is interfaced to a fast-acting control
system and solid-state gyro for
enhanced azimuth stability.
To create a compact version and
minimise the effect of current,
Saab Seaeye engineers set about
reducing the frame size, buoyancy
and weight. A thinner 17mm tether
is also used to minimise drag.
Overall, the compact design has
the highest thrust-to-weight ratio in
its class.

In putting together the spread,

Each DECO/Pommec Cougar is
fitted with a low light colour camera,
rear-facing black and white camera
and Kongsberg high-definition
low light CDD camera. A Tritech
Super SeaKing sonar is also fitted
along with a free-issue Linquest
tracking system, a bare tooling skid
and a Gauntlet Plus four function
manipulator.

Control and maintenance
container, LARS and Cougar
XT Compact ROV
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Cal Dive Selects Panther
To tackle the strong currents in Australia’s offshore oil and
gas fields, contracting company,
Cal Dive International (Australia) has selected Saab
Seaeye’s powerful new Panther XT Plus ROV (Zone Rated
and configured for operations in hazardous areas) when
making that choice.
A Cal Dive spokesman said, ‘The Panther is small enough
to work inside rig and platform jackets, yet powerful enough
to open and close pipeline valves and operate in the strong
currents of open water.’
The Panther XT Plus has ten powerful thrusters, has 50%
more power and swims 30% faster than any other electric
work ROV of its class. Such thruster power means it can
maintain position whilst working in the strong currents of
Australian waters that would normally restrict the operations
of other similar ROV’s.
The Panther’s configuration chosen by Cal Dive includes a
Seaeye wide-angle low-light black and white camera and
a Kongsberg compact colour zoom camera. Also a Tritech
Super SeaKing sonar with dual frequency sonar head, and a
Tritech altimeter with auto altitude option.
Fitted to the ROV are two Schilling Orion manipulators:
starboard side, a seven function position feedback
manipulator with 3.8in gripper, and port side, a four function
rate manipulator with 7.8in gripper.
For debris clearance, the Panther comes with a rotary disc
cutter and a 38mm anvil cutter. There is also a water jetting
system, a cleaning brush assembly and manipulator-held
cleaning brush tool.
A Cygnus ultrasonic thickness gauge comes with the
ROV, together with a CP proximity probe to check anode
protection.
In the case of an emergency the ROV is fitted with a battery
operated emergency locator strobe. The ROV system
includes a stainless steel framed tether management cage
with 150m of tether cable, and its own Seaeye mini camera.
Also supplied through Saab Seaeye’s West Australian
distributor, Oceanvision, is a control container and a selferecting launch and recovery A-frame with 1100 metre
umbilical cable capacity, a certified bullet assembly and lock
latch assembly with snubber rotator.
The new Panther XT Plus has evolved from the proven
Panther concept into a more powerful vehicle with an
increased payload and re-designed frame that allows more
space for additional equipment and a greater range of tools
and sensors.
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Real-Time Riser and Anchor Chain Mon
On most floating production, storage
and offloading (FPSO) vessels,
risers and control umbilicals enter
the vessel through the turret. The
risers work to hold the FPSO in a
stationary position, however, this
means that they are liable to move,
causing stress between the two
points.

The sonar head at
the centre of the
riser and mooring
spread

Bend stiffeners are typically
incorporated at the top of the riser
to help it maintain the required
shape but the area must be
continually monitored to prevent
or minimise potential failure and
protect the riser; any damage to
the riser has the potential result of
releasing volumes of hydrocarbons
into the water.
Mooring lines are also connected to
the turret to counter environmental
forces and keep the entire turret
aligned. Failure of the mooring
chain or anchor lines could cause
the entire FPSO to move from its
anchored position, leading to strain
on the risers, possibly causing
some to rip out of the turret as the
vessel drifts.

RAMS sonar
head used to
monitor the
riser and chain

In order to ensure the integrity of
these connections and to alert
the operator if failure occurs, it is
common to fit sensors on to the
mooring lines and risers, and there
are a number of different types.
Acoustic transponders can be
fitted to each riser and mooring
line, with positional signals sent
to the transceivers at the surface.
Elsewhere, strain gauges can
be fitted on individual risers or
mooring lines. Some manufacturers
incorporate optical strain gauges
inside the actual riser or umbilical.
Another strategy is to employ
accelerometers to measure
movement. Inclinometers, curvature
sensors or angle rate sensors are
also common.
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nitoring System

RAMS sonar head

“This could happen for a
number of reasons. It might
be due to harsh environmental
conditions, from one of the bend
stiffeners failing from fatigue or a
third party reason such as an ROV
deployed to carry out a subsea inspection
becoming entangled.

The update rate may also be comparatively
low and there may also be issues of how
best to get the information back to a central
point in order to make sense of it.

“Sometimes it just requires monitoring.
Other times, it may involve action. The
fundamental point is that the RAMS system
detects movement in realtime, allowing the
operator to make an immediate decision as
to whether a response is required, before
any problem exacerbates.

Some companies have used upwardlooking seabed-mounted acoustic arrays
which work by measuring the catenary
shape of the riser and mooring lines.
The downside of this method is that the
distances can be too large to measure
movement with a sufficiently high degree of
accuracy.
This has prompted Tritech to develop the
riser and anchor chain monitoring system
(RAMS). It was developed in conjunction
with BP and builds on the proprietary
multibeam sonar technology developed by
SRD prior to its acquisition by Tritech.
It is based on a multibeam sonar head
that is deployed beneath the vessel from
one of the turret’s I-tubes. It ensonifies the
entire 360° area, continually monitoring
the presence (or absence) of, integrity and
position of the riser and anchor chains.
Because it is located so close to the
risers and anchor lines, the RAMS system
measures the exact X-Y position of all the
lines at a critical location, with millimetric
accuracy.
Furthermore, it incorporates a unique
beam-steerable transmitter that allows the
system to be configured on installation to
ensure the optimum sonar return from the
mooring lines and risers to ensure 100%
target detection and reliability.
“The software maps a user-defined
envelope,” said Angus Lugsdin, Tritech’s
business development manager. “If any of
the lines move excessively and stray out of
this envelope, it triggers an alarm.
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“One thing that the RAMS system
potentially allows us to do is long-term
trend analysis and condition monitoring.
We can update readings up to 30 times a
second. While this gives great accuracy, it
also generates enormous amounts of data.
Experience will tell us the most suitable
acquisition rate.”
Tritech is keen to emphasise that this
doesn’t necessarily replace the in-line
sensors but complements them. The strain
gauges and inclinometers, etc. can give a
variety of useful information.
“The RAMS system would be the ‘radar
display’ showing the current position, but
if an alarm goes off denoting a problem
with, say, riser 4, it should be possible
to immediately refer to the input from
other sensors for more information. The
alternative would be to try to pull in different
data threads and analyse what it all means.”
With complex turrets, multiple RAMS sonar
heads may be used to provide line of sight
to all the targets, thus ensuring all lines are
monitored.
RAMS has been extensively tested and
the accuracy of the system has shown
to be effective in its current deployment
on Teekay’s Petrojarl Foinaven FPSO,
operating 190km (118mi) off the west
coast of Shetland. Tritech is working with
partner NCS Survey, which will deliver the
installation, commissioning and after-sales
support.
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With all these methods, each
riser, umbilical and mooring
chain would have its own sensor
and record the movement or stress
of individual points in isolation. A
large number of devices may be
necessary, but can be expensive to
both purchase and maintain.

Installation and Mooring
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Goliat FPSO Mooring
Lankhorst Ropes Offshore Division has
been awarded a contract by Eni Norge
to supply the polyester rope mooring
lines for the Goliat floating production
storage and offloading (FPSO).
The vessel will be positioned 85km
offshore, northwest of Hammerfest in the
Barents Sea, offshore Norway.
The cylindrically shaped FPSO will be
moored with 14 polyester mooring lines
in three clusters of 4, 4 and 6 lines at
400m (1312ft) water depth. Lankhorst is
supplying Gama 98 polyester mooring
rope. The mooring rope will be one of
the strongest FPSO mooring ropes to
date.
Given the weather conditions in the
Barents Sea and relatively shallow
water depth, the Goliat FPSO will use
a semi-taut leg mooring system to limit
movement of the FPSO.

Two of the three mooring clusters
have longer lines in the direction of the
prevailing weather. The seabed chain
will provide the lateral restoring force
needed to keep the production vessel on
station during operation.
In order to minimise the potential
damage of trawl wire impact, Lankhorst
is developing a trawler wire-resistant
rope jacket for the polyester lines.

The jacket will be an integral part of the
rope construction during manufacture
at Lankhorst offshore rope production
facility in Portugal.
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Gael Force has launched its innovative SeaLimpet
floating gravity-based mooring device for the
subsea and renewables sectors and announced
the completion of its first contract.
The SeaLimpet is a cylindrical concrete structure
with specially configured in-built chambers which
can be flooded with water or evacuated using
compressed air, allowing it to be towed, floated to
position and then flooded to sink under controlled
conditions.
The SeaLimpet secures wind, wave and subsea
installations to the seabed with pinpoint accuracy
and, because it can be floated into position using
non-specialist vessels, avoids the need for heavy
transportation ships and cranes, significantly
lowering deployment costs whilst reducing
operational risk.

The first contract for Gael Force was secured
with New Jersey-based renewable energy
company Ocean Power Technologies (OPT).
The company commissioned an initial three 460t
SeaLimpets for the deployment of its PowerBuoy
wave energy device.
The SeaLimpets have been delivered ready for
use by OPT off the coast of Oregon. The value
of the contract was £900 000.
Gael Force is based in Inverness in the
Highlands of Scotland. The initial concept
for the SeaLimpet came from feasibility work
completed for an in-house marine renewable
energy project. The subsea device drew
on the company’s experience in mooring
heavy displacement marine structures in the
aquaculture industry.

SeaLimpet
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AC Drives
VAC drives manufacturer Vacon
will deliver liquid-cooled AC drives
with a total power of 2.7 MW for
active heave-compensated winches
onboard a Norwegian-built IMR
ship. The delivery will take place in
March 2012.
Vacon and Norwegian winch
manufacturer AXTech signed a
contract for 17 liquid-cooled 690 V
AC drives to be used for one of the
largest electrified active heavecompensated winches ever built.
The winch system will be installed
onboard a new IMR (Inspection,
Maintenance, and Repair) vessel,
to be built in Norway. The vessel
will be completed in late 2012.

HCLS for Tamar
Delmar Systems was awarded a
contract by Noble Energy to install
five subsea trees using the heave
compensated landing system (HCLS)
in the Tamar gas field off the coast of
Israel in the Mediterranean Sea.
The subsea trees will be installed in
the Matan block in a water depth of
approximately 5500ft. Delmar will be
working with the Transocean Sedco
Express semi-submersible rig for tree
installation operations.

The Tamar gas field is one of the
largest finds ever discovered in the
Mediterranean Sea and is one of the
largest discoveries in the history of
Noble Energy. According to estimates
the field has reserves of approximately
8.4 trillionft3 of gas. Commissioning is
expected in late 2012.
Delmar has used this patented
HCLS subsea component installation
technology in over 300 operations to
date.

The winches are used for lowering
and lifting equipment to and from
the seabed, at depths down to
2,000 m. Besides the main winch
with a capacity of 70 tons, the
system comprises several auxiliary
and guide wire winches.
The winch system uses Vacon’s
Active Front-End technology which
fulfills the most stringent harmonic
distortion requirements, set forth by
the Norwegian classification body
Den Norske Veritas. Furthermore,
if necessary, it allows the energy
generated by winch braking to be
fed back to the vessel’s electrical
network.

Subsea Tree Installation

Prelay Mooring
InterMoor has carried out a prelay
mooring system installation by Petro
Vietnam Technical Services (PTSC)
for a project offshore Vietnam.
The moorings for each location
consisted of eight conventional lines
with insert wire, grounded chain and
eight 12T Stevpris NG Anchors.
In total, InterMoor successfully prelaid
29 anchors including 13 piggybacks in
less than 2 weeks on both locations.
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InterMoor worked in cooperation with
a local Vietnam company, Thiennam
Offshore Services, who chartered DOF
Subsea’s vessel, the Skandi Hercules,
to perform the mooring installations.
The PVD 5 Tender-assisted drilling rig
will arrive on location and be moored to
the prelaid spread. Water depths at the
locations range from 118m (387ft.) to
135m (443ft.).
Stevpris NG Anchors
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Over the years, drilling and
production activities in the oil and
gas industry have been carried out
in progressively deeper waters. Last
year, Shell brought its deepwater
Perdido well onstream in 2450m
(8000ft). Last April, Transocean
drilled the Deepwater KG2 well in
3170m (10 194ft) of water. Analysts
predict that these records will fall as
the industry looks to further, deeper
frontiers.
One trend predicted by analysts
is the increased use of equipment
lowered down to the seabed rather
than using a floating platfrom.
Elsewhere, mining companies
have been making considerable
investments in research and
prospecting activities in the deep
ocean with a view to identifying
sources for mineral extraction.
Driven by a surge in demand and
increases in price in the world
metals markets, companies
are evaluating the potential for
harvesting polymetallic modules in
the sulphide and cobalt rich crust.

sea applications are not really new in
principle. They were typically, however,
developed in the ’70s for drilling,
digging and trenching at water depths
around 200m.
A key issue is that many of the
hydraulic equipment designs will have
to be revisited for work in these new
environments.
“Standard solenoid operated
hydraulic valves cannot operate
submerged underwater. The valves,
or the complete manifolds, need to
be placed in a fluid-filled enclosure
that is pressure compensated with
the surrounding pressure, said Lee
Hinchcliffe, sector manager Marine and
Offshore at Bosch Rexroth.
“We have developed a special line of
conventional and proportional valves
which incorporate unique modifications
to eliminate or bleed any captured air.”

“The Rexroth hydraulic components
have been modified for use in deep
sea applications. Products such as
cylinders for offshore use with new
DNV-approved Enduroq coating,
cylinders with direct mounted
manifolds, solenoid valves, flow and
pressure control valves instruments
and sensors.
To ensure reliable functionality and
performance of the new components
and sub-systems, extensive tests
up to 600 bar ambient pressure
in a hyperbaric chamber have
been carried out using a specially
designed power unit comprising a
wide spectrum of different hydraulic
components and sub-systems.
New and unique Rexroth hydraulic
valves operate in a slurry lift subsea
pump as well as in the MudLift pump,
used for the dual gradient drilling in oil
and gas explorations .Bosch Rexroth
is also involved in winch systems and
active heave compensation systems
to ensure safe and secure launch and
recovery of assets at sea.

Methane hydrates containing
frozen natural gas, phosphorites for
agricultural fertilisers and precious
metals. A lot of this lies in very
deep waters, maybe as much as
4000m–5000m.
Some companies are looking
at sediments within subsea
rivers for diamond mining.
Exploiting these resources is
likely to require new powerful
machinery. A key component
of any such machinery is the
hydraulic drives that power the
moving or rotating parts.
Track drives, manipulator
arms and drilling tools
are driven with hydraulic
cylinders and motors and were
controlled by hydraulic valves.
Hydraulic components for deep

A hydraulic
subsea
device
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Hydraulic Equipment

Deepwater Hydraulics

Underwater Operations

Hallin in Java

Hallin Marine has commenced
a new inspection, repair and
maintenance project offshore North
West Java, Indonesia.
“This is a contract from one
of the region’s largest energy
companies,” said Rik Zwinkels,
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Managing Director of Hallin’s
Singapore-based East Division.
“The contract includes air and
saturation diving, ROV activities for
Inspection repair and maintenance
of underwater oil and gas extraction
infrastructure.”
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Hallin’s subsea operations vessel
Ullswater is being deployed as
the centre of operations for an
anticipated three-month project
for 2011. The contract scope
allows for a second campaign
to start in the second quarter of
2012.

Underwater Operations

Hallin Vessels in the field

Fully equipped for wellhead
servicing, inspection and construction
diving with remotely-operated vehicle
support, the 78mlong by 20.4m
wide vessel incorporates a 15-man
saturation diving system capable
of operating at 200m depth plus a
three-man moonpool-launched diving

bell. Ullswater is fully equipped to
accommodate 120 personnel and
has a 22m diameter helideck for fast
transfer of crew and operating staff.
Also active on the project will be
the 65.5m long by 16m breadth
multipurpose subsea vessel Kendal
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which recently joined the Hallin
fleet. Kendal is equipped with
two TMS inspection class
remotely operated vehicles and
the in-build air diving system,
and is supported by the project
team from Hallin’s office in
Jakarta.
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WGP commence the 14th LoFS survey on the Valhall field
WGP Exploration has announced
operations of the third Life of Field
Seismic (LoFS) survey over the
Valhall field in the North Sea.
In 2003, life of field seismic was
permanently installed with 120kms
of ocean bottom cable over the
Valhall field.
In 2010 BP contracted WGP to
continue the provision of the
precisely positioned source
sub-arrays. This is necessary
to maintain the high level of
repeatability required for an

effective Permanent Reservoir
Monitoring (PRM) project.
Now in its ninth year, and its
14th survey, the Valhall LoFS
project continues to provide high
quality data mapping over time,
which affords BP analysts vital
insight into the geophysical and
fluid movements of the field.
WGP has again utilised
Thalassa Energy Services Ltd’s
(TESL) containerised seismic
source system which was
fully installed during a 4 day

Valhall
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mobilisation period onto the back
deck of the
M/V Stril Myster.
Marcus Smith, WGP’s Operations
Manager, commented,
“There are significant financial,
technological and logistical
benefits of using Thalassa’s
Portable Modular Source
System (PMSS) to convert a
regular and available Valhall
field platform supply vessel into
a highly capable seismic source
vessel twice a year, or whenever
required.

Seismic

Orca Installed on 50th Seismic Vessel
ION Geophysical Corporation
has achieved a milestone 50th
installation of its Orca Command
and Control system, on BGP’s 12streamer Prospector.
Since its introduction just six
years ago, Orca has been used to
manage towed streamer seismic
data acquisition operations on
nearly half of all vessels in operation
around the world. Orca recently
surpassed its popular predecessor,
ION’s Spectra, in market share.
ION attributes Orca’s rapid
success to the system’s advanced
capabilities for high-end 3D and
complex survey operations.
Des Flynn, Vice President of
ION’s Concept Systems group,
commented, “The introduction of
Orca’s advanced seismic data
acquisition capabilities has made
previously impossible operations
achievable.

Whether the objective is to achieve
high quality repeatability for a 4D
survey, execute the most challenging
survey geometries for wide azimuth
surveys, or simply manage the data
of upwards of 20 streamers and
multiple vessels, Orca’s new surveywide architecture and capabilities
make it possible.”
Orca integrates acquisition,
positioning, source, and QC systems’
data management and control into
a seamless platform, streamlining
visibility and control to help operators
safely and effectively execute
challenging geometries and multivessel operations, while delivering
simple, efficient processes for 2D
and 3D acquisition.
The system’s automated workflows
are designed to contribute to
significantly more efficient seismic
operations through reduced
downtime, minimal infill, lower costs,
and shorter cycle time.

EMGS Survey

Pawikan 2D

Electromagnetic Geoservices
ASA (EMGS) has announced
a contract by a new customer
partnership to acquire and process
3D electromagnetic (EM) data
offshore Ghana.

Nido Petroleum Philippines has
announced 2D seismic operations
in SC 54B. NDO’s partners in SC
54B are Shell Philippines and Yilgarn
Petroleum.

The contract value is about
US$5.5 million, and data
acquisition will be performed by
the 3D EM vessel BOA Galatea.
Chief Executive Officer Roar
Bekker commented: “We are
excited by the prospect of
returning to West Africa. We are
looking forward to applying our
latest technology, including fullazimuth 3D EM data acquisition
and 3D anisotropic inversion, in
this highly prospective region.”

The 2D seismic programme will
comprise approximately 323 line km
of 2D seismic data over the large
Pawikan Lead located in the central
sector of SC 54B (refer attached map).
The survey will be acquired by seismic
vessel contractor Nordic Maritime
using the 2D seismic vessel Nordic
Energy.
Pre-survey operations commenced in
October 2011 with the deployment into
the survey area of the MV ‘Eagle V to
acquire a high resolution bathymetry
survey ahead of the main seismic
acquisition phase.
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Searcher Seismic
Searcher Seismic, in conjunction
with its project partner MAGE
is pleased to announce the
completion of the 2011 phase
(5853km) of the Havspurv
2D High Resolution NonExclusive Seismic Survey in the
Norwegian Barents Sea.
The total project is scheduled to
comprise 12 000 km of data to
be acquired over two seasons.
It is the first ever regional 2D
survey in the Barents Sea that
is specifically designed to image
the upper sedimentary units and
fault patterns.
With both the acquisition and
processing parameters fully
optimized for high resolution
shallow imaging, the dataset
produced is set to further
enhance the understanding of
the emerging potential in the
Barents Sea.

The Pawikan Lead lies 30 km to
the south of the non-commercial
Gindara-1 gas and oil discovery
well. The Gindara-1 well
encountered a 144m gas column
underlain by a 43m oil-leg in low
porosity carbonates of the Nido
Limestone Formation based on
electric log interpretation.
The Pawikan Lead is a large
inversion structure about 56km2
in size that is on trend with the
Gindara-1 well and Malampaya gas
field located 60km to the north in
adjacent SC 38 which is operated
by Shell
The structure is also located 10km
to the south-west of the producing
Nido oil field in adjacent SC 14A
and the undeveloped Nido 1X1 and
Yakal-1 oil discoveries.
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Enhanced eBird
Functionality
AcuWing represents a novel approach
to streamer positioning by adopting the
latest technology within hydroacoustics to
interchangeable eBird wings.
The sophisticated eBird system for lateral,
vertical and roll streamer control in marine
seismic acquisition has received an advanced
functionality upgrade that enables the simple
replacement of wings for different operational
applications.
By using Kongsberg Maritime’s world
leading technology and know-how within
hydroacoustics , Kongsberg Seatex has
enhanced the eBird concept with the release
of AcuWing for eBird - a solution for streamer
position and shape determination.
eBird has, since its introduction at the SEG in
2009, gained high attention within the seismic
acquisition community with its sleek and
functional design and utilization of innovative
technology together with proven performance in
large seismic streamer spreads.
AcuWing represents a novel approach
to streamer positioning by adopting the
latest technology within hydroacoustics to
interchangeable eBird wings. eBird’s elegant
connector-less solution enables AcuWing
to quickly and easily replace any wing on a
standard eBird and use the same power and
communication lines.
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Oceanic Sirius

PARIS, France – October 27, 2011
– CGGVeritas (ISIN: 0000120164
– NYSE: CGV) announced
for itsfor
recently
launched Oceanic Sirius X-BOW seismic
todayThe
thatfirst
theproject
first project
its
vessel
will be Oceanic
a 3D BroadSeis
recently
launched
Sirius survey on the Avaldsnes field, potentially
estimated
to be
the third
largest oil discovery in Norway.
X-BOW®
seismic
vessel
will be
a 3D BroadSeis™ survey on
The Oceanic
Sirius
joined the CGGVeritas fleet and is now starting
the Avaldsnes
field,
potentially
acquisition
3Dlargest
BroadSeis
estimated
to be of
thethe
third
oil survey for Lundin. As one of the most
advanced,
high-capacity
seismic
vessels worldwide, the Oceanic Sirius is
discovery in Norway, on behalf of
designed
for superior acquisition data quality combined with the highest
Lundin
Petroleum.
environmental standards and the minimum operational downtime. Her
operational
efficiency
is expected to match if not exceed the outstanding
The Oceanic
Sirius
joined the
seismic fleet
performance
already shown by her sister ship, the Oceanic Vega.
CGGVeritas
on 3rd October
and is now starting acquisition
of the 3D BroadSeis survey
for Lundin. As one of the most
advanced, high-capacity seismic
vessels worldwide, the Oceanic
Sirius is designed for superior
acquisition data quality combined
with the highest environmental
standards and the minimum
operational downtime. Her
operational efficiency is expected
to match if not exceed the
outstanding seismic performance
already shown by her sister ship,
the Oceanic Vega.

The Oceanic Sirius sailing in
Norway after her delivery
to CGGVeritas on 3rd October.
Photo courtesy of Ulstein Group
Per Eide Studio.
(View/download high-resolution
image)

BroadSeis, the new CGGVeritas
broadband marine solution, was
selected to improve the resolution
and imaging of the field. The
vessel will acquire BroadSeis
data with Sercel Sentinel® solid
streamers equipped with the
Sercel Nautilus® streamer control
device. DoveTailTM, a proprietary
CGGVeritas acquisition and
processing solution designed to
achieve more regular sampling
and to reduce infill, will also be
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Offices
Kongsberg in Athens

A new Kongsberg Maritime office
in the port of Piraeus, Greece
went operational in September
2011. Kongsberg Maritime
Hellas has been established as a
customer support and sales office
to meet the procurement and
service requirements of Greek
shipowners and vessels sailing
with Kongsberg Maritime systems
in southern Europe.
With a large base of ferry
operators and merchant vessel
owners (totalling over 4000

vessels), Greece is an important
market for Kongsberg Maritime.
The company’s Maritime Black
Box VDR system is used by a
significant number of Greek ferries
whilst Blue Star Ferries will soon
be using Kongsberg Maritime’s
K-Chief 600 automation systems
aboard its vessels.

navigation systems. Recent
investment in the LNG and shuttle
tanker markets by Greek owners
will also see the team supporting
specialist systems including
K-Pos Dynamic Positioning,
Custody Transfer Systems and
the K-Chief 700 automation
system for offshore applications.

Kongsberg Maritime Hellas SA
will perform service in the local
area and in southern Europe,
covering the majority of Kongsberg
Maritime’s automation and

As one of the largest ports in the
Mediterranean sea, Piraeus is
classed as a top ten European
container port. More than 24,000
vessels visit Piraeus each year.

“There will be plenty of interesting
opportunities, both on the Norwegian
continental shelf and internationally,
in the years to come.

expects that the Gothenburg office will
have approximately 50 staff by yearend 2012. The company is currently
considering a new office location closer
to Gothenburg city centre.

Aker in Gothenburg
Aker Solutions has established
an office in Gothenburg. The
objective is to tap into the
Swedish engineering market to
help further grow Aker Solutions’
subsea business.
The global subsea oil and gas
market is expected to grow
significantly over the next
decades, driven particularly by
field developments in deep and
ultra-deep waters.
Having access to a large base
of engineering resources with
appropriate technology know-how
will be vital to meet Aker Solutions’
ambitious growth targets.
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Establishing the Gothenburg office is
one tool to facilitate for this growth.
Our colleagues in Sweden will work
on prospects and projects across
the globe,” said Jesper Ericsson,
managing director of the Gothenburg
office.
The office, which is based in
Frölunda outside Gothenburg,
currently houses a team of 13
engineers. However, recruitment
is underway to add significantly
to that number. Aker Solutions
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Employees at the Gothenburg office will
deliver engineering and design services
including subsea trees, manifolds
and structures, tie-in systems, workover systems, pumps and processing
systems.
Additionally, the office will offer tender
and R&D support. It will work with
Aker Solutions’ head office at Fornebu
outside Oslo and the company’s
subsea technology and manufacturing
centre at Tranby.

UTEC in Naples
UTEC Survey opened a new
subsidiary in Naples, Italy. The
new entity, which will trade
under the name of UTEC Survey
Mediterranean, will focus on giving
UTEC a stronger presence in the
Mediterranean and West Africa.
Carlo Pinto has been appointed
General Manager. He will also
continue in his current position as

Regional Sales and Marketing
Manager for UTEC in the region.
According to Martin O’Carroll,
CEO of the UTEC Survey Group,
“The Mediterranean, as a strategic
area for both the oil and gas and
Submarine Telecom markets has
been a priority in our ongoing
geographic expansion plans. The
area offers significant business

opportunities for UTEC along both
the North African and Eastern
Mediterranean coasts.
Our new offices in Pozzuoli, close
to Naples, will allow us to more
rapidly respond to clients’ needs in
the region, while taking advantage
of an existing pool of qualified and
talented professionals already
based in Italy”.

Welltec in Kazakhstan
Welltec has secured a legal entity
and opened a new office in Aktobe,
Kazakhstan. In close parallel, Alex
McKay, Area VP for Russia/Caspian,
and his team have secured a
contract with Zhaikmunia Company
and have successfully completed a
number of jobs using Well Tractors.
Caspian Business Development
Manager, Dave Clayton says:
“We have an extremely promising

business outlook planned for
Kazakhstan whilst also targeting
other countries within the Caspian
region. We are focused on providing
service quality and delivering efficient
solutions to our customers.
“We are determined to tackle all
corners of the region working in close
coordination with our established
team in Russia to support each other
as we go forward.””

The Republic of Kazakhstan is
a place with great potential for
Welltec. This country has doubled
their oil output over the past
decade to become the secondbiggest producer in Russia and
CIS.
According to the Oil and Gas
Ministry, this Central Asian country
has ambitions to raise production
to 100 million tons by 2015.

Hydratight in Bangalore
Global joint integrity specialist
Hydratight has opened an office
in Bangalore with sister company,
Enerpac, to take advantage of a
growing market in the region.
The India office team will be
headed by regional leader Murali
Narasimhan, who was previously
Hydratight’s area manager for Kuwait
and India.
“India is a strategic region for
Hydratight and our parent company,
Actuant,” said Hydratight EMEA
leader, Alain Wald. “It offers huge
growth potential and, working with
Enerpac, we expect to double our

business in the
area in the next
year.”
The two
companies have
already begun a
major marketing
campaign to boost
awareness of their
services.

Hydratight
office
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Offices
2H Offshore to Houston

Forum to Brazil

2H Offshore Inc has relocated to
new premises within Houston’s
Energy Corridor District at 15990
North Barkers Landing,.

oil and gas export steel catenary
risers. The new Houston office will
house the entire Big Foot riser team,
combining 2H and Chevron engineers
in a single space for the duration of
the project.

Forum Energy Technologies
(FET) has opened an office
outside Rio de Janeiro to
better serve its customers
operating in the growing
Brazilian market.

2H Offshore’s Houston office was the
second office to open following the
inception of the company in 1993 in
London, UK. It initially opened in 1998
as a small venture in a shared office
environment before moving to offices
in Katy, Texas, and later expanding to
its previous location at Gulf Plaza on
the west side of Houston.

The new office is a
continuation of Forum’s
strategy to broaden its global
footprint and to improve its
ability to respond to customers
operating in this burgeoning
offshore region.

Close to major clients and less than
a mile from the previous location,
the new office encompasses
32,000 square feet and includes 9
conference rooms, a training room
and dedicated video conferencing
facilities.
2H’s Houston base has grown
steadily over the past few years as
a result of increased project work
in the Gulf of Mexico. The Houston
office currently employs more
than 90 people and is supported
by the 2H Offshore network of 7
worldwide offices.
Earlier this year, 2H Offshore Inc.
was awarded its biggest contract
to date: the detailed design and
procurement management of the
Chevron Big Foot riser systems,
which will comprise 2 high-pressure
drilling risers, 15 production/water
injection top tensioned risers and
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“The Gulf Plaza location has served
2H’s staff and clients well for the
past 5 years, but as the company
continues to expand, the new office
will provide a better environment for
everyone,” commented 2H Offshore
Inc. vice president, David Walters.
“We anticipate future growth in the
newly established location with plans
to strengthen staff and capabilities
with additional qualified industry
professionals.”
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Cris Gaut, chairman and CEO
of Forum, commented, “It is
a great time to increase our
presence in Latin America
and, in particular, the Brazilian
deepwater market. Production
in the region is expected to
double within the next five
years and Forum’s products
are especially well suited to
the demands of developing
Brazil’s ultra deepwater
deposits and to the supporting
infrastructure.”
The office will be led by
Antonio Garcia, Country
Manager. Prior to this
appointment, he was General
Manager of Venezuela for
Forum’s Valve
Solutions
group. The
new office
will initially
focus on the
company’s
subsea
technologies
and valve
solutions
business
lines, but
eventually
all products
will be
represented.

Acquisitions
Reef Rotech
Reef Subsea has acquired the Rotech Subsea group
of companies headquartered in Aberdeen to be a
leader in seabed dredging and mass flow excavation
services with offices in the main subsea markets of the
North Sea, Americas and Asia-Pacific.
Rotech Group will concentrate its activities in the
engineering and fabrication of solutions for the oil, gas
and renewable industries.
Reef Subsea will now be able to offer its clients
a range of services including the precise seabed
operations of Scanmudring machines (mainly
Scanmachine and Scancrawler) to the mass flow
excavation capabilities of Rotech Subsea systems
(mainly T8000 and T4000).
The combination of the Norwegian-based

Scanmudring and Rotech Subsea should accelerate
Reef’s global presence and add value to their clients’
projects. It will also allow them to target tenders which
weren’t previously attainable
.
The move will also speed up and strengthen Reef
Subsea’s presence in key subsea markets thanks to the
Rotech Subsea’s existing bases and offices in Houston
covering the Gulf of Mexico and Brazil, in Singapore for
the Far East and in Perth for Australia and surrounding
countries.
Ken Stewart, Rotech Group Managing Director,
commented: “Rotech Holdings will continue operating
as an engineering and fabrication business in Aberdeen.
The deal with Reef Subsea allows us to return to the
main roots of the company to focus on research and
development projects.

Technip Cybernetix
Technip has entered into an
agreement with Gilles MICHEL, his
holding Askoad Conseil, Comex and
Sercel Holding, for the acquisition
of all of their interests in Cybernétix,
representing approximately 45.7%

of Cybernétix’s share capital, at
an aggregate purchase price of
approximately 14.1 million euros.
The purchase price is 19 euros per
share for each of the four blocks.

Cybernétix’s board of directors,
which was held today, co-opted
two representatives of Technip as
directors and appointed the firm
Détroyat as independent expert in
connection with the cash tender offer.

Kongsberg Evotec
Kongsberg Maritime has completed the acquisition of Evotec. Evotec addresses the maritime
industry, developing and delivering technological management systems for the seismic,
subsea and supply markets, among others. In these selected niches, Evotec has developed
systems that have allowed the company to carve out a position as one of the market’s leading
suppliers. In addition, Evotec is building up a Service and After- market Department that has
recently concluded service/framework agreements with key players in the market.
Evotec is located in the municipalities of Herøy and Ulstein and currently has about 55
employees.
“The acquisition of Evotec is in line with Kongsberg Maritime’s ‘Full Picture Strategy’ and will
enhance our delivery scope for seismic and anchor handling vessels among others. Evotec
is an innovative enterprise with good systems and skilled employees. It will be an important
player in Kongsberg Maritime’s further efforts in the markets mentioned”, commented Geir
Håøy, president of Kongsberg Maritime.
Evotec oil recovery handling system
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Offices
Francisco Gutierrez
Africa and Middle East (EAME)
division.

Francisco Gutierrez has joined
GeoAcoustics as Product
Manager. His main responsibility
will be to support the internal- and
external salesteam. Francisco’s
tasks are to prepare and execute
product demonstrations, publish
technical papers and support the
GeoAcoustics product evolution
systematically.
Francisco has a background
in physics. Since achieving his
MSc (Honours) his career has
progressed from applied physics
towards technology with positions
including DSP Field Application
Engineer at Texas Instruments
Ltd and technologist in coastal
oceanography at CSIC, the
National Research Council in his
native country Spain.

Gordon Lyall
UTEC Survey has appointed Gordon
Lyall as General Manager for the
Middle East & Caspian region based
in the UAE. His extensive experience
includes over 25 years in the
offshore survey and ROV business,
and was most recently a Regional
Manager for Hallin Marine.
The UAE office will provide local
support throughout the Middle East
and the Caspian region providing
its full range of offshore survey
services.

Gerard Keser
Mr Gerard Keser has taken office as
the new Managing Director of N-Sea.
Leen Noordhoek, who has been
Managing Director, ad interim, since
May of this year, will become a
Member of the Supervisory Board.
From 2002 to 2011 Mr. Keser
held various executive with Smit
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Reporting to company Managing
Director Walter Steedman, he will be
responsible for continued business
development and operational
aspects of the business on behalf of
major operators of seismic, survey,
DP, construction support and pipelay
vessels.

International NV. His last position
was Managing Director of Smit
Salvage and Subsea.
Leen Noordhoek looks upon Keser
a worthy successor: “I am delighted
that Gerard has chosen to continue
his career at N-Sea and I see in him
a very competent successor who will
be more than capable in bringing the
the company to the next stage. He
is familiar with our industry and I am
convinced he is the right man for the
job.”
It’s great for me to work with the
enthusiastic and highly competent
employees of N-Sea and to expand
the company further.”
N-Sea (formerly Noordhoek) with
a history of more than 50 years is
known worldwide as an intergrated
subsea contractor within the oil and
gas, renewables, cable and dredging
industries.

Angus Scott
Aberdeen-based Veripos, the
supplier of GNSS positioning
services to the world offshore
industry, has appointed Angus Scott
as Regional Manager of its Europe,
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Previous experiences have included
a variety of offshore surveying posts
with Thales GeoSolutions prior to
joining Seacor Marine as Business
Development Manager; he later
becoming Area Manager for its West
Africa operations with responsibility
for over 1200 personnel and a fleet
of 35-50 support

Martyn Conroy

Subsea asset rental company,
Ashtead Technology announces
the appointment of Martyn Conroy
as Sales Director of the Offshore
Division.
Martyn has over 15 years of
experience in the subsea industry,
Starting in the early 90’s as a design
engineer for Expro Group Martyn
has subsequently held subsea
leadership roles with FirstSubsea,
Hydratight and most recently as

Acquisitions
Specialist Services Business Leader
with RBG Group.
Martyn will be based in the Aberdeen
office but will be providing support
to all of the Ashtead’s offshore
regions and will be responsible for
developing and implementing the
company’s sales strategy. Martyn will

Keith La Rose
OceanWorks has appointed Keith
La Rose to the position of Business
Development Manager – Military in
its Vancouver office.
His primary function will be to expand
OceanWorks’ penetration of the
military market by further raising
awareness of the company’s custom
engineering, standard products, and
service capabilities.
Keith has held various professional
and sales management positions,
most recently as Sales Director.

Denis Welch

Denis Welch

IHC Merwede has appointed Denis
Welch as its CEO for South East
Asia. He will be responsible for
helping the company to reinforce
its regional identity and expand its
Asian-centred operations – which are
focussed on its offshore and marine
activities.

UTEC Survey has announced
Giovanni Ranieri as the new
Business Development Director
at UTEC Survey Mediterranean
located in Naples, Italy.

IHC Merwede President Govert
Hamers says: “Mr Welch’s
appointment will assist the company
in strengthening its strategy of
internationalisation. We have
successfully operated from our
regional organisation in Singapore
for the past four years and are in the
process of opening new offices in the
PSA building on Alexandra Road to
support our ambitions of growth. I am
confident that our new CEO will help
to further develop IHC Merwede’s
presence within the region.”

Sandeep Sharma

John Roscoe-Hudson

RBG has appointed Sandeep
Sharma as its new finance director.

CDL has appointed John RoscoeHudson as its new Operations
Director. Although based in Houston,
Texas John will play a critical part in
drivng the next stage of CDL’s global
operations.

Mr Sharma is responsible for
leading RBG’s global financial
management, planning, controls
and reporting, as the company
enters a period of growth and
integration with STS. A qualified
chartered accountant with an MBA
from London Business School, Mr
Sharma joins RBG with more than
25 years finance experience and is
based at the company’s Aberdeen,
UK headquarters.

John’s primary responsibiity will be
managing product development
and customer support, as well as
overseeing projects that are tailored
to specific customer requirements.
John began his career in the United
Kingdom as an Instrumentation and
Process Control Technician.
Moving to Houston, Texas, in 1969
as Geophysical Services Mame
Systems Engineer, John ultimately
became Technical/Project Manager
for DOF Subsea.

Mr Sharma has held a range of
senior finance positions and most
recently worked for Bombardier
Services UK, He was responsible
for directing all financial strategy
and planning and supporting
business growth across the
regions.
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Ranieri will be based in UTEC’s
office in Italy with a global remit
managing key client accounts and
strategic services development.
Prior to his appointment at UTEC,
Ranieri worked at GeoLab Ltd.
for 18 years serving as managing
director and co-founder.
“Giovanni is a renowned and
reputable professional in this
market,” said Martin O’Carroll, CEO
of the UTEC Survey Group.
“Because of his background
and experience, he understands
UTEC’s business, and will also
help us explore and expand into
other areas. With Giovanni on
our team, UTEC is strengthening
its worldwide network and will
become an even more established
participant in the field.”

Gordon Lyall
The company has also has
appointed Gordon Lyall as General
Manager for the Middle East &
Caspian region based in the UAE.
His extensive experience includes
over 25 years in the offshore survey
and ROV business, and was most
recently a Regional Manager for
Hallin Marine.
“This is an important milestone for
us and we found someone who
could provide the local leadership
required to consistently deliver
the quality and experience our
clients have come to expect.” said
Trevor Hughes, Director of Sales &
Marketing.
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Awards
Subsea UK
An Aberdeen based engineer has
become one of the first recipients of a
new £7500 scholarship, awarded by
subsea industry body Subsea UK.
Yasaman Zirakzadeh, a senior
electronic engineer at Aker Solutions
is one of two subsea engineers to
have been recognised with the grant.
Darren Brown, a development
engineer for First Subsea in
Lancaster, will also be supported
through his studies.
This is the first year that Subsea UK
has awarded the scholarship prize
in an effort to increase the number
of highly skilled and qualified subsea
engineers in the industry. The annual
award will enable the two successful
candidates to study towards a postgraduate MSc in subsea engineering
and management.

Subsea UK CEO Neil Gordon, left, with Yasaman and Darren

engineering while working full time
and am really looking forward to it.”

my MSc and fulfil my potential as an
engineer.

The post-graduate masters
scholarship supports students by
financing up to 80% of the total
annual costs - a maximum of £7,500
for a full-time course and £3,500 for
a part-time course. The funds can
be used to finance course material,
books, travel, subsistence and
accommodation - on top of the initial
course fees.

“This opportunity will allow me to
refine my skills in order to further
progress up the career ladder. I am
looking forward to getting my head
down, gaining my qualification and
hopefully becoming a chartered
engineer in the subsea sector.”

Darren, who will be studying partSubsea UK chief executive, Neil
time at Newcastle University, said:
Gordon, said: “These scholarships
“It has been a goal of mine to obtain
are part of our drive to address the
challenges of developing a new
pipeline of young engineers coming
into the industry. There are some
pinch points in terms of skills looming
The Centre triumphed in the Best Oil
and, if the UK is to remain at the
and Gas Industry Service Supplier
forefront in subsea around the world,
category. This recognises those
we must promote and drive forward
companies that are involved in the oil
other initiatives to create a new pool
and gas industry in the HIE region.
of future talent.

The scholarship will be paid to
the sponsoring company and the
student must undertake to continue
in the employment of that company
for a minimum of two years after
completion of the degree programme.

Underwater Centre

“We launched this scholarship
initiative to give talented, professional
and determined young engineers
a helping hand towards a bright
engineering future in subsea and are
delighted to award the first of these
annual grants.”
Yasaman Zirakzadeh said she was
grateful to be given such a “terrific
opportunity”. The 29-year-old who
lives and will study in Aberdeen said:
“I am really pleased to be granted this
scholarship, it is a major boost to my
career development in subsea.
“I will be studying my MSc in subsea
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The Underwater Centre’s primary
focus is on providing industry
specific skills and competency
training for commercial divers and
ROV pilots; helping graduates into
their new careers and providing the
energy sector with the workforce that
it needs.
Speaking after the awards ceremony,
The Underwater Centre’s General
Manager, Steve Ham said: “It is an
honour to have won this award and
it is testament to the hard work of
all the staff at the Centre who have
helped to deliver our service in the
UK and across the globe.”
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The Underwater Centre is the only
training centre in the world that
offers the full range of Health and
Safety Executive (HSE) commercial
diving qualifications in air and
mixed gas diver training, from HSE
SCUBA to HSE Closed Bell diving.

Receiving the award
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SUT
SUT Houston Networking Event
Bull and Bear Tavern, Houston, USA, Thursday, 4 August 2011
By Jodi Roberts, Marketing & Business Development and Manager, Global Communications, SUT Houston Branch
The SUT Houston Branch held its
monthly networking event at the Bull
and Bear Tavern. The sponsor for
the evening was EV Cam, Remote
Camera Technology. EV Cam
provides remote video in challenging
environments to customers in the
global oil and gas industry.
One drink ticket per guest was
provided with a warm dinner. The
sponsor held a drawing for three

The event was well attended with 56
attendees.

setting. The benefits of attending and
sponsoring these meetings include:
company name recognition, building
partnerships with industry leaders and
an easy and cost-efficient way to gain
local exposure and increase company
sales connections.

This event is held on a monthly
basis with a different sponsor every
month. The event allows oil and gas
professionals to network in a relaxed

The SUT Houston Branch is thankful
for EV Cam’s sponsorship and looks
forward to the next networking event
sponsored by Xodus Group.

Best Buy (an electronics retail store)
gift cards. An EV Cam video was
displayed at the event, along with
marketing brochures.

Perth Branch

Flow Assurance – How Direct Electrical Heating Can Assist
Evening Meeting, Wednesday, 17 August 2011 By Ian Wilson, Perth Branch Committee Member
On 17th August at the Perth Branch
evening meeting held, the audience
of approximately 100 people were
presented three informative papers:
l DEH Development Case Studies
by Jesper Hoj-Hansen of Woodside
Energy Ltd
l Direct Electrical Heating of
Flowlines by Audun Haglo of Nexans
Norway AS
l DEH Topsides by Craig Abbott
representing Wärtsilä Australia Pty
Ltd.
All of the above presentations will be
available on the SUT Perth Branch
website (http://www.sut.org.au/perth/
sutau_perth_events_archive.htm).
Jesper Hoj-Hansen began by
describing a generic open loop direct
electrical heating (DEH) system and
operating strategy. He then identified
the main challenges and perceived
risks of operating an open loop DEH
system.
This was followed by descriptions of
four case studies for the application
of DEH and the challenges unique to
each, including in-line valves, offset
distance to subsea infrastructure,
dealing with spur lines, extending
DEH systems, manifold by-pass and
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steel catenary riser anchor by-pass.
Jesper concluded his address by
identifying future opportunities from
600–1500msw and posed the question,
“What are the limits for open loop
DEH?”.
Audun Haglo then provided a brief
history and description of DEH, with a
focus on cables. He addressed design
issues for dynamic DEH riser cables,
armoured feeder cables and piggyback
cables. The design of piggyback
cables covered non-metallic armour,
mechanical stress and strain, and the
effect of elevated temperatures on
cable ageing. Considerable discussion
focused on cable impact design and
the requirements of DNV RP F-111.

topside unit, its primary components and
their function. The importance of power
factor values in the design of topsides
equipment was emphasised.
Considerable discussion focused on
the floating production, storage and
offloading (FPSO) power swivel and
the various options for placement of
components on either side of the swivel
to optimise power delivery through the
electrical swivel.
It was noted that Statoil facilities have
reported >200 restarts of the DEH system
in support of shutdowns. This led to
discussion on monitoring of the system
condition given that they are generally
not energised continuously.

Cable electrical screen requirements
and fault detection using fibre optics
were also discussed. Audun concluded
by sharing Nexans’ involvement in DEH
development and qualification from
1987 to 1998, as well as subsequent
installations in 2000 to 2010 comprising
more than 200km of installed DEH
cables.

The use of continuous impedance
monitoring was helpful in identifying
faults, as was the use of fibre optics
built into the subsea cables to provide
continuous monitoring of temperature
and strain. Craig concluded with a
listing of the DEH facilities Wärtsilä had
provided, highlighting the range of power
requirements, voltages and cable lengths.

Craig Abbott followed by introducing
the audience to Wärtsilä and describing
how it became involved in providing
DEH topside solutions. He went on
to describe a typical containerised

The presentations concluded at 7.30 pm,
after which the participants continued
discussions and networking while
enjoying the hospitality sponsored by
Nexans and Wärtsilä.
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Melbourne Branch

Battling Biofouling: Its Characteristics,
Consequences And Control
Lunch and Learn Meeting, Friday, 15 July 2011
By Becky Wong
SUT Melbourne Branch held a lunch and learn event
on 15 July 2011 at the JP Kenny offices in Melbourne.
The event was attended by 18 participants. John Lewis,
principal marine consultant from ES Link Services Pty
Ltd, presented an interesting topic on “Battling Biofouling:
Its Characteristics, Consequences and Control” to the
audience.
John’s presentation provided an overview of the biofouling
process and its effects, as well as the development and
application of antifouling technologies, with a focus on the
marine offshore industry sector.
John, with his 30 years’ experience working as a scientist
in the Defence Science and Technology Organisation in
Melbourne, gave us an insight into the biofouling world,
which some of us were not too familiar with. Below is an
excerpt from the introduction of John’s presentation.
“Any surface immersed or exposed in the sea becomes

the potential attachment site for marine organisms, from
bacteria and microscopic algae, to mussels, corals and
kelps. When this growth has some negative or detrimental
impact, it is collectively termed ‘biofouling’, and biofouling
has troubled the human species since we first ventured
out from shore.
“Biofouling prevention and management has been,
and still is, based on antifouling coatings that release
toxic substances from their surfaces; these techniques
are under increasing environmental scrutiny and new
solutions therefore continue to be actively sought.”
There were a few questions posed during the question
and answer session at the end of the meeting, and the
attendees thoroughly benefited from the presentation.
SUT Melbourne looks forward to hosting more of such
events to present further networking opportunities as well
as increased knowledge in various topics in the coming
months.

Melbourne/Perth

SUT Scholarship 2011

The SUT Melbourne Branch, in conjunction with the SUT Perth
Branch, has announced the recipients of the SUT Scholarship
2011 award.
Renae Rundle and Timothy Moore are both students at
University of Tasmania/Australian Maritime College, Tasmania.
Renae is in her third year studying Bachelor of
Engineering (Ocean Engineering), while
Timothy is in his final year studying
for a double degree in Bachelor of
Engineering (Naval Architecture and
Ocean Engineering). The decision
of the awards was based on the
performance and achievements of
the awardees.
Dr Hayden Marcollo, SUT
Melbourne committee
member, was in attendance
to meet with the scholarship
recipients during a
conference visit to
Tasmania in July.
Left to right: Tim Moore,
Dr Hayden Marcollo and
Renae Rundle
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SUT
Houston Branch

Riches Beneath The Surface
Learning Luncheon, Wednesday, 7 September 2011 By Jodi Roberts, Global Communications and Business Development, SUT
Dr John H Lienhard of the University
of Houston was invited by the SUT’s
Offshore Site Investigation and
Geotechnics (OSIG) committee to
speak at the learning luncheon.
Dr Lienhard is host of the National
Public Radio (NPR) show The
Engines of Our Ingenuity, broadcast
nationally each day on NPR and
produced by KUHF-FM Houston.

Dr Linehard’s presentation reviewed
technical achievements that have
been mastered and the challenges
ahead for the offshore industry.

on how technology impacts our
daily lives as well as the professions
of those working in the offshore
industry.

He offered an intriguing perspective
on change, technology and the global
economy – all topics close to his heart.

The luncheon was very well
recognised and included an
attendance of 78 oil and gas
professionals. The SUT would like to
thank Dr Lienhard for his support and
fascinating presentation.

Dr Lienhard’s incredible powers of
analysis made for a great perspective

Aberdeen Branch

Golf Day
Thursday, 18 August 2011, By Iain Buchan, Rotech
The SUT Golf Day was held at
the Craibstone Golf Course in
Aberdeen. The course was in
great shape considering all the rain
that had fallen recently. The food
before tee time was excellent and
we felt very welcomed by all the
Craibstone staff and, of course, the
SUT staff as well.

The format and rules for the day were
well planned and explained in such
a manner that we only had to try and
play as best we could.
Unfortunately, we on the Rotech team
were second to tee off and, therefore,
had to be away before the final groups
came in. This meant we missed the

prize giving for which the prizes were very
good indeed (considering there were only
about thirteen teams on the day!).
The SUT annual Golf Day is always a
great way to meet other people in the
business in a relaxed atmosphere and
not worry about other things going on in
the background.

Educational Support Fund
The Society for Underwater
Technology’s Educational Support
Fund (ESF) was recently mentioned
in the online edition of Science
Careers Magazine, after Graeme
MacGilchrist, a student awarded a
scholarship by the SUT, was asked to
speak about issues related to student
funding for university for one of the
magazine’s articles.
The article, titled, “Preparing for More
Expensive Degrees in England”
which was published on 28 October
2011, explores the rising costs
of university tuition for students
and highlights the importance of
postgraduates to seek funding for
their postgraduate degrees early.
Graeme, who was awarded a £4000
scholarship by the SUT towards his
MSc in Oceanography at the National
Oceanography Centre (NOC) in
Southampton, first learned of the
SUT’s sponsorship scheme via a
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lecturer at the NOC who encouraged
him to apply to the ESF when he
attended his interview for the MSc
course.
Having graduated with a First Class
(Honours) degree in Mathematics
from Newcastle University and
gained experience working in marine
conservation and the onshore wind
industry, Graeme has additionally
participated in voluntary activities
including tutoring maths and fundraising
for the Future Hope School in India. The
SUT considers him a worthy recipient
of the ESF sponsorship scheme and
wishes him all the very best for his
studies and future career.
The SUT’s Educational Support Fund
(ESF) is at the centre of a web aimed
at revitalising the talent pool for the
offshore industry in the UK and abroad,
addressing the widely acknowledged
current skill shortage. Originating in
1990, the ESF now provides one of the
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best schemes in Europe for students
across the whole engineering and
scientific spectrum. It is available
to students studying in both the UK
and overseas, and is designed to
financially assist gifted students
studying marine science and
engineering.
The scheme is funded by donations
from companies largely within the
industry and sponsors between
five and ten undergraduate and
postgraduate students each year.
The SUT is pleased to note that
the sponsored students have all
continued to gain excellent results.
Additionally, newly sponsored ESF
students are given SUT membership
for two years and can utilise the
benefits of membership to make
connections with companies within
the industry to network for future jobs.
To apply for an ESF application form,
please email cheryl.ince@sut.org.
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